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Evolution	of	Probate	Courts
Although	individual	cases	involving	traditional	probate	matters	such	as	wills,	decedents’	estates,	trusts,	guardianships,	and	

conservatorships	have	garnered	considerable	public	and	professional	attention,	relatively	little	attention	has	been	focused	until	

recently	on	the	courts	exercising	jurisdiction	over	these	cases.	Unlike	other	types	of	courts	(e.g.,	criminal	courts),	the	evolution	

of probate courts has differed considerably from state to state.

In	England,	probate	court	jurisdiction	began	in	the	separate	ecclesiastical	courts	and	the	courts	of	chancery.	The	early	probate	

courts	in	America	exercised	equity	jurisdiction.	Modern	counterparts	of	these	equity	courts	are	chancery,	surrogate,	and	

orphan’s	courts.	In	other	American	jurisdictions,	a	judge	within	a	court	of	broader	jurisdiction	would	typically	be	given	

responsibility	for	probate	cases	(usually	in	addition	to	other	duties)	because	of	that	judge’s	expertise	or	interest	in	the	area	or	to	

expedite	the	handling	of	this	group	of	cases.	Over	time,	this	caseload	became	sufficiently	large	to	necessitate	the	assignment	of	

full-time probate judges or the establishment of a separate probate court in some jurisdictions.

This	evolution,	however,	occurred	differently	in	every	state,	and	even	within	different	jurisdictions	within	a	given	state.	As	a	result,	there	

is	considerable	variation	between	(and	often	within)	the	various	states	in	the	way	in	which	the	state	courts	handle	probate	matters.

Need	for	National	Probate	Court	Standards
This evolution has provided little opportunity for the development of uniform practices by courts exercising probate jurisdiction. 

Meanwhile,	a	call	for	the	study	of	probate	court	procedures	has	come	from	both	within	and	outside	the	probate	courts,	

including	judicial	leaders	and	organizations,	bar	associations,	academicians,	and	the	public.	The	administration,	operation,	and	

performance of courts exercising probate jurisdiction have been identified as areas in need of attention.

In	1987,	after	numerous	stories	of	abuses,	the	Associated	Press	(AP)	conducted	a	study	of	the	nation’s	guardianship/conservatorship	

system,	resulting	in	a	report,	“Guardians	of	the	Elderly:	An	Ailing	System.”	The	report	described	a	“dangerously	burdened	and	

troubled	system	that	regularly	puts	elderly	lives	in	the	hands	of	others	with	little	or	no	evidence	of	necessity,	and	then	fails	to	guard	

against	abuse,	theft,	and	neglect.”	Specifically	identified	problems	were	lack	of	resources	to	adequately	monitor	the	activities	of	

guardians/conservators	and	the	financial	and	personal	status	of	their	wards;	guardians/conservators	who	have	little	or	no	training;	lack	

of	awareness	of	alternatives	to	guardianship/conservatorship;	and	the	lack	of	due	process.1

Active	involvement	in	guardianship/conservatorship	issues	provided	the	foundation	for	the	sponsorship	by	the	American	Bar	

Association	(ABA)	of	the	1988	Wingspread	National	Guardianship	Symposium.	Experts	from	across	the	country	attended	

the	meeting,	including	probate	judges,	attorneys,	guardianship	and	conservatorship	service	providers,	doctors,	aging	network	

representatives,	mental	health	experts,	government	officials,	law	professors,	a	bioethicist,	a	state	court	administrator,	a	

judicial	educator,	an	anthropologist,	and	ABA	staff.		The	symposium	produced	recommendations	for	reform	of	the	national	

guardianship/conservatorship	system,	which	were	largely	adopted	by	the	ABA’s	House	of	Delegates	in	February	1989.		The	

recommendations,	especially	those	pertaining	to	judicial	practices,	reflected	the	need	for	improvement	of	practices	and	

1	 AssociAted Press, GuArdiAns of the elderly: An AilinG system	(Special	Report,	September	1987).	See also	Fred	Bayles	&	Scott	McCartney,	Declared 
“Legally Dead”: Guardian System is Failing the Ailing Elderly, the record	(September	20,	1987);	AmericAn BAr AssociAtion, GuArdiAnshiP: An 
AGendA for reform (1989).
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procedures	related	to	guardianship/conservatorship	in	probate	courts.2	These	initial	examinations	of	the	exploitation,	neglect,	

and/or	abuse	of	persons	under	guardianship	or	conservatorship	have	been	followed	by	additional	articles	in	the	press,3 

government	and	private	studies,4  state	task	forces,5 and sets of national recommendations.6

Efforts	to	reform	the	administration	of	decedents’	estates	predate	guardianship	reform.	A	Model	Probate	Code	was	promulgated	

in	1946	and	provided	the	basis	for	reform	in	the	1950s	and	1960s.	In	1969,	the	National	Conference	of	Commissioners	on	Uniform	

State	Laws	and	the	ABA	approved	the	Uniform	Probate	Code	(UPC),	which	was	drafted	by	which	was	jointly	drafted	by	the	

Commissioners	and	by	the	ABA	Section	of	Real	Property,	Probate	and	Trust	Law.		The	UPC	has	been	adopted	by	18	jurisdictions,	

and has been adopted in part or has influenced reform in still others.7		It	has	been	revised	numerous	times	since	1969,	most	recently	

in	2008,	and	has	been	followed	by	related	uniform	legislation	such	as	the	Uniform	Guardianship	and	Protective	Proceedings	Act,	the	

Uniform	Guardianship	and	Protective	Proceedings	Jurisdiction	Act,	and	the	Uniform	Trust	Code.8

The need for reform of courts exercising probate jurisdiction has been expressed not only by those outside of the courts but also by 

the	court	leadership	itself.	In	1990,	in	order	to	determine	the	need	for	national	probate	court	standards	and	to	assess	the	support	

for	a	project	to	develop	such	standards,	the	National	College	of	Probate	Judges	(NCPJ)	and	the	National	Center	for	State	Courts	

(NCSC)	polled	42	state	representatives	of	the	NCPJ.	Responses	were	received	from	30	of	these	representatives	and	four	state	court	

administrators in states that do not have separate probate courts or probate divisions of general or limited jurisdiction courts. 

The	overwhelming	number	of	respondents	stated	that	current	standards,	including	those	of	the	ABA,	did	not	sufficiently	address	

the	concerns	of	probate	courts.	Twenty-seven	(79%)	of	the	34	respondents	cited	the	need	for	separate	probate	court	standards.	

2	 Recommendations	for	improved	judicial	practices	include	removal	of	barriers,	use	of	limited	guardianship/conservatorship	and	other	less	intrusive	
alternatives,	creative	use	of	non-statutory	judicial	authority,	and	enhanced	judicial	role	in	providing	effective	legal	representation.	AmericAn BAr 
AssociAtion,	supra,	note	1,	at	19-22
3 See e.g., Paul	Rubin,	Checks & Imbalances: How the State’s Leading Private Fiduciary Helped Herself to the Funds of the Helpless,	Phoenix new times 
(June	15,	2000);	Carol	D.	Leonnig	et al.,	Misplaced Trust/Guardians in the District:  Under Court, Vulnerable Become Victims,	the wAshinGton Post,	
(June	15-16,	2003);	S.	Cohen	et	al.,	Misplaced Trust:  Guardians in Control,	the wAshinGton Post, (June	16,	2003);	Kim	Horner,	Lee	Hancock,	Holes in the 
Safety Net, dAllAs morninG news	(January	12,	2005);	S.F.	Kovalski,	Mrs. Astor’s Son to Give Up Control of Her Estate,	the new york times,	(October	14,	
2006);	Robin	Fields,	Evelyn	Larrubia,	Jack	Leonard,	“Justice Sleeps While Seniors Suffer,” los AnGeles times (November	14,	2005);  Kristin	Stewart, Some 
Adults’ ‘Guardians’ Are No Angels, the sAlt lAke triBune, (May	14,	2006);	Cheryl	Phillips,	Maureen	O’Hagan	and	Justin	Mayo,	Secrecy Hides Cozy Ties in 
Guardianship Cases, seAttle times (December	4,	2006);	P.	Kossan	and	R.	Anglen,	Task Force to Probe Arizona Probate Court,	the ArizonA rePuBlic (May.	4,	
2010);	Todd	Cooper,	Ward’s Assets Vulnerable, omAhA world herAld	(August	16,	2010).
4 See e.g., sen. Gordon.h. smith & sen. herBert. kohl, GuArdiAnshiP for the elderly: ProtectinG the riGhts And welfAre of seniors with reduced cAPAc-
ity (US	Senate	Special	Committee	on	Aging,	December	2007);	Government AccountABility office, GuArdiAnshiPs: cAses of finAnciAl exPloitAtion, neGlect, 
And ABuse of seniors (GAo-10-1046,	2010);	dAvid. c. steelmAn, AliciA. k. dAvis, dAniel. J. hAll, imProvinG Protective ProBAte Processes: An Assessment 
of GuArdiAnshiP And conservAtorshiP Procedures in the ProBAte And mentAl heAlth dePArtment of the mAricoPA county suPreior court (NCSC,	July	
2011);	PAmelA B. teAster, ericA f. wood, nAomi kArP, susAn A. lAwrence, winsor.c. schmidt, Jr., mArtA s. mendiondo, wArds of the stAte: A nAtionAl 
study of PuBlic GuArdiAnshiP (2005);	oversiGht of ProBAte cAses: colorAdo JudiciAl BrAnch PerformAnce Audit,	(Colorado	Legislative	Audit	Committee,	
2006);	nAomi kArP & ericA wood, GuArdiAnshiP monitorinG; A nAtionAl survey of court PrActices (AArP	2006);	ellen m. klem, volunteer GuArdiAnshiP 
monitorinG ProGrAms: A win-win solution (ABA	Commission	on	Law	and	Aging	2007);	PAmelA B. teAster, winsor c. schmidt, Jr., ericA. f. wood, susAn 
A, lAwrence, & mArtA mendiondo, PuBlic GuArdiAnshiP: in the Best interest of incAPAcitAted PeoPle? (Praeger	Publishers,	2007);	JudiciAl determinAtion of 
cAPAcity of older Adults in GuArdiAnshiP ProceedinGs (ABA	Commission	on	Law	and	Aging,	American	Psychological	Association,	National	College	of	Pro-
bate	Judges	2006); nAomi kArP And ericA wood, GuArdinG the GuArdiAns:  PromisinG PrActices for court monitorinG (AArP 2007); BrendA.uekert, Adult 
GuArdiAnshiP court dAtA And issues: results from An online survey (ncsc	2010). 
5 See e.g., Ad hoc committee on ProBAte lAw And Procedure, finAl rePort to the utAh JudiciAl council (February	23,	2009);		Joint review committee on the stAtus 
of Adult GuArdiAnshiPs And conservAtorshiPs in the neBrAskA court system, rePort of finAl recommendAtions (2010); committee on imProvinG JudiciAl oversiGht 
And ProcessinG of ProBAte court mAtters,  finAl rePort to the ArizonA JudiciAl council (2011).
6 third nAtionAl GuArdiAnshiP summit: stAndArds of excellence, GuArdiAn stAndArds And recommendAtions for Action, 2012 utAh l. rev. no. 3, 1191 
(2013); conference of stAte court AdministrAtors (coscA), the demoGrAPhic imPerAtive: GuArdiAnshiPs And conservAtorshiPs, 8	(December	2010).		
Recommendations, Wingspan – The Second National Guardianship Conference	31 stetson lAw review	595	(2002);	nAtionAl GuArdiAnshiP network, 
nAtionAl winGsPAn imPlementAtion session: Action stePs on Adult GuArdiAnshiP ProGress (2004); JeAnne. dooley, nAomi. kArP, ericA. wood, oPeninG the 
courthouse door: An AdA Access Guide for stAte courts (1992); court-relAted needs of the elderly And Persons with disABilities: A BluePrint for the 
future (American	Bar	Association	and	National	Judicial	College,	1991).
7	 http://www.uniformlaws.org/Act.aspx?title=Probate	Code.	
8	 http://www.uniformlaws.org/Act.aspx?title=Guardianship	and	Protective	Proceedings	Act;	http://www.uniformlaws.org/Act.aspx?title=Adult	Guardianship	and	
Protective	Proceedings	Jurisdiction	Act;	http://www.uniformlaws.org/Act.aspx?title=Trust%20Code.	

http://www.uniformlaws.org/Act.aspx?title=Probate Code
http://www.uniformlaws.org/Act.aspx?title=Guardianship and Protective Proceedings Act
http://www.uniformlaws.org/Act.aspx?title=Adult Guardianship and Protective Proceedings Jurisdiction Act
http://www.uniformlaws.org/Act.aspx?title=Adult Guardianship and Protective Proceedings Jurisdiction Act
http://www.uniformlaws.org/Act.aspx?title=Trust%20Code
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Even	those	who	did	not	advocate	special	probate	court	standards	believed	that	guidance	in	some	areas,	such	as	automated	case	

processing,	would	be	helpful	to	probate	courts.	Most	respondents	believed	that	national	probate	standards	were	needed	in	the	

areas	of	fees	and	commissions,	court	automation,	judicial	education,	judicial	officer	and	support	staff,	and	financial	and	fund	

management,	and	to	address	the	performance	of	courts	exercising	probate	jurisdiction.

In	sum,	the	need	for	reform	and	improvement	of	the	administration,	operations,	and	performance	of	courts	exercising	probate	

jurisdiction has been clearly expressed by groups and individuals both inside and outside of these courts. 

Accordingly,	the	NCPJ,	in	cooperation	with	the	NCSC,	undertook	a	two-year	project	in	1991	to	develop,	refine,	disseminate,	and	

promulgate	national	standards	for	courts	exercising	probate	jurisdiction—the	National	Probate	Court	Standards	Project.	Support	

was	provided	by	a	grant	from	the	State	Justice	Institute,	with	a	supplemental	grant	provided	by	the	American	College	of	Trust	and	

Estate	Counsel	Foundation.	The	standards	were	intended	to	provide	a	common	language	to	facilitate	description,	classification,	and	

communication	of	probate	court	activities;	and,	most	importantly,	a	management	and	planning	tool	for	self-assessment	and	self-

improvement of courts throughout the country exercising probate jurisdiction.

The	National	Probate	Court	Standards	were	prepared	by	a	15-member	Commission	on	National	Probate	Court	Standards	

(Commission)	chaired	by	Hon.	Evans	V.	Brewster	of	New	York,	then	President	of	NCPJ,9	assisted	by	NCSC	staff	led	by	Dr.	

Thomas	Hafemeister.10		Comments	on	the	Standards	were	solicited	and	received	from	a	number	of	individuals	with	expertise	and	

interest	in	the	operation	of	the	probate	courts,	who	served	collectively	as	a	Review	Panel.

The	National	Probate	Court	Standards	were	published	in	1993	and	widely	disseminated.		In	1999,	a	chapter	was	added	to	address	

interstate	guardianship	matters.		By	2010,	it	was	recognized	that	much	had	changed	in	the	court’s	world	generally,	and	probate	law	

specifically.		Significant	technological,	legal,	policy,	procedural,	and	demographic	developments	that	affect	the	way	probate	courts	

can and should operate include:

•	 The	widespread	use	of	automated	case	management	systems	that	enable	courts	to	exercise	greater	control	over	their	dockets.

•	 The	growing	availability	of	electronic	filing	systems	and	the	resulting	greater	use	of	electronic	records,	that	provide	courts	

with	not	only	the	capability	of	operating	more	efficiently,	but	also	of	more	easily	analyzing	the	information	contained	in	those	

records to identify patterns and anomalies that may indicate abuses (e.g.,	unwarranted	expenditures	by	conservators,	exorbitant	
fiduciary	fees,	and	relationships	between	service	providers	and	guardians	that	may	constitute	conflicts	of	interest).11

•	 The	promulgation	of	new	and	revised	uniform	acts	such	as	those	cited	earlier.

•	 The	issuance	of	additional	national	recommendations	regarding	guardianship	and	conservatorship	as	a	result	of	the	2001	

“Wingspan”	Second	National	Guardianship	Conference,	the	2004	Wingspan	Implementation	conference,	the	2011	Third	

National	Guardianship	Summit,	the	reports	by	the	US	Government	Accountability	Office,	the	American	Bar	Association	

Commission	on	Law	and	Aging,	the	AARP,	the	Conference	of	Chief	Justices/Conference	of	State	Court	Administrators	

9	 Other	Commission	members	were:	Hon.	Arthur	J.	Simpson,	Jr.,	retired	judge,	NJ	Superior	Court,	Appellate	Division	(Vice-Chair);		Hon.	Freddie	G.	Burton,	
Chief	Judge,	Wayne	County	Probate	Court,	Detroit,	MI;	Hon.	Ann	P.	Conti,	Union	County	Surrogate’s	Court,	Elizabeth,	NJ;	Hon.	George	J.	Demis,	Tuscarawas	
County	Probate/Juvenile	Court,	New	Philadelphia,	OH;	Hon.	Nikki	DeShazo,	Probate	Court,	Dallas,	TX;	Hon.	John	Monaghan,	St.	Clair	County	Probate	Court,	
Port	Huron,	MI;	Hon.	Frederick	S.	Moss,	Probate	Court,	Woodbridge,	CT;	Hon.	Mary	W.	Sheffield,	Associate	Circuit	Judge,	25th	Circuit	Court,	Division	1/
Probate	Division,	Rolla,	MO;	and	Hon.	Patsy	Stone,	Florence	County	Probate	Court,	Florence,	SC.;	Emilia	DiSanto,	Vice	President	of	Operations,	Legal	Services	
Corporation	Washington,	DC;	Hugh	Gallagher,	Deputy	Court	Administrator,	Superior	Court	of	Maricopa	County,	Phoenix,	AZ;	Prof.	William	McGovern,	Uni-
versity	of	California-Los	Angeles	Law	School,	Los	Angeles,	CA;	James	R.	Wade,	Esq.,	Denver,	CO;	and	Raymond	M.	Young,	Esq.,	Boston,	MA	
10	 Other	members	of	the	staff	were	Dr.	Ingo	Keilitz,	Dr.	Pamela	Casey,	Shelley	Rockwell,	Hillery	Efkeman,	Brenda	Jones,	Thomas	Diggs,	and	 
Paula	Hannaford-Agor.
11	 See Winsor	C.	Schmidt,	Fevzi	Akinci,	&	Sarah	A.	Wagner,	The Relationship Between Guardian Certification Requirements and Guardian Sanctioning: A 
Research Issue in Elder Lay and Policy, 25(5)	BehAviorAl sciences And the lAw	641-653	(September/October	2007).
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Joint	Task	Force	on	Elders	and	the	Courts,	the	Conference	of	State	Court	Administrators,	and	the	National	Center	for	State	

Courts’	Center	on	Elders	and	the	Courts.

•	 Expanded	services	being	provided	directly	to	court	users	by	probate	courts	including	court	staff	serving	as	visitors/

investigators in guardianship and conservatorship cases

•	 Increased	use	of	volunteer	programs	to	monitor	guardianships	and	conservatorships	and	the	development	of	collaborative	

programs	to	improve	the	quality,	delivery,	and	coordination	of	services	to	persons	under	the	jurisdiction	of	probate	courts

•	 Implementation	of	initiatives	by	probate	courts	around	the	nation	to	address	problematic	areas,	especially	in	guardianship	

and	conservatorship,	such	as	assigning	employees	to	screen	all	the	filings	and	accountings	and	to	perform	both	routine	and	

spot	investigations	including	interviewing	the	incapacitated	person,		

•	 The	advent	of	State	Supreme	Court	Commissions	on	elders	and	the	courts,	and,	more	negatively,	

•	 The	increasing	instances	of	financial	abuse	in	conservatorships/	guardianships,	in	decedent’s	estates,	in	trusts	under	court	

supervision,	and	in	guardianships	of	minors.

Adding	urgency	to	the	need	generated	by	these	developments	is	the	impact	that	the	“Baby	Boom”	population	bulge	will	have	on	

the	probate	courts.		Within	the	next	decade,	the	number	of	Americans	age	65	or	older	will	increase	by	50	percent,	from	nearly	

40	million	to	about	60	million.		This	demographic	bulge	has	had	significant	impact	on	various	sets	of	courts	at	each	stage	of	its	

life.		In	the	1960s	and	1970s,	teenage	baby	boomers	strained	the	capacity,	procedures,	and	resources	of	the	juvenile	courts.		In	

the	1970s	and	1980s,	when	this	generation	was	in	its	most	criminogenic	years,	the	resulting	“War	on	Crime”	required	sweeping	

changes	in	the	way	the	criminal	courts	operated.		In	the	1990s	and	first	decade	of	the	21st	century,	family	cases	including	

divorce,	child	custody,	domestic	violence,	and	neglect	and	abuse	have	dominated	the	court-reform	landscape.		The	probate	courts	

will be the next segment of the judicial system to be spotlighted by this demographic surge.12

Accordingly,	with	generous	support	from	the	State	Justice	Institute,	the	Borchard	Foundation	Center	on	Law	and	Aging,	and	

the	ACTEC	Foundation,	a	new	Task	Force	was	formed	including	members	of	the	leadership	of	NCPJ	and	representatives	from	

the	American	Bar	Association	Section	on	Real	Property,	Trust	and	Estate	Law,	the	American	College	of	Trust	and	Estate	

Counsel,	and	the	National	Association	for	Court	Management	(NACM).13		Staff	support	was	again	provided	by	NCSC.14

After	defining	the	issues,	staff	conducted	a	web-based	survey	of	members	of	NCPJ	and	NACM.		The	survey	requested	

examples of effective practices and programs being used by probate courts to address the issues on the issues list and other key 

standards.		Based	on	the	issues	list,	the	results	of	the	survey,	each	section	of	the	standards	was	revised	with	the	drafts	reviewed	

and	modified	by	the	Task	Force.		The	revisions	sought	to	update	the	standards	in	light	of	the	developments,	reports,	and	

recommendations	cited	above,	add	examples	of	how	courts	have	been	able	to	implement	the	concepts	and	approaches	contained	

in	the	standards,	and	decrease	repetition	of	material	(e.g.,	by	combining	the	original	separate	sections	on	guardianship	and	

conservatorship	of	adults.).		In	addition,	a	new	set	of	standards	on	guardianship	and	conservatorship	of	minors	was	prepared.	

This	was	an	iterative	process	stretching	over	18	months.

12	 Richard	Van	Duizend,	The Implications of an Aging Population for the State Courts,	future trends in stAte courts–2008 (Williamsburg,	VA:	NCSC,	2008),	
http://contentdm.ncsconline.org/cgi-bin/showfile.exe?CISOROOT=/famct&CISOPTR=208.
13	 Task	Force	members	include:		Mary	Joy	Quinn,	President,	National	College	of	Probate	Judges,	Director,	Probate,	Superior	Court,	San	Francisco,	CA;	Hon.	
Tamara	Curry,	Associate	Judge,	Probate	Court,	Charleston,	SC;	Anne	Meister,	Register	of	Wills,	Probate	Division,	Superior	Court,	Washington,	DC;	Hon.	
William	Self,	President-Elect,	National	College	of	Probate	Judges,	Judge,	Probate	Court,	Macon,	Georgia;	Hon.	Jean	Stewart,	Judge,	Probate	Court,	Denver,	CO;	
Hon.	Mike	Wood,	Secretary-Treasurer,	National	College	of	Probate	Judges,	Judge,	Probate	Court	No.	2,	Houston,	TX;	Kevin	Bowling	Court	Administrator,	20th	
Judicial	Circuit	Court,	Ottawa	County,	MI	(2011-2012)/Jude	del	Preore,	Trial	Court	Administrator,	Superior	Court,	Mount	Holly,	NJ	(2010-2011),	President,	
National	Association	for	Court	Management;	Prof.	Mary	Radford,	President,	American	College	of	Trust	and	Estate	Counsel,	Georgia	State	University	College	of	
Law,	Atlanta,	GA;	and		Robert	Sacks,	Esq.,	Los	Angeles,	CA;	Observers,	Edward	Spurgeon	Executive	Director	of	the	Borchard	Foundation	Center	on	Law	and	
Aging;	Prof.	David	English,	Executive	Director,	Joint	Editorial	Board	for	Uniform	Trust	and	Estate	Acts.
14	 Richard	Van	Duizend,	Standards	Reporter,	Dr.	Brenda	K.	Uekert,	Research	Director.

http://contentdm.ncsconline.org/cgi-bin/showfile.exe?CISOROOT=/famct&CISOPTR=208
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Following	completion	of	a	full	review	draft,	the	Revised	National	Probate	Court	Standards	were	sent,	for	comment,	to	each	

member	of	NCPJ,	members	of	the	Conference	of	Chief	Justices	and	the	Conference	of	State	Court	Administrators,	the	Boards	

or	Executive	Committees	of	the	National	Association	for	Court	Management,	the	American	Bar	Association	Section	of	Real	

Property	Trust	and	Estate	Law,	and	the	American	College	of	Trust	and	Estate	Counsel.		Copies	were	also	sent	for	comment	to	

the	American	Bar	Association	Commission	on	Law	and	Aging,	the	National	Council	of	Juvenile	and	Family	Court	Judges,	the	

participants	in	the	Third	National	Summit	on	Guardianship,	and	others.		The	Task	Force	reviewed	the	comments	received	and	

made	necessary	changes.		The	final	draft	was	submitted	for	adoption	to	the	membership	of	NCPJ	at	its	November	2012	meeting.

Structure,	Organization,	and	Caseloads	of	Probate	Courts	and	Divisions	of	
Courts	in	the	United	States  

Seventeen	states	have	specialized	probate	courts	in	all	or	a	few	counties.		In	the	remaining	33	states,	the	District	of	Columbia	

and	the	Territories,	jurisdiction	over	probate	and	related	issues	lies	within	courts	of	general	jurisdiction,	with	assignment	or	

designation periodically rotating among the several judges in circuits or districts having more than one judge. The following 

table	based	on	data	collected	by	NCPJ	shows	which	approach	states	have	taken.15

Caseload	Volume	and	Composition
The	level	of	public	debate	and	directions	in	public	policy	tend	to	shift	dramatically	as	the	nation’s	media	highlight	particularly	

heinous or unfortunate cases (e.g.,	neglected	or	abused	wards	in	guardianship,	estates	depleted	by	unscrupulous	executors).	The	
rush to reform often leads to proposed solutions based more on ideology and doctrinal analysis than on fact. The absence of a 

national database on the volume and composition of cases handled by probate courts hinders attempts to answer critical broad-

based	questions	about	the	scope	and	nature	of	the	problem,	or	its	possible	solutions.16

The	pragmatic	justification	for	caseload	statistics	on	wills,	decedents’	estates,	trusts,	conservatorships,	and	guardianships	is	

compelling.	Caseload	statistics	are	the	single	best	way	to	describe	the	courts’	current	activities	as	well	as	to	predict	what	they	

will	likely	face	in	the	future.	Caseload	statistics	are	analogous	to	the	financial	information	used	by	the	private	sector	to	organize	

their	operations.	Well-documented	caseload	statistics	provide	powerful	evidence	for	claims	for	needed	resources.

Comprehensive	and	reliable	caseload	statistics	can	increase	understanding	of	the	functioning	of	courts	with	probate	jurisdiction	

and direct efforts to enhance and improve their performance.

Scope	and	Purpose	of	the	Standards
The	Revised	National	Probate	Court	Standards	are	intended	to	promote	uniformity,	consistency,	and	continued	improvement	in	

the	operations	of	probate	courts.	The	Standards	and	associated	commentary,	footnotes,	and	references	to	specific	courts	using	

promising	practices	bridge	gaps	of	information,	provide	organization	and	direction,	and	set	forth	aspirational	goals	for	both	

specialized	probate	courts	and	general	jurisdiction	courts	with	probate	jurisdiction.		Although	the	Standards	include	both	concrete	

recommendations	and	the	rationale	behind	them,	they	are	not	intended	to	serve	as	statements	of	what	the	law	is	or	should	be,	nor	

otherwise infringe on the decision-making authority of probate court judges or state legislatures.  They do not address every aspect 

of	the	nation’s	probate	courts,	but,	rather,	set	forth	some	guiding	principles	to	assist	the	evolution	of	these	courts.		They	seek	to	

capture the philosophy and spirit of an effective probate court and encourage effective use of limited resources.

15	 http://www.ncpj.org/images/stories/StateProbateJurisdictions.pdf.	
16	 ccJ/coscA Joint tAsk force on elders And the courts, Adult GuArdiAnshiP court dAtA And issues: results from An on-line survey (Williamsburg,	
VA:	NCSC,	2010)	http://contentdm.ncsconline.org/cgi-bin/showfile.exe?CISOROOT=/famct&CISOPTR=266;	Brenda	K.	Uekert	&	Richard	Van	Duizend,	Adult 
Guardianships: A “Best Guess” National Estimate and the Momentum for Reform,	 future trends in stAte courts – 2011 (ncsc,	2011),
 http://contentdm.ncsconline.org/cgi-bin/showfile.exe?CISOROOT=/ctadmin&CISOPTR=1846.

http://www.ncpj.org/images/stories/StateProbateJurisdictions.pdf
http://contentdm.ncsconline.org/cgi-bin/showfile.exe?CISOROOT=/famct&CISOPTR=266
http://contentdm.ncsconline.org/cgi-bin/showfile.exe?CISOROOT=/ctadmin&CISOPTR=1846
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These	Standards	may	be	used	by	individual	probate	courts	and	by	state	court	systems	in	a	number	of	ways,	including	as:

•	 A	source	of	ideas	for	improving	the	quality	of	justice,	the	effectiveness	of	operations,	and	efficient	use	of	resources;

•	 A	basis	for	requests	for	needed	budgetary	support	in	those	instances	in	which	implementation	of	Standards-based	

improvements	require	additional	resources;

•	 A	tool	for	charting	the	path	toward	greater	excellence	and	measuring	the	progress;

•	 A	template	for	state	standards	reflecting	state	statutory	requirements,	rules	of	procedures,	and	demographic,	geographic,	

organizational,	and	fiscal	factors.

The	Standards	are	divided	into	three	major	sections.	Section	1	sets	forth	a	set	of	guiding	principles	in	four	major	areas:	(1)	access	

to	justice,	(2)	expedition	and	timeliness,	(3)	equality,	fairness	and	integrity,	and	(4)	independence	and	accountability.		Although	

tailored	specifically	for	probate	courts,	this	section	draws	upon	the	standards	and	commentary	of	the	Trial	Court	Performance	

Standards	applicable	to	all	trial	courts.17

Section	2	includes	standards	for	administrative	policies	and	procedures	for	courts	exercising	probate	jurisdiction	regarding:	(1)	

jurisdiction	and	rule	making,	(2)	caseflow	management,	(3)	judicial	leadership,	(4)	information	and	technology,	and	(5)	referral	

to alternative dispute resolution.

Section	3	covers	probate	practices	and	proceedings	relating	to	(1)	common	practices	and	proceedings,	(2)	decedents’	estates,	and	

(3)	guardianship,	and	conservatorship	of	adults	and	minors.	Other	types	of	“probate”	proceedings	are	considered	only	indirectly	

within	the	general	areas	of	performance,	administrative	policies	and	procedures,	and	the	common	practices	and	proceedings	

category	within	the	probate	practices	and	proceedings	section.	These	include	adoptions,	elder	abuse	and	neglect,	name	change	

applications,	marriages,	divorces,	assessment	and	collection	of	inheritance	and	estate	taxes,	hearings	of	petitions	from	minors	

whose	parents	refuse	to	consent	to	abortions,	and	involuntary	civil	commitment.

The	standards	and	accompanying	commentaries	are	presented	in	a	common	format.	Each	standard	is	presented	in	a	succinct	

statement—the	“blackletter.”		Commentary	follows	each	standard	to	explain	and	clarify	its	underlying	rationale.	When	there	

are	“Promising	Practices”	that	illustrate	how	jurisdictions	have	implemented	the	standard,	they	are	presented	in	a	highlighted	

box	with	appropriate	references	and	links	to	further	information.		Footnotes	accompany	the	commentary	to	illustrate	examples	

of	the	issues	discussed.	Although	the	commentaries	and	notes	may	be	extensive,	they	are	explanatory	and	do	not	incorporate	

all	available	materials	on	the	various	points	addressed.	For	example,	when	cases	or	statutes	are	cited	as	examples,	one	should	

not	assume	that	they	exhaust	all	available	legal	precedent.	Rather,	they	are	exemplary	of	the	issue	being	discussed.	Similarly,	

the	Standards	frequently	refer	to	the	Uniform	Probate	Code	(UPC),	the	Uniform	Guardianship	and	Protective	Proceedings	Act	

(UGPPA)	the	Uniform	Guardianship	and	Protective	Proceedings	Jurisdiction	Act	(UGGPJA)	and	other	Uniform	Acts.	The	

Standards	do	not	endorse	or	adopt	these	Uniform	Acts	in	their	entirety,	but	they	have	influenced	the	content	of	portions	of	this	

report	and	serve	as	an	important	source	for	possible	reform.	Although	the	Standards	cover	a	wide	range	of	issues,	they	do	not	

and	could	not	address	all	potential	issues.	Given	the	diversity	of	probate	courts,	this	would	have	been	an	impossible	task.	

The	purpose	of	these	Standards	is	not	to	supplant	state	laws	or	court	rules.		Rather,	they	seek	to	fill	gaps	left	unaddressed	by	the	

various states and to provide goals and standards for judges regarding issues not directly covered by state laws or court rules.  

Judges exercising probate jurisdiction and the parties appearing before them must comply with applicable state law and state or 

local	court	rules.		These	Standards,	based	on	a	national	perspective,	suggest	ways	to	improve	the	handling	of	probate	matters	

17	 commission on triAl court PerformAnce stAndArds,	triAl court PerformAnce stAndArds with commentAry 	(NCSC,	1990).	
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Jurisdiction	in	Probate	Cases

Notes:	
1	Except	the	Denver	Probate	Court.	
2	Except	in	St.	Joseph	County.	
3	Except	in	Greene,	Jackson,	&	St.	Louis	Counties	and	St.	Louis	City.	

Specialized	Probate	Courts	

General	Jurisdiction	Trial	Courts	

Alabama
Connecticut
Georgia
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
New Hampshire
New Mexico
New York
Ohio
Rhode Island
South Carolina
Texas (urban areas only)
Vermont

Code	of	Ala.	§12-13-1
Conn.	Gen.	Stat.	§45a-98
O.C.G.A.	§15-9-30
4	M.R.S.	§251
MD.	Estates	&	Trusts	Code	Ann.	§2-101
A.L.M.	G.L	.ch.	215	§3
M.C.L.	§205.210
R.S.A.	§547.3
N.M.	Stat.	Ann.	§45-1-302
NY	CLS	SCPA	§§201	&	205
O.R.C.	§2101.01
R.I.	Gen.	Laws	§§8-9-9
S.C.	Code	Ann.	§§62-1-301	&	302
Tex.	Prob.	Code	§4A
4	V.S.A.	§272

Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado1

Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana2

Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri3

Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Jersey
North Carolina
North Dakota
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
South Dakota
Tennessee
Utah
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

Alaska	Stat.	§	22.10.020
A.R.S.	§14-1302
A.C.A.	§28-1-104
Cal.	Prob.	Code	§§800,	7050
C.R.S.	§§13-6-103	&	13-9-105
10	Del.C.	§341
D.C.	Code	§11-921
Fla.	Stat.		§26-012
H.R.S.	§603-21.6
Idaho	Code	§1-2208
Illinois	Const.,	Art.VI	§9
Burns	Ind.	Code	Ann.	§§33-28-1-2	&	33—31-1-10
Iowa	Code	§633
K.S.A.	§20-301
K.R.S.	§24A-120
LA.	Constitution	Art.	V,	§16
Minn.	Stat	§484.011
Miss.	Code.	Ann	§9-5-83
§§478.070	&	461.076	R.S.	MO
Mont	Code	Anno.	§3-4-302
R.R.S.	Neb	§30-2211
Nev.	Rev.	Stat.	Ann		§132.116§
NJ	Stat.	§3B:2-2
N.C.	Gen.	Stat.	§47-1
N.D.	Cent.	Code	§30.1-02-02
58	Okl.	Stat.	§1
O.R.S.	§111.075
42	Pa.	C.	S.	§§912	&	3131
S.D.	Codified	Laws	§§6-6-8	&	29-1-301
Tenn.	Code	Ann.	§§30-1-301,	32-2-101
Utah	Code	Ann.	§§75-1-302
Va.	Code	Ann.	§64-1-75
Rev.	Code	Wash.	11.96A-040
W.Va.	Code	§41-5-4
Wis.	Stat.	§§753.03	&	§856.01
Wyo.	Stat.	§2-2-101
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that	often	lie	with	the	inherent	powers	and	duties	of	probate	court	judges.		However,	all	the	Standards	need	to	be	read	in	light	of	

the	applicable	law	of	each	particular	state	and	it	is	recognized	that	all	states	may	not	be	able	to	incorporate	all	of	the	Standards	

because	of	the	requirements	of	their	own	state	laws.		

Because	they	are	aspirational	in	nature,	some	Standards	may	assume	the	existence	of	resources	that	a	particular	probate	court	

does	not	have.	In	general,	however,	the	goals	set	by	the	Standards	should	be	obtainable	by	probate	courts	that	are	provided	with	

reasonable levels of resources.

Although	these	Standards	focus	on	the	probate	court,	they	are	also	generally	applicable	to	any	judge	responsible	for	a	probate	

matter.	Furthermore,	the	operation	of	an	effective	and	efficient	court	is	necessarily	dependent	upon	the	cooperation	and	assistance	

of	all	persons	appearing	before	the	court	or	otherwise	employing	the	court’s	services.	As	a	result,	these	Standards	encompass	and	

address such persons as well. 
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The	Trial	Court	Performance	Standards	(TCPS)18 were the first in a series of efforts to create a framework for assessing the 

performance	of	trial	courts	in	four	key	areas	–	Access;	Timeliness;	Equality,	Fairness	and	Integrity;	and	Independence	and	

Accountability.		This	section	draws	upon	the	TCPS	provisions	to	establish	the	principles	from	which	flow	the	more	detailed	

standards	contained	in	Sections	2	and	3	concerning	the	operation	and	performance	of	courts	exercising	probate	jurisdiction	

(hereinafter	referred	to	as	probate	courts).		Adherence	to	these	principles	and	the	resulting	standards	will	enhance	greater	public	

trust and confidence in probate courts.

1.1 ACCESS TO JUSTICE

A. Proceedings and other public business of the probate court should be conducted openly, except in 
those cases and proceedings that require confidentiality pursuant to statute or rule.

B. Probate court facilities should be safe, accessible, and convenient to use.  
C. All interested persons who appear before the probate court should be given the opportunity to 

participate without undue hardship or inconvenience.
D. Judges and other probate court personnel should be courteous and responsive to the public and 

should treat with respect all who come before the court.
E. Access to the probate court’s proceedings and records—measured in terms of money, time, or the 

procedures that must be followed—should be reasonable, fair, and affordable.

COMMENTARY

Probate	courts	should	be	open	and	accessible.		Because	location,	physical	structure,	procedures,	and	the	responsiveness	of	its	

personnel	affect	accessibility,	the	four	principles	grouped	under	Access	to	Justice	urge	probate	courts	to	eliminate	unnecessary	

barriers.		Barriers	to	access	can	be	physical,	geographic,	economic,	linguistic,	informational	or	procedural.	Additionally,	

psychological barriers can be created by unduly complicated and intimidating court procedures. These principles should not 

be	limited	only	to	those	who	are	represented	by	an	attorney	but	should	apply	to	all	litigants,	witnesses,	jurors,	beneficiaries	

of	decedents	in	probate	matters,	parents	of	children	before	the	court,	guardians	and	other	court	appointees,	persons	seeking	

information	from	court-held	public	records,	employees	of	agencies	that	regularly	do	business	with	the	courts,	and	the	public.19

18	 commission on triAl court PerformAnce stAndArds,	triAl court PerformAnce stAndArds with commentAry (National	Center	for	State	Courts	(NCSC),	1997),	
available at www.ncjrs.gov/pdffiles1/161570.pdf;	see also NCSC, courtools,	(NCSC,	2005),	available at www.courtools.org;	BriAn ostrom & roGer hAnson, 
AchievinG hiGh PerformAnce: A frAmework for courts (NCSC,	Apr.,	2010),	available at http://ncsc.contentdm.oclc.org/cgi-bin/showfile.exe?CISOROOT=/
ctadmin&CISOPTR=1874;	High Performance Courts,	NCSC	(2011),	http://www.ncsc.org/information-and-resources/high-performance-courts.aspx.
19	 Probate	courts	are	using	a	variety	of	approaches	to	facilitate	access:	e.g.,	the	establishment	of	an	access	center	to	provide	information	and	assist	pro se litigants 
in	filling	out	forms	(San	Francisco,	CA,	Denver,	CO);	monthly	clinics	with	volunteer	lawyers	(Los	Angeles,	CA),	videos	(Washington,	DC);	electronic	access	to	
information	regarding	probate	matters	(California,	Washington,	DC,	Fort	Worth,	TX,	GA	Council	of	Probate	Judges,	Ottawa	County,	MI)	electronic	access	to	basic	
forms	(California,	Ottawa	County,	MI,	Philadelphia,	PA,	Phoenix,	AZ,	SC);	and	access	to	public	records	through	the	internet	and	at	kiosks	(Phoenix,	AZ).	See also 
Self-Representation Resource Guide,	NCSC,	http://www.ncsc.org/Topics/Access-and-Fairness/Self-Representation/Resource-Guide.aspx	(July	10,	2012). 

SECTION	1:	PRINCIPLES	FOR	
PROBATE	COURT	PERFORMANCE

http://www.ncjrs.gov/pdffiles1/161570.pdf
http://www.courtools.org
http://ncsc.contentdm.oclc.org/cgi-bin/showfile.exe?CISOROOT=/ctadmin&CISOPTR=1874 
http://ncsc.contentdm.oclc.org/cgi-bin/showfile.exe?CISOROOT=/ctadmin&CISOPTR=1874 
http://www.ncsc.org/information-and-resources/high-performance-courts.aspx
http://www.ncsc.org/Topics/Access-and-Fairness/Self-Representation/Resource-Guide.aspx
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Probate	courts	should	conduct	openly	all	proceedings,	contested	or	uncontested,	that	are	public	by	law.	There	may	be	occasions	

when the court will properly hold proceedings in chambers or outside the courthouse (e.g.,	in	a	nursing	home	or	hospital),	albeit	

open	to	the	public.	Because	of	the	vulnerability	of	some	of	the	parties	in	probate	proceedings	and	the	sensitivity	of	the	matters	in	

those proceedings (e.g.,	guardianship/conservator	proceedings)	there	are	circumstances	in	which	it	is	appropriate	to	deny	access	by	

the	public.		In	order	to	ensure	that	such	closures	are	carried	out	so	as	to	protect	both	the	interests	of	the	litigants	and	those	of	the	

public,	the	standard	recommends	that	the	authority	to	close	probate	proceedings	be	defined	by	statute	or	rule.		

Further,	probate	courts	should	ensure	that	proceedings	are	accessible	and	understandable	to	all	participants,	including	litigants,	

court	personnel,	and	other	persons	in	the	courtroom	as	well	as	attorneys,	with	special	attention	given	to	responding	to	the	needs	of	

persons	with	disabilities.		Plain	language	should	be	used	in	these	proceedings	to	the	greatest	extent	possible.	Language	difficulties,	

mental	impairments,	or	physical	disabilities	should	not	be	permitted	to	stand	in	the	way	of	complete	participation	or	representation.		

Accommodations	made	by	probate	courts	for	individuals	with	a	disability	should	include	the	provision	of	interpreters	for	hearing	

or	speech-impaired	persons	and	special	courtroom	arrangements	or	equipment	for	court	participants	who	are	visually	or	speech	

impaired.20		Probate	courts	should	be	sensitive	to	the	needs	of	persons	who	may	benefit	from	dimmed	or	enhanced	lighting,	

microphones,	or	special	seating.

Probate	courts	should	attend	to	the	security	of	persons	and	property	within	the	courthouse	and	its	facilities,	and	the	reasonable	

convenience	and	accommodation	of	those	unfamiliar	with	the	court’s	facilities	and	proceedings.	They	should	be	concerned	about	

such things as:

•	 The	centrality	of	their	location	in	the	community	they	serve	

•	 The	adequacy	of	parking,	the	availability	of	public	transportation	

•	 The	degree	to	which	the	design	of	the	court	provides	a	secure	setting	

•	 The	ease	with	which	persons	unfamiliar	with	the	facility	can	find	and	enter	the	office	or	courtroom	they	need	

•	 The	availability	of	elevators	and	convenient,	accessible	restrooms

•	 Seating	areas	outside	the	courtroom

•	 The	availability	of	electronic	access	to	information	about	the	court	and	the	procedures	for	initiating,	responding	to,	and	

participating in probate matters 

Probate	courts	should	also	endeavor	to	adjust	their	calendaring	procedures	to	permit	effective	participation	by	elderly	or	disabled	

litigants.		Long	calendar	calls	at	which	parties	must	be	present	should	be	avoided	and	hearings	should	be	set	for	specific	times	to	

the greatest extent possible. Judges should exercise flexibility in taking breaks in hearings to accommodate litigant needs and try 

not	to	set	matters	involving	elderly	litigants	early	or	late	in	the	court	day.		Probate	courts	should	also	tailor	their	procedures	(and	

those	of	others	under	their	influence	or	control)	to	the	reasonable	requirements	of	the	matter	before	the	court.		Means	to	achieve	

this	include	simplification	of	procedures	and	reduction	of	paperwork	in	uncontested	matters,	simplified	pretrial	procedures,	fair	

control	of	pretrial	discovery,	and	establishment	of	appropriate	alternative	methods	for	resolving	disputes	(e.g.,	referral	services	
for	cases	that	might	be	resolved	by	mediation,	court-annexed	arbitration,	early	neutral	evaluation,	tentative	ruling	procedures,	or	

special	settlement	conferences).

A	responsive	court	ensures	that	judicial	officers	and	other	court	employees	are	available	to	meet	both	routine	and	exceptional	

needs	of	those	they	serve.		Court	personnel	should	assist	those	unfamiliar	with	the	court	and	its	procedures	by	providing	standard	

20	 For	example,	ADA-compliant	facilities,	use	of	court	or	commercial	interpreter	services	in	various	languages	including	sign	language,	audio-assist	devices.		
Stetson	University	College	of	Law	maintains	a	model	courtroom	designed	to	facilitate	participation	by	elderly	and	disabled	litigants.		For	a	description,	see	
Eleazer Courtroom,	Stetson	University	College	of	Law,	http://www.law.stetson.edu/academics/elder/home/eleazer-courtroom.php	(July	11,	2012).

http://www.law.stetson.edu/academics/elder/home/eleazer-courtroom.php
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procedural	information,	though	not	legal	advice.	21	In	keeping	with	the	public	trust	embodied	in	their	positions,	judges	and	other	

court	employees	should	reflect,	by	their	conduct,	the	law’s	respect	for	the	dignity	and	value	of	all	persons	who	come	before	or	

request	information	and	assistance	from	the	court.		No	court	employee	should	by	words	or	conduct	demonstrate	bias	or	prejudice	of	

any kind. This should also extend to the manner in which court employees treat each other.

To	facilitate	access	and	participation	in	its	proceedings,	court	fees	should	be	reasonable.	Fees	and	costs	should	be	related	to	

the	time	and	work	expended	by	the	court.		In	addition,	probate	courts	may	consider	either	waiving	fees	for	individuals	who	are	

economically disadvantaged or taking other steps to enable such individuals to participate in its proceedings.22

Probate	courts	should	maintain	records	of	their	own	public	proceedings	as	well	as	important	documents	generated	by	others.		

These	records	must	be	readily	available	to	those	who	are	authorized	to	receive	them	in	either	physical	or	electronic	form,	or	

both.		Probate	courts	should	maintain	a	reasonable	balance	between	their	actual	cost	in	providing	documents	or	information	

and what they charge users.

RELATED	STANDARDS
2.1.2 Rulemaking

2.2.2 Time Standards Governing Disposition

2.2.3 Scheduling Trial and Hearing Dates

2.4.1 Management Information System

2.5.1 Alternative Dispute Resolution

3.1.1   Notice

3.1.4   Attorney and Fiduciary Compensation

3.1.6   Sealing Court Records

3.2.1   Unsupervised Administration (of Estates)

3.2.4   Small Estates

3.3.1   Petition 

3.3.4   Court Visitor

3.3.5   Appointment of Counsel

3.3.7   Notice

3.3.8   Hearing

3.3.11   Qualifications and Appointment of Guardians and Conservators

3.4.3 Transfer of Guardianship or Conservatorship

3.4.4 Receipt and Acceptance of a Transferred Guardianship/Conservatorship

3.5.1 Petition

3.5.2 Notice

3.5.4 Representation for the Minor

3.5.5 Participation of the Minor in the Proceedings

21	 For	a	discussion	of	the	distinction	between	legal	information	and	legal	advice,	see	J.M.	Greacen,	“No Legal Advice from Court Personnel”: What Does That 
Mean?,	34	Judges	J.	10,	(Winter	1995);	iowA JudiciAl BrAnch customer service Advisory committee, Guidelines And instructions for clerks who Assist 
Pro Se litiGAnts in iowA’s courts 7 (July	2000),	available at http://www.ajs.org/prose/pdfs/Iowa_Guidelines.pdf;	but see Wash.	St.	Bar	Assoc.	v.	Great	Western	
Federal	Savings	&	Loan	Ass’n.,	91	Wash.	2d.	49,	54-55		586	P.2d	870	(1999)	–	the	practice	of	law	includes	selection	and	completion	of	forms.
22	 The	amount	and	structure	of	the	filing	fees	assessed	in	probate	matters	varies	considerably.		In	some	jurisdictions,	the	amount	of	the	fee	is	based	on	the	size	
of the estate (e.g.,	CT,	DC,	and	SC);	in	others	it	depends	on	the	number	of	hearings	and	other	proceedings	(e.g.,	CA);	in	a	few	there	is	a	flat	filing	fee	for	all	cases	
or	no	fee	for	certain	types	of	cases	such	as	guardianship	(DC)	or	involuntary	commitment	(FL).		Most	jurisdictions	have	some	provision	to	waive	or	defer	fees	in	
probate matters.

http://www.ajs.org/prose/pdfs/Iowa_Guidelines.pdf
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1.2 EXPEDITION AND TIMELINESS

A. Probate courts should establish and maintain guidelines for timely case processing. 
B. Probate courts should promptly implement changes in law and procedure affecting court operations.

COMMENTARY 

Unnecessary	delay	may	have	serious	consequences	for	the	persons	directly	concerned	and	cause	injustice,	hardship,	and	

diminished	public	trust	and	confidence	in	the	court.		Timely	disposition	is	defined	in	terms	of	the	elapsed	time	a	case	requires	

for	consideration	by	a	court,	including	the	time	reasonably	required	for	pleadings,	discovery,	trial,	and	other	court	events.23		Any	

time beyond that necessary to prepare and to conclude a case constitutes delay.

Probate	courts	should	control	the	time	from	case	filing	to	trial	or	other	final	disposition.24	Early	and	continuous	control	establishes	

judicial	responsibility	for	timely	disposition,	identifies	cases	that	can	be	settled,	eliminates	delay,	and	assures	that	matters	will	be	

heard	when	scheduled.		During	and	following	a	trial	or	hearing,	probate	courts	should	make	decisions	in	a	timely	manner.	Judges	

should	attempt	to	rule	from	the	bench	while	the	parties	are	present	whenever	possible,	particularly	where	questions	of	status	are	

involved (e.g.,	when	considering	the	establishment	of	a	guardianship	or	conservatorship).		When	it	is	necessary	for	a	probate	court	

to	take	a	relatively	complex	matter	under	advisement,	the	court	should,	nevertheless,	issue	its	decision	promptly.	Ancillary	and	

post-judgment or post-decree proceedings also need to be handled expeditiously to minimize uncertainty and inconvenience.

Probate	courts	should	also	manage	their	caseload	to	avoid	backlog.		For	example,	the	court	should	consider	the	use	of	caseload	

management systems and periodic status reports.

If	probate	courts	hold	funds	for	others,	timely	and	proper	disbursement	of	those	funds	following	a	determination	of	who	is	

entitled	and	the	amount	to	be	disbursed	is	particularly	important.	For	some	recipients,	delayed	receipt	of	funds	may	be	an	

accounting	inconvenience;	for	others,	it	may	create	personal	hardships.	Regardless	of	who	is	the	recipient,	when	a	court	is	

responsible	for	the	disbursement	of	funds,	performance	should	be	expeditious	and	timely.

Tradition and formality can obscure the reality that both the law and the procedures affecting court operations are subject to 

change.25	Changes	in	statutes,	case	law,	and	court	rules	affect	what	is	done	in	probate	courts,	how	it	is	done,	and	who	conducts	

business	in	the	court.	Probate	courts	should	implement	mandated	changes	promptly.	Whether	a	probate	court	can	anticipate	

and	plan	for	change,	or	must	react	to	change	quickly,	the	court	should	make	its	own	personnel	aware	of	the	changes,	and	notify	

court users of such changes to the extent practicable. This is particularly true when the court is the body that has implemented 

the	change	by	court	rule	or	other	means.	It	is	imperative	that	changes	mandated	by	statute,	case	law,	or	court	rules	be	integrated	

into court operations as they become effective.

23	 See richArd vAn duizend, dAvid c. steelmAn & lee suskin, model time stAndArds for stAte triAl courts, 32	(NCSC,	2011).
24	 Id. at	31-34;	. steelmAn &  dAvis, supra, note  4.
25	 The	National	College	of	Probate	Judges	posts	links	to	the	laws	and	rules	governing	probate	matters	as	well	as		links	to	other	organizations’	publications	on	its	
website.	National	College	of	Probate	Judges,	http://www.ncpj.org/	(July	11,	2012).

http://www.ncpj.org/
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RELATED	STANDARDS
2.1.2 Rulemaking

2.2.1 Court Control

2.2.2 Time Standards Governing Disposition

2.2.3 Schedule Trial and Hearing Dates

2.4.2 Collection of Caseload Information

3.1.1 Notice

3.3.7 Notice

3.2.3 Timely Administration

3.3.3 Early Control and Expeditious Processing

3.4.5 Initial Hearing in the Court Accepting a Transferred Guardianship or Conservatorship 

3.5.1  Notice

1.3  EQUALITY, FAIRNESS, AND INTEGRITY

A. The practices of the probate court should faithfully adhere to relevant laws, procedural rules, and 
established policies.

B. The probate court should give individual attention to cases, deciding them without undue disparity 
among like proceedings and upon legally relevant evidence.

C. Decisions of the probate court should address the issues presented with clarity and specify how 
compliance can be achieved.

D. The probate court should be responsible for the enforcement of its orders. 
E. Records of all relevant probate court decisions and proceedings should be accurately maintained 

and securely preserved.

COMMENTARY

Probate	courts	should	provide	due	process	and	equal	protection	of	the	law	to	all	persons	involved	with	matters	and	proceedings	

before	it,	as	guaranteed	by	the	federal	and	state	constitutions.			Integrity	should	characterize	the	nature	and	substance	of	probate	

courts	procedures,	decisions,	and	the	consequences	of	those	decisions.	Integrity	refers	not	only	to	the	lawfulness	of	a	court’s	

actions (e.g.,	compliance	with	constitutional	rights	to	legal	representation,	a	record	of	legal	proceedings),	but	also	to	the	results	

or	consequences	of	its	orders.		A	court’s	performance	is	diminished	when,	for	example,	its	mechanisms	and	procedures	for	

enforcing	court	orders	are	ineffective	or	nonexistent,	or	when	the	orders	themselves	are	issued	slowly.	The	court’s	authority	and	

its orders should guide the actions of those under its jurisdiction both before and after a case is resolved.

Fairness	should	characterize	all	probate	courts	processes.	This	principle	is	derived	from	the	concept	of	due	process,	which	

includes	provision	for	notice	and	a	fair	opportunity	to	be	informed	and	heard	at	all	stages	of	the	judicial	process.		Probate	

courts	should	respect	the	right	to	legal	counsel	and	the	rights	of	confrontation,	cross-examination,	impartial	hearings,	and,	

where	applicable,	jury	trials.	They	should	afford	fair	judicial	processes	through	adherence	to	constitutional	and	statutory	law,	

case	precedent,	court	rules,	and	other	authoritative	guidelines,	including	policies	and	administrative	regulations.	Adherence	to	

established	law	and	court	procedures	contributes	to	achieving	predictability,	reliability,	and	integrity.	

Litigants	should	receive	individual	attention	without	variation	due	to	judge	assignment	or	to	legally	irrelevant	characteristics	

of	the	parties	such	as	race,	religion,	ethnicity,	gender,	sexual	orientation,	color,	age,	disability,	or	political	affiliation.	Persons	
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similarly situated should receive similar treatment.  The outcome of the case should depend solely upon legally relevant factors.  

This	standard	refers	to	all	judicial	decisions,	including	court	appointments.26

An	order	or	decision	that	sets	forth	consequences	or	articulates	rights	but	fails	to	connect	the	actual	consequences	resulting	from	

the	decision	to	the	antecedent	issues	breaks	the	connection	required	for	reliable	review	and	enforcement.		A	decision	that	is	not	

clearly	communicated	poses	problems	both	for	the	parties	and	for	judges	who	may	be	called	upon	to	interpret	or	apply	it.		In	order	

to	facilitate	clarity	and	comprehension	of	decisions	and	orders	by	those	who	must	apply	or	comply	with	them,	plain	language	should	

be	used	to	the	greatest	extent	possible,	and	the	excessive	use	of	formal	legal	terms	and	Latin	phrases	should	be	avoided.

How	compliance	with	court	orders	and	judgments	is	to	be	achieved	should	be	clear.		An	order	that	requires	compliance	within	a	stated	

time	period,	for	example,	is	clearer	and	easier	to	enforce	than	one	that	establishes	an	obligation	but	sets	no	time	frame	for	completion.

It	is	common	and	proper	in	some	matters	for	courts	to	remain	passive	with	respect	to	judgment	satisfaction	until	called	on	to	

enforce	the	judgment.	Nevertheless,	probate	courts	should	ensure	that	their	orders	are	enforced.	The	integrity	of	the	judicial	process	

is	reflected	in	the	degree	to	which	parties	adhere	to	awards,	settlements,	and	decisions	arising	out	of	this	process.	Noncompliance	

may	indicate	miscommunication,	misunderstanding,	misrepresentation,	or	lack	of	respect	toward	or	confidence	in	probate	courts.

Probate	court	responsibility	for	enforcement	and	compliance	varies	from	jurisdiction	to	jurisdiction,	program	to	program,	

case	to	case,	and	event	to	event.	In	some	matters,	particularly	when	affected	individuals	may	be	unlikely	to	voice	their	concerns	

(e.g.,	in	guardianship/conservatorship	proceedings),	probate	courts	may	need	to	actively	monitor	compliance	and	enforce	their	

orders.		If	a	probate	court	becomes	aware	that	an		order	is	not	being	carried	out	by	a	party	in	a	timely	fashion,	and	the	party	

is	not	represented	by	an	attorney,	direct	notice	should	be	given	to	the	party	as	soon	as	possible..		If	an	attorney	represents	the	

party,	both	the	attorney	and	the	party	should	be	put	on	notice	of	the	failure	to	carry	out	the	court’s	order.		Monitoring	and	

enforcement of proper procedures and interim orders while cases are pending are within the scope of this principle.

Probate	courts	should	preserve	an	accurate	record	of	all	proceedings,	decisions,	orders,	and	judgments.	Relevant	court	records	

include	original	wills,	indexes,	dockets,	and	various	registers	of	court	actions	maintained	to	assist	inquiry	into	the	existence,	nature,	

and history of actions at law.  Documents associated with particular cases that make up official case files and the verbatim records 

of	proceedings	should	be	included	as	well.		Preservation	of	the	case	record,	whether	in	paper	or	digital	form,	entails	the	full	range	

of	records	management	systems.	Because	records	may	affect	the	rights	and	duties	of	individuals	for	generations,	their	protection	

and preservation over time are vital.  Record systems must ensure that the location of case records is always known and whether 

the	case	is	active	and	in	frequent	circulation,	inactive,	or	in	archive	status.	Inaccuracy,	obscurity,	loss	of	court	records,	or	untimely	

availability	of	such	records	seriously	compromises	the	court’s	integrity	and	subverts	the	judicial	process.

At	the	same	time,	an	effective	records	management	program	does	not	necessitate	the	retention	of	all	records	for	all	time.	Most	

states	have	statutes	addressing	the	creation,	retention,	and	disposition	of	public	records	that	apply	to	all	branches	of	government.		

Although	the	public	records	law	may	dictate	the	basic	parameters	for	retaining,	maintaining,	and	storing	probate	records,	

probate	courts	retain	considerable	discretion	in	determining	which	records	should	be	kept,	how	long	they	should	be	kept,	what	

medium	they	should	be	stored	in,	and	how	they	should	be	maintained.		Failure	to	purge	unneeded	court	records	can	exhaust	

available	storage	space	and	require	probate	courts	to	expend	funds	for	the	retention	and	maintenance	of	these	records.

26	 kevin Burke & steve leBen,	ProcedurAl fAirness: A key inGredient in PuBlic sAtisfAction: A white PAPer of the AmericAn JudGes AssociAtion,	(American	Judges	
Association,	2007),	http://aja.ncsc.dni.us/pdfs/AJAWhitePaper9-26-07.pdf; e. AllAn lind & tom r. tyler, the sociAl  PsycholoGy of ProcedurAl Justice	(Plenum	
Press,	1988);	E.	Allen	Lind,	Bonnie	E.	Erickson,	Nehemia	Freidland,	&	Michael	Dickenberger,	Reactions to Procedural Models for Adjudicative Conflict Resolution, 22	
conflict res..	318	(1978);	Jonathan	D.	Casper,	Tom	Tyler,	&	Bonnie	Fisher,	Procedural Justice in Felony Cases, 22	lAw & soc. rev.	483	(1988).

http://aja.ncsc.dni.us/pdfs/AJAWhitePaper9-26-07.pdf
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RELATED	STANDARDS
2.2.1 Court Control

2.2.2 Time Standards Governing Disposition

2.4.1 Management Information Systems

2.4.2 Collection of Caseload Information

2.4.3 Confidentiality of Sensitive Information

2.5.1 Alternative Dispute Resolution

3.1.2 Fiduciaries

3.1.3 Representation by Persons Having Substantially Identical Interest

3.1.5 Accountings

3.2.2 Determination of Heirship

3.3.2 Initial Screening

3.3.4 Court Visitor

3.3.6 Emergency Appointment of a Temporary Guardian or Conservator

3.3.8 Hearing

3.3.9 Determination of Incapacity

3.3.10 Less Intrusive Alternative

3.3.11 Qualifications and Appointment of Guardians and Conservators

3.3.12 Background Checks

3.3.13 Order

3.3.14 Orientation, Education, and Assistance

3.3.15 Bonds for Conservators

3.3.16 Reports

3.3.17 Monitoring

3.3.18 Complaint Process

3.3.19 Enforcement of Orders; Removal of Guardians and Conservators

3.3.20 Final Report, Accounting, and Discharge

3.4.1 Communication and Cooperation Between Courts

3.4.2 Screening, Review, and Exercise of Jurisdiction

3.5.3   Emergency Appointment of a Temporary Guardian/Conservator for a Minor

3.5.6 Background Checks

3.5.7 Order

3.5.8 Orientation, Education, and Assistance

3.5.9 Bonds for Conservators

3.5.10 Reports

3.5.11 Monitoring

3.5.12 Complaint Process
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1.4  INDEPENDENCE AND ACCOUNTABILITY

A. Probate courts should maintain their institutional integrity as part of the third branch of 
government and observe the principle of comity in its governmental relations.

B. Probate courts should make efficient, effective, and economic use of their resources.
C. Probate courts should use fair employment and appointment practices.
D. Probate courts should develop procedures to inform the community of their proceedings.
E. Probate courts should seek to adapt to changing conditions or emerging issues.

COMMENTARY

Independence	and	accountability	engender	public	trust	and	confidence	as	they	permit	government	by	law,	access	to	justice,	and	timely	

resolution	of	disputes	with	equality,	fairness,	and	integrity.	Because	judicial	independence	protects	individuals	from	the	arbitrary	

use	of	government	power	and	ensures	the	rule	of	law,	it	defines	court	management	and	legitimates	the	judiciary’s	claim	for	respect	as	

the	third	branch	of	government.	Courts	possessing	institutional	independence	and	accountability	protect	judges	from	unwarranted	

pressures.  They operate in accordance with their assigned responsibilities and jurisdiction within the state judicial system. 

Independence	is	not	likely	to	be	achieved	if	a	court	is	unwilling	or	unable	to	manage	itself.	Accordingly,	probate	courts	should	

establish	and	support	effective	leadership,	operate	effectively	within	the	state	court	system,	develop	plans	of	action,	obtain	

resources	necessary	to	implement	those	plans,	measure	their	performance	accurately,	and	account	publicly	for	their	performance.

An	effective	court	resists	being	absorbed	or	managed	by	the	other	branches	of	government.	A	court	compromises	its	independence	

when	it	serves	primarily	as	a	revenue-	producing	arm	of	government,	or	perfunctorily	places	its	imprimatur	on	decisions	made	by	

others.27	Effective	court	management	enhances	independent	decision	making	by	judges	exercising	probate	jurisdiction.

The	court’s	independent	status,	however,	should	be	achieved	without	avoidable	damage	to	the	reciprocal	relationships	that	must	

be	maintained	with	others.	Probate	courts	are	necessarily	dependent	upon	the	cooperation	of	other	components	of	the	justice	

system	over	which	they	have	little	or	no	direct	authority.	For	example,	elected	clerks	of	court	are	components	of	the	justice	

system,	but	may	function	independently	of	the	court.		Sheriffs	and	process	servers	perform	both	a	court-related	function	and	

a	law	enforcement	function.	If	a	court	is	to	attain	institutional	independence,	it	must	clarify,	promote,	and	institutionalize	

effective working relationships with all the other components of the justice system. The boundaries and the effective relationships 

between	the	court	and	other	segments	of	the	justice	system	must,	therefore,	be	apparent	in	both	form	and	practice.

To	appropriately	carry	out	their	responsibilities,	probate	courts	should	have	sufficient	financial	resources	and	personnel.	They	

should	seek	the	resources	required	to	meet	their	judicial	responsibilities,	use	available	resources	prudently,	and	account	for	their	

use.	If	the	legislative	(or	funding)	branch	of	government	does	not	provide	the	necessary	funding,	the	court	may,	if	necessary,	

need	to	resort	to	legal	proceedings	to	acquire	funding	to	accomplish	its	purposes.

Probate	courts	should	use	available	resources	efficiently	to	address	multiple	and	often	conflicting	demands.	Information	collected	by	probate	

courts	should	be	used	in	the	courts’	planning,	monitoring,	research,	and	assessment	activities.	Resource	allocation	to	cases,	categories	of	cases,	

and	case	processing	is	at	the	heart	of	court	management.	Assignment	of	personnel	and	allocation	of	other	resources	must	be	responsive	to	

established	case	processing	goals	and	priorities,	implemented	effectively,	and	evaluated	continuously.	Monitoring	of	staff	and	resources	will	

provide	information	to	evaluate	whether	needs	are	being	met	adequately	and	whether	reallocation	of	resources	is	necessary.

27	 For	example,	in	Michigan,	probate	courts	are	charged	with	the	responsibility	of	determining	inheritance	taxes,	with	those	taxes	collected	upon	the	order	of	
the probate court. mich. comP. lAws Ann.	§	205.213	(West	2012).
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Because	equal	treatment	of	all	persons	before	the	law	is	essential	to	the	concept	of	justice,	probate	courts	should	operate	free	

from	bias	on	the	basis	of	race,	religion,	ethnicity,	gender,	sexual	orientation,	marital	status,	color,	age,	disability,	or	political	

affiliation	in	their	personnel	practices	and	decisions.		Fairness	in	the	recruitment,	appointment,	compensation,	supervision,	

and	development	of	court	personnel	helps	ensure	judicial	independence,	accountability,	and	organizational	competence.	A	

court’s	personnel	practices	and	decisions	should	establish	the	highest	standards	of	personal	integrity	and	competence	among	its	

employees.	Continuing	competence	can	be	enhanced	through	court-sponsored	training	programs.	

Most	members	of	the	public	have	little	direct	contact	with	or	knowledge	of	probate	courts.	Information	about	the	court	is	filtered	

through,	among	others,	the	media,	lawyers,	litigants,	jurors,	political	officeholders,	and	employees	of	other	components	of	the	

justice	system.	Probate	courts,	either	independently	or	in	conjunction	with	the	state	court	system,	other	local	trial	courts,	the	

bar	and	other	interested	groups,	should	take	steps	to	inform	and	educate	the	public.	Descriptive	informational	brochures	and	

annual	reports	help	the	public	to	understand	and	appreciate	the	administration	of	justice.	Participation	by	court	personnel	on	

public	affairs	commissions,	advisory	committees,	study	groups,	and	boards	should	be	encouraged.

An	effective	court	recognizes	and	responds	appropriately	to	emergent	public	issues	such	as	the	rapidly	increasing	proportion	of	persons	

over	age	65	in	the	US	population,	the	even	more	rapid	increase	in	the	proportion	of	persons	over	age	85,	and	the	advances	in	medical	

care that enable persons with developmental disabilities as well as victims of catastrophic illnesses and accident to live longer.28		A	court	

that moves deliberately in response to emergent issues is a stabilizing force in society and acts consistent with its role of maintaining the 

rule	of	law.		Responsiveness	may	also	include	informing	responsible	individuals,	groups,	or	entities	about	the	effects	of	emerging	issues	

on	the	judiciary	and	about	possible	solutions.		The	creation	of	a	task	force	consisting	of,	among	others,	bench	and	bar	members	can	help	

to	identify	new	problems	and	keep	probate	courts	informed	about	new	issues.	Court-sponsored	training	for	judges,	probate	court	staff,	

attorneys,	and	appointees	of	probate	courts	can	also	help	probate	courts	to	adjust	its	operations	to	address	new	conditions	or	events.

RELATED	STANDARDS
2.1.2 Rulemaking

2.2.1 Court Control

2.2.2 Time Standards Governing Dispositions

2.2.3 Scheduling Trial and Hearing Dates

2.3.1 Human Resources Management

2.3.2 Financial Management

2.3.3 Performance Goals and Strategic Plan

2.3.4 Continuing Professional Education

2.4.2 Collection of Caseload Information

3.3.2 Initial Screening

3.3.3 Early Control and Expeditious Processing

3.4.1 Communication and Cooperation Between Courts

3.4.2 Screening, Review, and Exercise of Jurisdiction

3.4.3 Transfer of Guardianship or Conservatorship

3.4.4 Receipt and Acceptance of a Transferred Guardianship or Conservatorship

3.5.13 Coordination with Other Courts

28	 richArd vAn duizend,	the imPlicAtions of An AGinG PoPulAtion for the stAte courts,	76	(NCSC,	2008),	available at  
http://contentdm.ncsconline.org/cgi-bin/showfile.exe?CISOROOT=/famct&CISOPTR=208.

http://contentdm.ncsconline.org/cgi-bin/showfile.exe?CISOROOT=/famct&CISOPTR=208
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In	contrast	to	the	standards	provided	in	Section	1	(Probate	Court	Performance),	the	standards	in	this	section	emphasize	

the	processes,	the	structures,	and	the	means	used	by	probate	courts	to	accomplish	their	assigned	duties.	It	is	important	

that	probate	courts	not	overlook	these	aspects	of	their	function.	In	addition,	probate	courts	often	are	able	to	exercise	direct	

control	over	the	administrative	policies	and	procedures	they	employ,	and	thus	promptly	effect	needed	change	and	reform.

The standards related to administrative policies and procedures are divided into five categories. JURISDICTION AND 

RULE MAKING,	the	first	category,	recommends	that	probate	courts	exert	control	over	matters	set	before	them	by	ensuring	

that	the	appropriate	jurisdictional	requirements	are	met,	that	their	judgments	are	carried	out	in	other	jurisdictions,	and	

that	they	have	shaped,	to	the	extent	permitted,	the	rules	that	govern	their	functions.	CASEFLOW MANAGEMENT,	the	

second	category,	recommends	that	probate	courts	exert	control	by	actively	managing	its	caseload,	by	actively	supervising	the	

progress	of	their	cases,	by	establishing	timelines	that	govern	the	disposition	of	their	cases,	and	by	scheduling	trial	and	hearing	

dates that ensure that cases move forward without unnecessary delay.

JUDICIAL LEADERSHIP,	the	third	category,	recommends	that	probate	courts	assume	leadership	in	implementing	an	

appropriate	human	resources	management	program;	in	obtaining,	allocating,	and	managing	their	financial	resources;	and	

in instituting performance goals and a strategic plan that will allow them to determine whether they are meeting their 

responsibilities. INFORMATION AND TECHNOLOGY,	the	fourth	category,	recommends	that	probate	courts	take	

active steps to ensure that they carry out their duties in an efficient and responsible manner by instituting a management 

information	system	for	the	court’s	records,	regularly	monitoring	and	evaluating	this	system,	implementing	appropriate	

new	technologies,	collecting	and	reviewing	caseload	data,	and	establishing	procedures	to	assure	the	confidentiality	of	

information where needed. ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION,	the	final	category,	recommends	that	probate	

courts encourage the use of non-litigation processes as a means to resolve cases.

2.1 JURISDICTION AND RULEMAKING
The standards in this category recognize the special nature of probate courts and the importance of probate courts being 

able	to	exert	control	over	the	cases	brought	before	them,	to	hear	those	matters	that	fall	within	their	expertise,	and	to	

ensure that their judgments are properly carried out.

SECTION	2:	ADMINISTRATIVE	
POLICES	AND	PROCEDURES	
OF	THE	PROBATE	COURT
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STANDARD 2.1.1 JURISDICTION

A.  Probate courts should fully exercise their jurisdiction over cases within their statutory, common law, 
or constitutional authorization, which commonly includes trusts, decedents’ estates, guardianships, 
and conservatorships of adults and may also include guardianship and/or conservatorship of 
minors, and other matters. In jurisdictions in which general jurisdiction courts exercise probate 
jurisdiction, all probate matters should be assigned to a specialized probate division.  

B. When a probate court in one jurisdiction properly issues a final judgment, that judgment 
should be afforded comity and respect in other jurisdictions, subject to each state’s principles for 
resolving conflicts of laws.

COMMENTARY

Probate-related	cases	involve	unique	and	complex	issues	and	require	specialized	expertise	by	the	judge.	For	example,	

the	judge	may	be	requested	to	resolve	the	validity	of	a	will,	rights	of	survival	and	wrongful	death	distributions,	disputed	

property	and	creditors’	claims,	tax	regulations,	determination	of	death,	disposition	of	last	remains,	the	need	for	a	

protective	order,	guardianship,	or	conservatorship	for	a	disabled	adult	or	for	a	minor,	or	an	individual’s	mental	health	

status.		Because	of	their	accumulated	experience	in	dealing	with	these	cases,	probate	judges	develop	a	specialized	

knowledge	particularly	well-suited	for	these	cases.		In	addition,	it	may	be	more	efficient	to	consolidate	all	matters	related	

to such proceedings before probate courts.

Because	of	the	mobility	of	today’s	society,	interstate	cooperation	among	courts	is	vital.	Such	cooperation	promotes	

consistency,	confidence	in	the	judicial	system,	and	the	efficient	use	of	judicial	resources.	As	a	result,	comity	and	respect	

should be accorded a final order or judgment issued by a probate court when the parties subject to that order or judgment 

move to a different jurisdiction. The court issuing the order or judgment should also be sensitive to the possibility that 

the	order	or	judgment	may	be	applied	in	another	jurisdiction	and	craft	its	language	appropriately.	At	the	same	time,	

the	court’s	jurisdiction	may	be	subject	to	traditional	choice	of	law	provisions	where	a	state	as	a	matter	of	its	own	policy	

may	decline	to	apply	the	law	of	other	states.		In	general,	however,	it	is	preferable	that	there	be	good	working	relationships	

among	the	courts	of	the	country,	and,	where	no	direct	conflict	of	laws	exists,	the	court	exercising	probate	jurisdiction	

should	respect	the	final	order	or	judgment	of	a	court	from	another	jurisdiction.	[See	Standards	3.4.1	–	3.4.5.]

STANDARD 2.1.2 RULEMAKING

Probate courts should recommend changes to the state rules pertaining to probate courts 
consistent with these standards.  Local rules may be utilized for special needs and circumstances 
provided they are not inconsistent with the statewide rules.

COMMENTARY

The	procedural	and	administrative	rules	applicable	to	probate	courts	may	suffer	from	various	basic	deficiencies.	First,	if	

each	court	institutes	its	own	set	of	unique	rules,	the	practice	of	law	within	that	state	may	become	unnecessarily	complex	

and	unwieldy	as	parties	and	their	attorneys	attempt	to	adhere	to	the	various	rules	of	each	individual	court.	On	the	other	

hand,	if	all	trial	courts	within	a	state	are	governed	by	one	universal	set	of	rules,	those	rules	may	fail	to	take	into	account	the	

unique	nature	and	responsibilities	of	probate	courts	in	general	and	fail	to	allow	sufficient	flexibility	for	them	to	meet	their	

needs. This is particularly likely to occur when those rules have been established by entities that are relatively unfamiliar 
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with	probate	courts.	In	addition,	each	individual	court	may	need	to	be	afforded	sufficient	discretion	to	modify	these	rules	in	

responding	to	its	own	needs	and	responsibilities.	When	properly	considered,	such	local	rules	can	be	accomplished	without	

imposing substantial variations from the rules of other similarly situated courts within that jurisdiction.

Generally,	a	state’s	supreme	court	or,	if	applicable,	the	state	legislature	is	responsible	for	articulating	the	general	

procedural and administrative rules applicable to probate courts.29	Such	an	approach	promotes	uniformity	in	the	rules	

governing	the	various	probate	courts.	Where	possible,	a	separate	section	of	these	general	rules	should	be	devoted	to	

probate	courts	of	that	state	and	their	special	needs	and	responsibilities,	based	upon	recommendations	provided	by	the	

probate courts.30	When	permitted	and	where	appropriate,	however,	a	probate	court	may	also	find	it	necessary	to	take	

advantage of the opportunity to adapt these rules to meet its specific needs and circumstances by instituting local 

procedural	and	administrative	rules	that	are	not	inconsistent	with	the	state’s	general	rules.	By	so	doing,	the	probate	

court	can	increase	its	efficiency	and	ability	to	fulfill	its	duties,	ensure	itself	of	sufficient	flexibility	to	meet	emerging	

needs,	and	ensure	that	persons	requiring	access	to	its	services	encounter	no	unnecessary	barriers. In	making	or	proposing	

adaptations	to	the	court’s	rules,	the	probate	judge	may	wish	to	establish	a	task	force	consisting	of	court	administrators,	

clerks,	members	of	the	local	legal	community,	and	other	persons	with	special	knowledge	and	experience	in	practice	and	

procedure in the probate court. This will ensure that a wide range of perspectives is considered in drafting these changes 

and	that	their	likely	effect	has	been	taken	into	consideration.		Throughout	this	process,	attention	should	be	given	to	

ensuring	that	the	probate	court’s	local	rules	are	consistent	with	the	state’s	general	court	rules.	In	addition,	attempts	should	

be made to encourage uniformity in the rules of all the probate courts of the state.

Rule revision should be completed as expeditiously as possible and resulting changes promptly published.  Revision may be 

necessitated	by	changes	effected	by	the	state’s	supreme	court	or	the	legislature,	which	may	require	an	immediate	response	

by	the	probate	court	to	bring	its	own	rules	into	compliance.		Where	revisions	are	made,	relevant	forms	(mandatory	or	

instructive)	should	be	produced	and	made	available.

2.2 CASEFLOW MANAGEMENT
The standards in this category suggest several steps that probate courts may take to ensure that their heavy caseload is 

processed in a fair and expeditious manner. 

STANDARD 2.2.1 COURT CONTROL

Probate courts should actively manage their cases. 
 

COMMENTARY 

To	ensure	prompt	and	fair	justice	to	the	parties	appearing	before	them,	probate	courts	should	recognize	the	importance	

of	controlling	the	progress	of	the	cases	over	which	they	preside.	To	this	end,	the	court	should	have	in	place	written	policies	

and	procedures	establishing	and	governing	an	appropriate	caseflow	management	system.	Scheduling	of	cases	should,	in	

general,	reflect	a	realistic	balance	of	the	competing	demands	for	a	timely	resolution	of	the	matters	placed	before	the	court,	the	

opportunity	for	relevant	persons	to	participate	in	the	proceedings,	and	careful	consideration	and	exploration	of	the	issues	raised.	

29	 	The	general	rules	of	the	court	may	address	such	matters	as	what	is	needed	to	prove	a	will,	what	is	needed	procedurally	to	determine	intestacy,	what	medical	
information	is	needed	with	a	guardianship	or	conservatorship	petition,	or	what	is	needed	for	a	minor's	personal	injury	settlement.	
30	 	See, e.g.,	mich. comP. lAws serv.	§	700.1302	(LexisNexis	2000).
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The	court	should	monitor	and	control	case	progress	from	initiation,	establish	time	expectations	for	

completion	of	discovery	and	progress	toward	initial	disposition,	make	an	early	appointment	of	counsel	for	

a	respondent	when	appropriate,	use	pretrial	conferences	and	ADR	to	promote	early	resolution,	and	set	an	

early	date	for	trial	or	hearing.		Although	trials	occur	in	only	a	small	percentage	of	probate	cases,	they	can	

consume	a	great	deal	of	a	judge’s	time.		A	trial	management	conference	shortly	before	the	scheduled	trial	

date can help ensure effective use of trial time.31

Special	considerations	should	be	taken	into	account	when	implementing	a	caseflow	management	system.	While	the	processing	

of	normal,	routine	cases	may	proceed	without	particular	attention	by	the	court,	certain	parties	or	cases	may	require	special	

handling	or	scheduling.	The	caseflow	system	should	provide	for	the	early	identification	of	these	parties	and	cases,	and	the	

court	should	be	prepared	to	give	them	appropriate	attention	and	accommodation.	Instances	where	special	attention	may	

be	needed	include	cases	in	which	the	issues	raised	are	particularly	complex;	parties	or	witnesses	have	a	physical	or	mental	

disability;	parties	or	witnesses	require	an	interpreter;	or	parties	or	witnesses	are	ill,	elderly,	or	near	death.	The	court	should	

regularly review its caseflow management system to ensure that it addresses the needs of those parties and cases that come 

before	the	court,	as	well	as	the	court’s	own	needs	and	requirements.	[See	Commentary	to	Principle	1.1.]

The	court’s	case	management	system	should	have	adequate	procedures	to	manage	the	motions	docket	and	those	cases	

requiring	expeditious	processing,	such	as	authorizing	or	withholding	life-sustaining	medical	treatment.		In	general,	the	system	

should be designed to permit resolution of most contested issues expeditiously.32

Ordinarily,	a	continuance	should	be	granted	only	when	the	probate	court	finds	that	there	is	good	cause	and	takes	into	

consideration	the	interests	of	all	parties.	This	case	supervision,	however,	should	not	replace	or	supplant	the	attorneys’	

responsibility	to	move	cases	forward.		Rather,	it	should	create	a	joint	responsibility	between	the	bench	and	bar	that	will	

build	upon	their	different	perspectives	in	establishing	appropriate	case-processing	timelines.		Probate	courts	in	many	

states now actively monitor and exercise control over caseflow [e.g.,	Maricopa	County	(AZ)	Superior	Court,	San	Francisco	

County	(CA)	Superior	Court,	DC,	FL,	Franklin	County	(OH)	Probate	Court,	PA,	TX].		

The	use	of	standardized	timelines	to	manage	the	flow	of	cases	should	be	generally	applicable	to	most	cases.	For	special	or	

complex	cases,	however,	the	court	should	adopt	distinct	or	flexible	timetables	to	meet	the	special	needs	and	demands	of	

such	cases,	subject	to	modification	following	periodic	conferences	with	the	relevant	parties.		A	number	of	probate	courts	

are beginning to apply differentiated case management to probate cases.

Differentiated case management is an attempt to define case-specific features that distinguish among 

cases	as	to	the	level	of	case	management	required.		Thus,	the	essence	of	differential	case	management	is	

reorganization of the caseflow system to recognize explicitly that the speed and method of case disposition 

should	depend	on	cases’	actual	resource	and	management	requirements	(both	court	and	attorney),	not on 

the order in which they have been filed.33

31	 dAvid c. steelmAn, John A. Goerdt, & JAmes e. mcmillAn, cAseflow mAnAGement: the heArt of court mAnAGement in the new millennium,	45	
(ncsc,	2004).
32	 Some	probate	cases,	such	as	those	involving	the	appointment	of	a	guardian	or	conservator	or	a	decedents’	large	estate	where	the	estate	cannot	be	closed	
until	the	federal	estate	tax	liability	is	settled	(with	the	return	not	even	due	until	nine	months	after	the	date	of	death),	by	their	nature	are	going	to	be	open	
ended	and	will	extend	over	relatively	long	periods	of	time.	Other	cases,	such	as	those	involving	decedents’	estates	where	an	extended	period	of	time	for	the	
filing	of	claims	by	creditors	is	required,	may	have	an	initial	determination	subject	to	subsequent	modification.	In	such	cases,	goals	for	resolving	probate	
cases within a given time frame may need to focus on specific events or procedures associated with these cases (e.g.,	the	issuing	of	the	initial	order	on	the	
need	for	a	guardianship	or	conservatorship).
33 steelmAn & dAvis,	supra, note	4,	at	14-15. of Guardianship
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In	contested	cases,	an	initial	conference	should	ordinarily	be	held	between	the	judge	and	the	attorneys	to	establish	

appropriate	deadlines,	such	as	for	pre-trial	discovery	and	to	identify	special	or	complex	cases.	For	example,	many	courts	

have	established	rules	with	respect	to	pretrial	conferences	and	discovery	timetables	that	are	strictly	enforced.	Adopting	this	

approach in contested matters could greatly reduce the delays between the filing of a petition and the ultimate trial and 

disposition. This initial conference will help the court monitor the progress of each case and anticipate and respond to special 

difficulties	the	case	may	pose.	If	the	case	is	especially	complex,	or	if	circumstances	change,	additional	conferences	may	be	

necessary.	If	the	parties	are	unable	to	agree	upon	appropriate	deadlines,	the	court	should	impose	a	default	schedule.	Should	a	

party	fail	to	meet	an	established	deadline,	the	court	should	issue	sanctions,	compel	parties	to	appear,	or	dismiss	the	action.	 

PROMISING	PRACTICES

The Maricopa	County,	AZ,	Superior	Court	issued	a	list	of	11	enhancements	to	the	probate	courts	system.	The	first	enhancement	

concerned differentiated case management and the need for separate tracks for cases with a high-conflict potential.34

STANDARD 2.2.2 TIME STANDARDS GOVERNING DISPOSITION

Probate courts in each state, in collaboration with the Administrative Office of the Courts and 
the bar, should establish overall time standards governing case disposition of each major kind of 
case and intermediate standards governing elapsed time between major case events.

COMMENTARY 

An	initial	step	in	developing	a	functional	caseflow	management	system	is	the	creation	of	time	standards	governing	

case	disposition.			Ideally,	these	should	be	statewide	standards	applicable	to	all	courts	with	probate	jurisdiction	in	the	

state.  The Model Time Standards for State Trial Courts,35	adopted	by	the	Conference	of	Chief	Justices,	the	Conference	

of	State	Court	Administrators,	the	American	Bar	Association,	and	the	National	Association	for	Court	Management,	

provide	a	basis	for	discussion	with	the	Administrative	Office	of	the	Courts,	the	bar,	and	other	stakeholders	regarding	the	

appropriate	time	standards	in	light	of	state	procedures,	statutory	time	periods,	jurisdictional	conditions,	demographic	and	

geographic	factors,	and	resources.36

In	addition	to	overall	time	standards,	it	is	useful,	for	case	management	purposes,	to	include	timelines	governing	each	

significant	intermediate	event	from	filing	to	disposition,	including	status	conferences,	arbitration	hearings,	or	issue	

conferences.	Intermediate	timelines	should	be	integrated	with	the	overall	standard	for	case	disposition	to	create	a	consistent	

and	functional	organizational	plan	for	caseflow	management.	Status	reports	should	be	periodically	generated	to	maintain	a	

record	of	what	has	occurred	and	to	determine	whether	prescribed	deadlines	have	been	met.		Each	intermediate	step	should	be	

monitored	to	assure	compliance	with	the	timelines,	thereby	ensuring	orderly	case	development	and	prompt	disposition.37

34 Id. at	9.
35 vAn duizend, steelmAn, & suskin,	supra,	note	23,	at 31	–	34	(NCSC,	2011).
36 Id. at	2.
37	 Id. at	35-51.
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STANDARD 2.2.3 SCHEDULING TRIAL AND HEARING DATES

The probate court should establish realistic trial and hearing dates based on the schedules 
established during the pretrial conferences.

COMMENTARY

The	court	should	give	careful	attention	to	the	scheduling	of	trials,	hearings,	conferences	and	all	other	appearances	before	

the	court.	This	will	ensure	the	efficient	use	of	judicial	resources,	and	promote	trial	date	certainty,	one	of	the	key	factors	in	

reducing delay.38	To	achieve	accurate	scheduling,	among	the	factors	the	court	should	consider	are:

•	 Any	statutory	requirements	for	hearings

•	 the	likelihood	that	a	case	will	proceed	to	trial

•	 the	needs	and	disabilities	of	the	parties39

•	 the	anticipated	length	of	the	trial,	including	the	number	of	court	days	that	will	be	required

•	 the	number	of	court	days	available	for	scheduling

•	 the	expected	judicial	complement	available	(i.e.,	the	number	of	judges	assigned	to	the	court	minus	anticipated	and	predicted	

judicial	absences)

•	 the	number	of	judge	days	available	(i.e.,	the	expected	judicial	complement	multiplied	by	the	number	of	court	days	in	the	period)

•	 the	judicial	capacity	(i.e.,	the	percentage	of	scheduled	cases	tried	and	settled	with	judicial	participation	within	the	court)

•	 fallout	(i.e.,	the	percentage	of	cases	scheduled	for	trial	that	are	continued,	settled,	or	dismissed	without	 

judicial	intervention)

•	 priorities	or	time	limits	imposed	by	statute.40

The likelihood and expected length of a trial or hearing should be determined by the court after consultation with the 

attorneys or pro se	parties	in	the	case.		The	other	factors	can	be	computed	as	needed	by	the	court	administrator.	An	

additional	factor	that	may	be	appropriate	to	take	into	consideration	when	scheduling	trial	and	hearing	dates	is	the	court’s	

case backlog and delays likely to result from this backlog.

Accurate	scheduling	requires	the	court	to	adopt	firm	policies	on	the	issuance	of	trial	and	hearing	dates	and	to	restrict	the	

availability of continuances.41		Counsel	should	be	expected	to	prepare	for	trial	or	hearing	properly	and	adequately	with	the	

anticipation	that	the	trial	or	hearing	will	be	held	as	scheduled.	Continuances	should	not	be	granted	without	a	showing	of	

good cause and never solely on the stipulation of the attorneys to a continuance.

38	 courtools, supra, note 18, at  Measure 5, available at http://www.ncsconline.org/D_Research/CourTools/Images/courtools_measure5.pdf.
39	 lori stieGel, recommended Guidelines for stAte courts hAndlinG cAses involvinG elder ABuse,	Recommendations	4	&	5	 
(American	Bar	Association	(ABA),	1996).
40	 See generally mAureen solomon & douGlAs somerlot, cAseflow mAnAGement in the triAl court: now And for the future,	18	(ABA,	(1987).
41	 steelmAn, Goerdt, & mcmillAn,	supra,	note	31, at	9-10.

http://www.ncsconline.org/D_Research/CourTools/Images/courtools_measure5.pdf
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2.3 JUDICIAL LEADERSHIP
The	standards	in	this	category	discuss	the	responsibility	of	probate	courts	to	ensure	that	they,	like	any	other	organization,	

are	managed	in	a	responsible	and	appropriate	manner.	Probate	judges	should	assume	a	leadership	role	in	helping	probate	

courts meet this responsibility.

STANDARD 2.3.1 HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

Probate courts should be responsible for implementing an effective human resources 
management program.

COMMENTARY

Probate	courts	should	be	administered	so	that	their	employees	are	treated	with	dignity	and	respect.	(See	Principle	1.4)	To	meet	this	

goal,	probate	courts	should	implement	a	human	resources	management	program.	A	clear	chain	of	command	should	exist	to	prevent	

confusion	and	ensure	accountability.	Court	employees	should	have	clear	and	accurate	written	job	descriptions,	adequate	training	

and	supervision,42	regularly	conducted	performance	evaluations,	and	written	policies	and	guidelines	to	follow.	[See	Standard	2.3.4]

Probate	courts	should	actively	support	and	improve	the	quality	of	the	work	of	their	personnel.	Surveys	of	court	

employees should be administered periodically to identify problems and assess the level of employee satisfaction.43	Annual	

development	of	goals	should	be	established	for	each	supervisor	and	court	unit,	as	well	as	for	all	staff	members.	Training	

programs	should	be	used	to	maintain	and	improve	the	capabilities	and	skills	of	all	staff	members.	An	employee	recognition	

program should acknowledge the strengths and achievements of the court employees.

An	effective	human	resource	plan	cannot	be	implemented	successfully	without	the	leadership	of	the	court.	The	judge	and	

court	administrator,	if	there	is	one,	must	demonstrate	their	complete	support	of	and	commitment	to	the	plan	through	

active involvement in court training programs and model behavior on and off the bench.

STANDARD 2.3.2 FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

A. Probate courts should seek financial support sufficient to enable them to perform their 
responsibilities effectively.

B. Probate courts should inform state and local funding sources on a regular basis about the 
importance, breadth, and impact on the community and individuals of probate courts and their 
decisions, as well as about the demographic trends affecting probate court caseloads.

C. The court should institute standardized procedures for monitoring fiscal expenditures.

COMMENTARY

To	carry	out	their	duties	adequately	and	effectively,	probate	courts	must	receive	sufficient	funding.		Considerable	variation	

in	the	sources	of	funding	exists	from	jurisdiction	to	jurisdiction.		In	many	jurisdictions,	the	state	rather	than	local	

government	has	assumed	financial	responsibility	for	the	probate	courts,	which	may	avoid	fragmented	and	disparate	levels	

42	 The	Probate	Division	of	the	District	of	Columbia	Superior	Court	records,	and	has	supervisors	review,	the	responses	that	Division	staff	provide	to	telephonic	
information	inquiries	from	the	public	in	order	to	identify	areas	in	which	additional	training	may	be	needed	and	make	certain	that	accurate	information	is	
provided in a timely and courteous manner.
43 courtools, supra, note	18,	at: meAsure 9,	available at http://www.ncsconline.org/D_Research/CourTools/Images/courtools_measure9.pdf.

http://www.ncsconline.org/D_Research/CourTools/Images/courtools_measure9.pdf
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of	financial	support	among	courts.	Whatever	the	source	of	funds,	adequate	funding	is	needed	for	probate	courts	to	attract	

and	retain	competent	judges	and	court	personnel;	to	provide	adequate	supplies,	equipment,	and	library	materials;	to	

purchase	specialized	services	such	as	those	provided	by	court	visitors,	physicians,	psychologists,	expert	witnesses,	examiners,	

interpreters,	and	consultants;	and	to	obtain,	renovate,	and	replace,	when	needed,	capital	items	and	physical	facilities.

In	generating	a	budget	for	a	probate	court,	it	is	necessary	that	the	court’s	special	functions	and	responsibilities	be	taken	

into	account.	Imposition	of	a	standardized	court	budget	derived	from	other	courts	generally	provides	an	inadequate	

representation	of	the	budgetary	needs	of	a	probate	court.	Probate	courts	should	have	the	opportunity	to	present	their	

resource	needs	as	part	of	the	budget	preparation	process	whether	that	takes	place	at	the	general	jurisdiction	court	level,	

the	administrative	office	of	the	court	level,	the	county	board	level,	or	the	state	legislature	level.		In	order	to	do	so,	it	is	

helpful	to	be	able	to	present	statistical	analyses	of	the	number	of	cases	of	each	type	and	the	staff	and	judicial	time	required	

to	dispose	of	each	type	of	case.	[See	Standards	2.4.1	and	2.4.2]		During	the	budget	process	and	at	other	times	of	the	year,	

probate judges also should take the opportunity to better inform their funding bodies about the nature of probate court 

work	and	how	it	affects	individual	litigants	and	the	community	as	a	whole.		Information	should	also	be	presented	on	how	

demographic trends are and will affect probate caseloads.44

The	overall	level	of	financial	support	required	by	probate	courts	is	likely	to	vary	from	year	to	year,	as	may	the	specific	

levels	of	support	needed	for	the	various	activities	of	the	courts.	Probate	courts	should	regularly	review	and	evaluate	their	

funding	requirements	and	requests.	Within	the	funds	provided,	probate	courts	should	allocate	expenditures	according	to	

the needs and priorities established by the courts themselves. 

In	addition	to	generating	requests	for	financial	resources	for	the	upcoming	fiscal	year,	the	long-term	needs	of	a	probate	

court should be emphasized in each annual operating budget. This should include projections of court operations 

and	corresponding	financial	requirements	for	future	years.		Procedures	should	be	in	place	for	the	review	and	revision	

of	these	projections	in	light	of	later	events.	Special	attention	should	be	given	to	the	projection	of	anticipated	major	

capital	expenditures.	By	developing	projections	of	their	future	needs,	probate	courts	will	be	able	to	better	anticipate	

those	needs	and	build	them	into	their	annual	budgetary	request.	In	addition,	certain	budgetary	requests,	such	as	major	

capital	expenditures,	may	require	a	special	request,	more	extensive	justification,	and	lobbying	with	the	funding	source.	

Such	requests	may	necessitate	a	long-term	budgetary	strategy.	At	the	same	time,	unanticipated	events	may	invalidate	

prior	forecasts.	Sufficient	flexibility	should	be	built	into	a	court’s	budget	to	allow	the	court	to	respond	appropriately	to	

unanticipated events. The establishment of an advisory committee on court finance may provide helpful advice on the 

court’s	budget	and	on	obtaining	the	support	of	the	funding	agency.

Because	of	their	role	as	a	guardian	of	the	public	trust,	probate	courts	must	carefully	account	for	their	resources.	They	

should	institute	procedures	that	will	ensure	that	their	fiscal	expenditures	are	adequately	monitored.45  Monthly reviews of 

expenditures should be conducted and probate courts should be subject to regular audits of its accounts following close of 

each fiscal year by an independent auditing agency.  Use of generally accepted accounting principles and an independent 

auditing	agency	ensures	the	proper	use	of	public	funds	and	enhances	public	confidence	in	the	probate	court.		In	general,	

the	fees	charged	in	the	court	should	be	reasonably	related	to	the	time	and	work	expended	by	the	court.	(See	Principle	1.1.)

44 See	Richard	Van	Duizend,	The Implications of an Aging Population for the State Courts, in future trends in stAte courts 2008 76 (ncsc,	2008). 

45 See, e.g., AmericAn BAr AssociAtion committee on stAndArds of JudiciAl AdministrAtion, stAndArds relAtinG to court orGAnizAtion §1.52 (ABA,	1990)	
(recommended	procedures	for	fiscal	administration	“should	include	uniform	systems	for	payroll	accounting	and	disbursement;	billing	and	presentation	
and	pre-audit	of	vouchers	for	purchased	equipment	and	services;	receipt,	deposit,	and	account	for	money	paid	into	court;	internal	audits	and	regular,	at	least	
monthly,	recapitulations	of	current	financial	operations”).
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STANDARD 2.3.3 PERFORMANCE GOALS AND STRATEGIC PLAN

Probates courts should:

A. Adopt quantifiable performance goals. 
B. Establish multi-year strategic plans to meet its goals.
C. Continuously measure their progress in meeting those performance goals. 
D. Disseminate information regarding their performance and progress.

COMMENTARY

Probate	courts	should	adopt	performance	goals	to	fulfill	their	responsibilities	and	to	achieve	efficiency	in	their	operations	

and	in	meeting	these	Standards.	Over	the	past	two	decades,	strategic	planning—a	systematic,	interactive	process	for	

thinking	through	and	creating	an	organization’s	best	possible	future”46 —has become a fundamental management 

approach	in	individual	courts	and	judicial	systems	throughout	the	United	States	and	around	the	world.		It	is	particularly	

helpful	when	the	courts,	like	probate	courts,	are	working	closely	with	other	governmental	as	well	as	community	partners.		

Adopting	goals	and	establishing	a	plan	in	themselves	are	not	sufficient.		It	is	essential	for	probate	courts	to	assess	their	

performance	by	collecting	and	analyzing	data	to	determine	the	extent	to	which	they	are	achieving	their	goals,	the	progress	

in	implementing	the	changes	and	strategies	identified	in	the	plan,	the	impact	of	those	changes,	and	any	unintended	

consequences.47		There	are	many	sets	of	performance	measurement	tools	that	courts	can	use,	most	notably	CourTools,	which	
provide a balanced approach to assessing performance and progress.48	By	simultaneously	establishing	a	strategic	plan	and	

updating	it	in	conjunction	with	periodic	evaluations,	probate	courts	can	engage	in	a	continuous	cycle	of	improvement.

Probate	courts	should	share	their	goals,	plan,	and	reports	on	progress	internally	and	with	external	stakeholders	including	the	

state	administrative	office	of	the	courts,	funding	sources,	the	bar,	and	the	public.		

Open	communication	about	court	performance—be	it	stellar,	good,	mediocre,	or	poor—builds	public	trust	and	

confidence.	This	is	particularly	true	if	a	report	includes	a	court’s	strategy	for	improving	performance.49

STANDARD 2.3.4  CONTINUING PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION

A. Probate courts should work with their state judicial branch education program and national 
providers of continuing education for judges and court staff to ensure that specialized continuing 
education programs are available on probate court procedures, improving probate court operations, 
and issues and developments in probate law.

B. Probate courts should encourage and facilitate participation of their judges, managers, and staff in 
relevant continuing professional education programs at least annually.

46 BrendA wAGenknecht-ivey, An APProAch to lonG rAnGe strAteGic PlAnninG for the courts, 2-19	(Center	for	Public	Policy	Studies,	1992).
47	 internAtionAl consortium for court excellence, internAtionAl frAmework for court excellence (2009),	available at 
http://www.ncsc.org/Resources/~/media/Microsites/Files/ICCE/IFCE-Framework-v12.ashx.     

48	 courtools, supra, note	18;	for	other	sets	of	court	measures,	see	internAtionAl consortium for court excellence, supra,	note	47, at	18-22.
49	 internAtionAl consortium for court excellence,	supra, note	47, at 35.

http://www.ncsc.org/Resources/~/media/Microsites/Files/ICCE/IFCE-Framework-v12.ashx
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COMMENTARY  

Probate	law	and	procedures	and	probate	court	operations	are	distinct	from	those	of	other	trial	court	jurisdictional	areas.		

It	is	also	one	of	the	dynamic	jurisdictional	areas	that	must	adjust	to	frequent	changes	in	federal	tax	law	and	benefit	

programs,	a	swelling	caseload	due	to	demographic	trends,	and	increased	scrutiny	of	the	probate	court’s	responsibility	

to oversee the trans-generational transfer of property and the well-being and assets of disabled adults.  Updates on legal 

changes	and	new	approaches,	as	well	as	professional	development	on	the	skills	required	to	operate	a	probate	court	effective	

are	needed,50	but	in	many	states,	are	not	readily	available	due	to	limited	resources	and	the	relatively	small	number	of	

judges and staff engaged in probate work.

It	is	recommended	that	the	staff	training	program	should	prepare	all	probate	court	employees	for	all	elements	of	their	

work.51	Training	also	should	include	components	on	aging	and	the	causes	and	effects	of	dementia,	the	Americans	with	

Disabilities	Act;	communication	with	disabled	persons	and	elders,	civil	rights	laws;	employment	policies	including	those	

pertaining	to	advancement,	promotions,	and	grievances;	courtesy	and	responsiveness	to	their	fellow	employees	and	the	

public;	tolerance	for	different	viewpoints;	and	ways	to	eliminate	gender,	racial,	ethnic	bias	and	sexual	harassment.

In	addition	to	the	continuing	education	on	probate	matters	offered	by	state	judicial	branch	education	programs	and	state	

probate	judges	associations,	educational	conferences,	courses,	and	webinars	relevant	to	probate	court	judges,	registrars,	

clerks,	and	staff	are	offered	by	the	National	College	of	Probate	Judges,	the	National	Judicial	College,	the	National	

Association	for	Court	Management,	and	the	Institute	for	Court	Management	among	others.

Promising	Practices

The State Justice Institute	has	for	many	years	provided	scholarships	to	judges,	court	managers,	and	court	staff	to	assist	

them	in	attending	continuing	professional	education	programs—http://www.sji.gov/grant-esp.php.	

2.4 INFORMATION AND TECHNOLOGY
The	courts,	like	all	of	society,	have	undergone	a	technological	revolution	driven	in	part	by	the	need	to	process	and	store	

increasing	amounts	of	information,	including	the	records	associated	with	the	greater	number	of	cases	over	which	they	

preside.	At	the	same	time,	increased	attention	is	being	given	to	the	importance	of	accountability	and	efficient	caseflow	

within the courts. The standards in this category recognize the importance of the court with probate jurisdiction 

(hereinafter	the	court)	remaining	abreast	of	and	joining	in	these	developments.

50	 third nAtionAl GuArdiAnshiP summit, supra,	note	6,	at Recommendation	2.1,	2012	UtAh l. rev.,	at	1200.
51	 See core curriculum, nAtionAl AssociAtion for court mAnAGement, http://www.nacmnet.org/CCCG/index.html	(July	12,	2012).	

http://www.sji.gov/grant-esp.php
http://www.nacmnet.org/CCCG/index.html
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STANDARD 2.4.1 MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM

A. Probate courts should use a record system that is easily accessible and understandable for all persons 
who are entitled to the information within those records, and that effectively protects the confidentiality 
of sensitive information The records should be comprehensive, indexed, and cross-referenced.

B. Probate courts should regularly monitor and evaluate their management information system, 
and acquire and utilize new technologies and equipment when needed to assist the court in 
performing its work effectively, efficiently, and economically.

COMMENTARY

The	records	and	files	of	probate	courts	should	be	accurate,	reliable,	and	accessible	to	ensure	efficient	court	operation.	

Access	to	these	records	and	files	is	needed	by	a	range	of	persons,	including	court	personnel	as	they	perform	their	duties,	

litigants	as	they	develop	and	present	their	cases,	and	non-litigants	as	they	conduct	various	research	permitted	under	

public records laws. (But see,	Standard	2.4.3	regarding	protection	of	sensitive	personal	information	and	information	

entitled	to	confidentiality	under	state	law.)	Probate	court	information	systems	should	provide	for	integration	of	printed	

and digitized records and be updated regularly to allow complete and easy access to all needed information. The systems 

should	be	sufficiently	flexible	to	permit	probate	courts	to	use	new	technology	as	it	becomes	available.		Probate	court	

information systems should be designed to produce all information and records in a timely manner and understandable 

formats,	and	to	make	them	available	for	both	case-processing	and	management	purposes.	

At	least	after	the	initial	filing,	probate	courts	should	enable	counsel	and	pro se litigants to file pleadings and supporting 

materials	electronically	except	for	those	documents	such	as	wills	for	which	the	original	is	required.		The	e-filing	system	

should	be	tied	directly	into	the	probate	court’s	case	management	system	to	permit	case	tracking	and	management	without	

additional data entry.52	Probate	courts	should	ensure	that	digitized	information	is	managed	in	a	way	that	provides	access	

to	authorized	persons,	maintains	the	security	of	the	data	from	inappropriate	release	and	unauthorized	alterations,	and	

permits	the	use	of	improved	versions	of	the	operating	software.	Access	to	probate	courts	records	should	be	user-friendly	

both	through	on-site	public	access	terminals	and	through	a	probate	court	website.	Websites	should	provide	information	on	

what	case	file	information	is	available,	what	is	confidential,	how	to	access	it	along	with	general	information	on	the	court’s	

jurisdiction,	and	how	to	file	and	respond	to	pleadings.		Probate	court	staff	and	volunteers	should	be	trained	to	explain	

information	access	and	answer	questions	about	it.	Beyond	this	routine	assistance,	the	Americans	with	Disabilities	Act	

requires	court	personnel	to	provide	additional	assistance	to	individuals	with	a	disability	seeking	access	to	court	records.

Probate	courts	should	periodically	determine	whether	its	management	information	system,	including	its	system	of	filing	

and	record	keeping,	is	fulfilling	the	needs	of	the	court.	This	should	include	an	evaluation	of	the	overall	system	and	the	

system’s	individual	components.	The	monitoring	system	should	only	be	as	complex	as	required	to	provide	necessary	and	

useful	information.	In	addition	to	routine	self-assessment,	periodic	review	by	a	third	party,	who	is	not	a	member	or	a	

current	employee	of	the	court,	may	provide	an	objective	and	independent	assessment	of	the	court’s	performance.

The first and most important step in deciding whether to implement a technological innovation is to consider the needs 

of	the	probate	court	and	its	constituents,	including	an	analysis	of	court	operations	and	processes	that	might	benefit	from	

the introduction of new technology. The second step should be to assess the usefulness of the technological innovation 

with	a	cost-benefit	analysis.	Where	appropriate,	probate	courts	should	rely	on	their	own	employees	for	the	evaluation.	If	

52	 See Court Specific Standards,	NCSC,	http://www.ncsc.org/Services	and	Experts/Technology	tools/Court	specific	standards.aspx	(July	12,	2012).	

http://www.ncsc.org/Services and Experts/Technology tools/Court specific standards.aspx
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necessary,	outside	consultants	with	technical	expertise	should	be	used.		If	the	adoption	of	the	technology	is	advantageous,	

a	specific	plan	should	be	developed	to	implement	the	necessary	changes.	With	the	introduction	of	any	new	technology,	

probate	courts,	when	necessary,	may	wish	to	maintain	a	dual	recordkeeping	system,	simultaneously	recording	information	

via	both	the	old	and	new	systems,	but	only	long	enough	to	establish	the	reliability	of	the	new	system.

STANDARD 2.4.2 COLLECTION OF CASELOAD INFORMATION

Probate courts should collect and review meaningful caseload statistics including the volume, 
nature, and disposition of proceedings, the time to disposition including a comparison to the 
time standards adopted for probate courts, the certainty of hearing dates, and the number of 
guardianships and conservatorships being monitored.

COMMENTARY

The	functioning	of	probate	courts	can	be	enhanced	by	accumulating	basic	information	regarding	their	court’s	caseload	

and	dispositions.	These	data	can	be	useful	to	probate	courts	or	the	court	administrator’s	office	in	managing	probate	court	

operations and measuring court performance as well as assessing job performance of court appointees and conducting 

needs	assessments.	“Excellent	courts	use	a	set	of	key-performance	indicators	to	measure	the	quality,	efficiency,	and	

effectiveness	of	their	services.”53  The measures suggested in the standard reflect the case management related performance 

measures contained in CourTools 2-5.54		In	addition,	to	helping	gauge	probate	court	performance,	this	information	may	

assist in identifying trends in system use and allow the court to divert and apply its resources to meet these trends. The 

information	may	also	bolster	arguments	for	increased	resources	for	the	court.	[See	Standard	2.3.3]

While	many	courts	collect	and	closely	monitor	caseload	data,	others	do	not,	often	because	they	lack	the	resources	to	do	so.	

Such	statistical	data	will	inform	the	court	about	the	number	of	proceedings	it	processes,	how	judicial	and	staff	resources	are	

allocated.			Identification	of	statistical	categories	of	court	proceedings	and	activities	should	be	consistent	throughout	the	state.	

When	a	data	collection	system	involving	the	probate	court	is	designed,	the	unique	nature	of	the	court	and	its	procedures	

should	be	taken	into	account,	thereby	ensuring	that	the	data	gathered	will	accurately	reflect	the	operations	and	goals	of	the	

court and definitions adhering as closely as possible to those set forth in The State Court Guide to Statistical Reporting.55

At	a	national	level,	neither	the	justice	system	nor	the	social	service	system—both	of	which	have	long-standing	programs	

for	the	development	and	reporting	of	“case”	statistics—possess	a	meaningful	statistical	portrait	of	the	volume	and	

composition	of	probate	court	cases	in	the	United	States.	Without	such	information,	questions	fundamental	to	reform	and	

improvement of the state probate systems are difficult to answer.56

53 internAtionAl consortium for court excellence, supra, note	7,	at 33.
54 courtools,	supra,	note	18.
55 court stAtistics ProJect, stAte court Guide to stAtisticAl rePortinG	10	(ncsc,	2009) available at http://www.courtstatistics.org/~/media/Microsites/Files/
CSP/DATA%20PDF/CSP%20StatisticsGuide%20v1%203.ashx.
56 See Brenda	K.	Uekert	&	Richard	Van	Duizend,	Adult Guardianships: A ‘Best Guess’ National Estimate and the Momentum for Reform,	in future trends 
in stAte courts	2011 107	(NCSC,	2011);	coscA, supra, note 6; B. k. uekert, Adult GuArdiAnshiP court dAtA And issues:  results from An online survey,	
(NCSC,	2009),	available at http://www.ncsc.org/sitecore/content/microsites/future-trends-2011/home/Special-Programs/4-3-Adult-Guardianships.aspx. 

http://www.courtstatistics.org/~/media/Microsites/Files/CSP/DATA PDF/CSP StatisticsGuide v1 3.ashx
http://www.courtstatistics.org/~/media/Microsites/Files/CSP/DATA PDF/CSP StatisticsGuide v1 3.ashx
http://www.ncsc.org/sitecore/content/microsites/future-trends-2011/home/Special-Programs/4-3-Adult-Guardianships.aspx
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STANDARD 2.4.3  CONFIDENTIALITY OF 
SENSITIVE INFORMATION

Probate courts should establish procedures to maintain the confidentiality of sensitive personal 
information and information required to be kept confidential as a matter of law.

COMMENTARY

Probate	courts	should	remain	cognizant	that	sensitive	and	private	matters	may	be	contained	both	in	automated	case	

management	systems	and	in	physical	case	files.		Probate	courts	should	take	special	precautions,	in	accordance	with	state	

law,	to	ensure	the	confidentiality	of	Social	Security	and	financial	account	numbers,	medical,	mental	health,	financial,	and	

other personal information.57

2.5 ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION

The	use	of	alternative	dispute	resolution	techniques	to	resolve	disputes	in	probate	matters	is	often	preferable	to	litigation.		

Mediation,	family	group	conferencing,	and	settlement	conferences	can	better	accommodate	all	interests	and	maintain	

long-term familial relations than litigation. The standard in this category recognizes the increased use and proposed use of 

ADR	for	probate	matters.	

STANDARD 2.5.1 REFERRAL TO ALTERNATIVE 
DISPUTE RESOLUTION

Probate courts should refer appropriate cases to appropriate alternative dispute resolution 
services including mediation, family group conferencing, settlement conferences and arbitration.

COMMENTARY

In	many	situations,	mediation	may	be	a	highly	desirable	method	of	dispute	resolution.	In	addition	to	providing	relief	from	

crowded	court	dockets	and	dispensing	justice	in	a	timely	manner,	participants	may	find	the	opportunity	to	discuss	all	

issues	fully	and	to	craft	their	own	solutions	to	be	particularly	satisfying.	In	addition,	the	cost	of	mediation	may	be	much	

lower	than	trial,	particularly	when	volunteer	mediators	are	used.58	Thus,	at	a	minimum,	probate	judges	should	strongly	

encourage	the	parties	and	their	families	to	participate	in	mediation,	family	group	conferencing,	or	other	alternative	

dispute	resolution	(ADR)	processes,	and	consider	ordering	participation	in	appropriate	cases.		A	number	of	states	

currently	offer	or	require	mediation	in	guardianship,	conservatorship,	and/or	contested	will	cases	(e.g.,	CA,	CT,	DC,	

OH,	OR,	PA,	SD,	TX,	WA).		Others,	such	as	AZ	offer	settlement	conferences	with	trained	volunteer	attorneys.		Family	

group	conferencing,	an	ADR	technique	widely	used	in	child	protection	cases,59 may be useful as well in cases in which the 

welfare and protection of an older person or disabled person is at issue.60

57	 See mArthA w. steketee & AlAn cArlson, develoPinG ccJ/coscA Guidelines for PuBlic Access to court records (ncsc,	2002).
58	 See susAn J. Butterwick, PeneloPe A. hommel, & inGo keilitz, evAluAtinG mediAtion As A meAns of resolvinG Adult GuArdiAnshiP cAses,	(The	Center	for	
Social	Gerontology,	2001);	S.N.	Gary, Mediating Probate Disputes 1	GP/solo lAw trends And news, No.	3	(May	2005),	available at 
http://www.americanbar.org/newsletter/publications/law_trends_news_practice_area_e_newsletter_home/0506_estate_probate.html. 
59	 See susAn m. chAndler	&	mArilou GiovAnucci,	Transforming Traditional Child Welfare Policy and Practice,	42	fAm. ct. rev. 216	(2004).
60	 See e.g., JuliA honds, fAmily GrouP conferencinG As A meAns of decision-mAkinG in mAtters of Adult GuArdiAnshiP, (University	of	Wellington,	2006);	
lAurA mirsky, fAmily GrouP conferencinG worldwide (International	Institute	for	Restorative	Practices,	2003).

http://www.americanbar.org/newsletter/publications/law_trends_news_practice_area_e_newsletter_home/0506_estate_probate.html
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The	court	should	be	open	to	ADR	in	all	situations,	but	especially	when	the	parties	have	requested	outside	help	in	settling	

their	dispute.	It	may	be	beneficial	for	resolving	disputes	such	as	will	contests	and	contested	creditor	claims.		ADR	may	also	

often work well for disputes involving individual treatment or habilitation plans for respondents in guardianship or civil 

commitment	proceedings	and	may	be	appropriate	to	determine	the	extent	of	the	guardian’s	or	conservator’s	powers	in	a	

limited	guardianship	or	conservatorship	or	to	determine	which	family	member(s)	will	be	given	fiduciary	responsibility.

ADR,	however,	should	not	be	used	for	the	threshold	determination	of	incapacity	in	guardianship/conservatorship	

proceedings.		Similarly,	it	may	not	be	a	viable	alternative	when	one	of	the	parties	is	at	a	significant	disadvantage.		

Examples	include	disputes	involving	persons	with	severe	depression;	who	are	on	a	medication	that	affects	their	reasoning;	

who	have	difficulty	asserting	themselves;	who	have	been	physically	or	emotionally	abused	by	another	party;	or	who	

perceive	themselves	as	significantly	less	powerful	than	the	opposing	party.		In	any	of	these	instances	as	well	as	in	

proceedings	related	to	guardianships/conservatorships,	the	disadvantaged	party	should	be	represented	and	probate	court	

judges should exercise special care before accepting any agreement reached.61

In	addition,	probate	courts	should	ensure	that	the	ADR	professionals	and	volunteers	in	court-connected	alternative	

dispute resolution have received training on the nature of and key issues in probate matters.  This training should include 

methods for effectively communicating with elders and persons with mental health and developmental disabilities. 

61	 See Mary	F.	Radford,	Is the Use of Mediation Appropriate in Adult Guardianship Cases? 31	stetson l. rev. 611	(2002).	
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Unlike	the	standards	in	the	first	two	sections,	the	standards	in	this	section	focus	on	the	practices	and	proceedings	used	by	

probate	courts	to	resolve	the	issues	placed	before	them.	Because	many	of	the	issues	faced	by	probate	courts	are	relatively	unique,	

specialized practices and proceedings have evolved. This section identifies and discusses these practices and proceedings.

The standards related to probate practices and proceedings are divided into four categories. COMMON PRACTICES 

AND PROCEEDINGS	addresses	procedural	aspects	that	most	probate	matters	have	in	common.	The	last	three	categories,	

DECEDENTS’ ESTATES,	ADULT GUARDIANSHIPS AND CONSERVATORSHIPS,	and	GUARDIANSHIPS OF 

MINORS,	are	areas	of	the	law	that	almost	all	courts	with	probate	jurisdiction	must	address.		Each	poses	its	own	special	issues.62

The standards in this category recognize the importance of probate courts adopting procedures that respond to the special 

needs	of	the	parties	appearing	before	them	and	the	unique	nature	of	the	issues	that	probate	courts	are	asked	to	resolve.

3.1  COMMON PRACTICES AND PROCEEDINGS

STANDARD 3.1.1 NOTICE

A. Probate courts should ensure that timely and reasonable notice is given to all persons interested 
in court proceedings. The elements of notice (content, delivery, timing, and recipients) should be 
tailored to the situation.

B. The initial notice should be non-digital and formally served.  If permitted by statute or court 
rule, subsequent notices and pleadings may be served through electronic means to all parties, 
counsel, and interested persons who provide their e-mail addresses, and to the probate court if 
it has e-filing capabilities.

COMMENTARY

Notice	and	due	process	are	important	concepts	in	any	area	of	the	law,	but	particularly	in	probate.		Persons	whose	interests	

may	be	affected	may	be	unaware	that	an	action	has	been	filed.	Although	notice	requirements	vary	from	state	to	state,	

proper	notice	must	be	given,	and	certain	levels	of	notice	may	even	be	constitutionally	required.63		When	there	is	a	failure	

to	provide	proper	notice,	any	orders	previously	made	can	be	vacated.	Due	process	standards	do	not	depend	on	whether	an	

action is characterized as one in rem or in personam.64

62	 Although	not	specifically	listed,	the	Standards	in	this	section	also	apply	to	the	other	types	of	cases	within	probate	court	jurisdiction	including,	but	not	
limited	to,	testamentary	and	inter vivos trust cases.
63 Tulsa	Prof’l	Collection	Servs.	v.	Pope,	485	U.S.	478,	485	(1988)	(notice	by	publication	insufficient	to	bar	reasonably	ascertainable	creditors	of	an	estate).
64 Mullane	v.	Cent.	Hanover	Bank	&	Trust	Co.,	339	U.S.	306	(1950).
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The	need	for	notice	varies	in	different	contexts.		Many	states	allow	informal	probate	of	wills	without	notice,	but	such	

probate can be superseded by a formal proceeding.  To have res judicata	effect,	a	decree	in	a	formal	proceeding	must	be	

preceded	by	notice.		Where	notice	of	a	hearing	is	required,	it	should	indicate	the	time,	place,	and	purpose	of	the	hearing	

in	a	manner	likely	to	be	understood	by	the	recipient.		Notice	should	be	given	in	a	language	in	addition	to	English	if	

appropriate	to	the	circumstances.		It	should	be	served	a	reasonable	time	before	the	hearing,	by	mail	or	personal	delivery	

where	possible.		Notice	by	publication	is	acceptable	only	as	to	persons	whose	address	or	identity	cannot	be	ascertained	

with reasonable diligence.65

The	“interested	persons”	to	whom	notice	should	be	given	in	the	context	of	decedents’	estates	includes	persons	with	a	potential	

property	interest	in	the	estate.	When	a	will	is	offered	for	probate,	this	includes	trustees,	charities,	and/or	the	state	Attorney	

General	in	some	circumstances,	as	well	as	the	testator’s	heirs	who	would	take	if	no	will	existed.	If	the	testator	executed	several	

wills,	devisees	under	earlier	wills	filed	with	the	court	that	are	adversely	affected	by	the	later	will	also	have	an	interest	because	

they	may	take	if	the	later	will	is	found	to	be	invalid.	However,	it	is	not	reasonable	to	require	notice	to	the	devisees	of	every	

will	ever	executed	by	the	testator,	particularly	those	that	have	not	been	probated	or	offered	for	probate.	But	if	notice,	even	

though	not	required	by	statute,	is	not	given	to	known	devisees	under	the	decedent’s	last	prior	will,	the	probate	order	may	not	

be res judicata as to such devisees.

When	interested	persons	are	under	a	legal	disability,	they	may	be	represented	by	another.	For	example,	virtual	

representation	may	be	applicable.	[See	Standard	3.1.4]		Similarly,	provided	no	conflict	of	interest	exists,	a	trustee	of	a	

trust	that	is	a	beneficiary	under	a	will	may	represent	trust	beneficiaries	in	connection	with	a	personal	representative’s	

accounting.		However,	it	may	be	appropriate	to	give	notice	in	such	cases	also	to	the	persons	represented	by	others	(e.g.,	the	
trust	beneficiaries)	so	they	will	be	kept	informed	and	be	assured	that	their	interests	are	being	considered.

Notice	is	not	limited	to	hearings	before	the	court.	In	some	instances,	lack	of	court	supervision	of	a	decedent’s	estate	is	

acceptable only where the affected persons receive notice that the court is not going to supervise the matter and that the 

affected	persons	will	be	responsible	for	protecting	their	own	interests.	[See	Standard	3.2.1]	For	example,	some	states	allow	

a	will	to	be	probated	without	a	judicial	hearing,	but	require	the	personal	representative	to	notify	the	heirs	and	devisees	

promptly. The notice must inform them that the estate is being administered without court supervision but that they can 

petition the court on any matter relating to the estate.66	Similarly,	some	states	allow	an	estate	to	be	closed	without	a	court	

proceeding	by	operation	of	law	or	on	the	basis	of	a	closing	statement	executed	by	the	personal	representative,	which	must	

be sent to the court and to distributees advising them that administration of the estate has been completed.67

The	notice	requirements	in	proceedings	for	guardianship	and	conservatorship	raise	some	special	problems.	In	such	

proceedings,	“interested	persons”	is	a	flexible	concept	and	its	meaning	may	change	depending	on	the	circumstances.	[See	

Standards	3.3.7	and	3.5.2]	

65 See id.	at	317. 
66 See, e.g., cAl. ProB. code §	10451	(West	1991);	unif. ProB. code §	3-705	(2008).
67	 See dc stAt	§20-1301(c)	(2012);	unif. ProB. code §	3-1003	(2008).
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To	ensure	that	all	parties	and	interested	persons	have	knowledge	of	a	probate	proceeding,	the	initial	notice	should	be	a	

formal	written	paper	document	served	in	the	traditional	manner.		However,	to	expedite	the	process	and	reduce	costs,	

subsequent	notices	and	pleadings	may	be	served	electronically.68		Parties	and	interested	persons	who	provide	their	e-mail	

address	should	be	deemed	to	have	consented	to	electronic	service.		A	number	of	states	currently	permit	electronic	notice,	

at least in some instances [e.g.,	CA,	OR,	and	PA].		Any	process	for	providing	notice	electronically	should	require	delivery	

of an electronic receipt to document that notice has been served.  

STANDARD 3.1.2 FIDUCIARIES

A. Probate courts should appoint as fiduciaries only those persons who are: 
 (1) Competent to serve.
 (2) Aware of and understand the duties of the office. 
 (3) Capable of performing effectively. A fiduciary nominated by a decedent should be appointed   

 by the court absent disqualifying circumstances.
B. When issuing orders appointing or directing a fiduciary, probate courts should make those orders 

as clear and understandable as possible and should specify the fiduciary’s duties and powers, the 
limits on those duties and powers, and the duration of the appointment.

C. Probate courts should require a surety bond or other asset protection arrangement of a fiduciary 
when (1) an interested person makes a meritorious demand, (2) there is an express requirement for 
a bond in the will or trust, or (3) the court determines that a bond is necessary.  The court should 
ensure that the amount is reasonably related to the otherwise unprotected assets of the estate.

D. Probate courts are encouraged to develop and implement programs for the orientation and 
education of unrepresented fiduciaries, to enable them to understand their responsibilities, how to 
perform them effectively, and how to access resources in the community. 

COMMENTARY

Probate	courts	should	appoint	qualified	fiduciaries.	A	fiduciary	is	“one	who	must	exercise	a	high	standard	of	care	in	managing	

another’s	money	or	property.”69		The	term	generally	includes	personal	representatives,	guardians,	conservators,	and	trustees.		

Persons	as	it	is	used	here	includes	natural	persons,	corporations,	and	other	entities	authorized	to	serve	as	a	fiduciary.

Because	trust	and	confidence	are	needed	between	the	fiduciary	and	the	beneficiaries,	probate	courts	should	examine	

the	credentials	of	potential	fiduciaries	with	care.		Experience,	honesty,	the	absence	of	a	conflict	of	interest,	reputation	

and	ability,	and	any	prior	service	as	a	fiduciary	are	some	of	the	factors	that	probate	courts	may	consider	in	reviewing	

a	person’s	ability	to	perform	the	duties	of	the	office.		Probate	courts	should	determine	if	anything	would	disqualify	the	

person being considered (e.g.,	statutory	disqualifications)	or	make	the	appointment	unsuitable.70		[See	Standard	3.3.12.]		

Issuing	an	order	that	is	clear	and	understandable	to	a	non-lawyer	fiduciary	is	essential	for	ensuring	that	the	terms	of	that	

order	are	properly	carried	out.		Specifying	the	responsibilities	and	authority	of	a	fiduciary	provides	a	blueprint,	not	only	

for	the	fiduciary,	but	also	for	beneficiaries,	their	families,	and	third	parties	engaged	in	financial	and	other	transactions	

with the estate or trust.

68	 Original	documents	such	as	wills	should	be	filed	with	the	probate	court.
69	 BlAck’s lAw dictionAry 625	(9th	ed.	2009).
70	 Currently,	13	states	require	that	guardians	undergo	independent	criminal	background	checks	before	being	appointed.	u.s. Government AccountABility 
office, GAo-11-878, incAPAcitAted Adults: oversiGht of federAl fiduciAries And court-APPointed GuArdiAns needs imProvement, 7 (July	2011),	
http://www.gao.gov/new.items/d11678.pdf;	See, e.g., tex. ProB. code Ann.	§	78	(Vernon	1995).

http://www.gao.gov/new.items/d11678.pdf
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Another	means	of	protecting	the	estate	is	requiring	fiduciaries	to	post	a	surety	bond	in	an	amount	not	less	than	the	

estimated value of the personal property of the estate and the income expected from the real and personal property during 

the	next	year,	less	any	amounts	that	can	be	otherwise	protected.71		[See	Standards	3.3.15	and	3.4.8]		When	a	testator	or	

settlor	of	a	trust	has	provided	for	appointment	without	bond,	his	or	her	wishes	should	be	respected	unless	an	interested	

person	is	able	to	show	a	necessity	for	imposing	the	bond.		In	such	instances,	there	may	be	alternatives	that	protect	

assets	without	adding	to	the	cost	of	administration	of	estates	such	as	restricted	bank	accounts,	safekeeping	agreements,	

insurance,72 and collateral for performance (e.g.,	a	mortgage	of	land).	

Some	states	have	enacted	mandatory	statutory	preference	lists,	thereby	limiting	the	discretion	of	probate	courts	in	selecting	

the	most	qualified	person.	Other	states	have	a	statutory	priority	list	but	allow	probate	courts	to	disregard	the	list	if	in	the	

best	interest	of	the	estate	or	respondent.		If	a	statutory	preference	is	granted	to	certain	persons,	probate	courts	should	have	

authority	to	deny	that	appointment	if	the	person	is	unsuitable	under	the	evidence	presented.		In	all	situations,	the	court	

should	limit	appointments	as	required	by	statute,	assuming	the	statute	does	not	require	unconstitutional	distinctions.73

Inherent	in	the	process	of	appointment	is	the	probate	court’s	responsibility	to	ensure	that	the	fiduciary	understands	his	

or	her	duties	under	controlling	state	law.	[See	Standard	3.3.14]	Probate	courts	should	develop	or	use	available	materials	

and	programs	to	assure	that	those	appointed	know	what	they	must	do	to	properly	discharge	their	responsibilities.		Several	

states offer an orientation or instructional materials to fiduciaries such as personal representatives and executors as well as 

to guardians and conservators [e.g.,	AZ,	DC,	and	VA].	

PROMISING	PRACTICES

District	of	Columbia  AFTER DEATH A GUIDE TO PROBATE IN THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA74

Tarrant	County,	TX	Probate	Court	No.	2	requires	all	decedents’	administrators,	guardians,	and	conservators	to	attend	a	

mandatory training immediately after appointment conducted by the staff member who will be reviewing their documents 

and to sign an acknowledgment of understanding following the training. 

71	 See U.P.C.	§3-604;	regarding	bonds	for	conservators	see third nAtionAl GuArdiAnshiP summit,	supra, note 6, at	Standard	4.9,	2012	UtAh l. rev., at	1195;	
M.J.	Quinn	&	H.	Krooks,	The Relationship Between the Guardian and the Court,	2012 utAh l. rev.	1611	(2013).
72	 See e.g., wAsh. ct. Gen. r.	23(d)(4)	&	(5).
73	 See	Reed	v.	Reed,	404	U.S.	71,	74	(1971)	(statute	preferring	males	to	females	in	selecting	administrators).
74	 ProBAte div. of the suPerior court of d.c., After deAth – A Guide to ProBAte in the district of columBiA,	(Jan.	2010),			
http://www.dccourts.gov/internet/documents/AfterDeathAGuideToProbateInTheDistrictOfColumbia.pdf.

http://www.dccourts.gov/internet/documents/AfterDeathAGuideToProbateInTheDistrictOfColumbia.pdf
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STANDARD 3.1.3 REPRESENTATION BY A PERSON HAVING 
SUBSTANTIALLY IDENTICAL INTEREST

Probate courts should allow representation by a person having substantially identical interest, 
where appropriate. 

COMMENTARY 

Often,	in	probate	proceedings,	interested	persons	are	minors	or	incapacitated	adults,	unborn,	unascertained,	or	persons	

whose	addresses	are	unknown.	In	order	for	probate	courts	to	have	jurisdiction	to	enter	a	fully	binding	order,	their	interests	

must	be	represented	by	others—for	example,	“a	trust	providing	for	distribution	to	the	settlor’s	children	as	a	class	with	an	

adult	child	being	able	to	represent	the	interests	of	children	who	are	either	minors	or	unborn.”75	Both	the	Uniform	Probate	

Code	and	the	Uniform	Trust	Code	embrace	this	concept	of	virtual	representation76	as	well	as	in	some	state	statutes,77 but it 

has also been recognized without explicit statutory support.78

Before	allowing	someone	to	represent	others	in	this	manner,	probate	courts	should	conduct	a	careful	examination	to	

ensure	that	the	interests	are	truly	identical,	and	when	the	trustee	of	a	testamentary	trust	and	the	personal	representative	

are	the	same	person,	a	potential	conflict	of	interest	exists,	and	the	beneficiaries,	if	incapacitated,	should	be	represented	

by	an	independent	person.	The	question	of	virtual	representation	may	also	arise	in	connection	when	an	earlier	judgment	

is	challenged	by	someone	who	was	not	formally	represented.	In	the	latter	situation,	the	probate	court	may	decide	that	the	

challenge is barred because the challenger was virtually represented by another at the time of the prior decree.

STANDARD 3.1.4 ATTORNEYS’ AND 
FIDUCIARIES’ COMPENSATION

A. Attorneys and fiduciaries should receive reasonable compensation for the services performed.
B. In order to enhance consistency in compensation and reduce the burden on probate courts of 

determining compensation in each case, probate courts or the state Administrative Office of the 
Courts should consider establishing fee guidelines or schedules.

C. When a dispute arises that cannot be settled by the parties directly or by means of alternative 
dispute resolution, probate courts should determine the reasonableness of fees. 

COMMENTARY

Attorneys	and	fiduciaries	are	entitled	to	receive	fair	compensation	for	the	time,	effort	and	expertise	they	are	providing.79  

However,	defining	what	is	reasonable	compensations	for	the	services	rendered	can	be	a	complex,	thorny	determination.		

One	way	of	limiting	the	need	for	probate	courts	to	engage	in	the	review	of	fees	on	a	case-by-case	basis	is	through	the	

use	of	fee	schedules	or	guidelines	set	either	by	statute	or	court	rule.		Ohio,	for	example,	has	established	a	fee	schedule	by	

statute.80		Such	schedules	help	to	ensure	fairness	and	consistency.		In	establishing	a	fee	schedule	or	guideline,	it	is	essential	

that	the	fees	set	are	reasonable	and	reflect	or	relate	to	customary	time	involvement	so	as	not	to	discourage	well	qualified	

individuals from serving as fiduciaries or counsel in probate matters.  

75	 unif. tr. code	comment	to	§304	(2010).
76	 unif. tr. code	§304	(2010);	unif. ProB. code §1-403(2)	(iii)	(2008).
77	 See, e.g., ny surr. ct. Proc. Act §	315	(McKinney	1981);	unif. ProB. code §	1-403	(2008).
78	 See williAm m. mcGovern et al., WillS, truStS and eStateS 703	(1988).
79	 unif. ProB. code 3-179 (2008); unif. tr. code	§708	(2010).
80	 Probate	Court	of	Montgomery	County,	Ohio,	Computation of Fiduciary Fees in Estate Cases,	
http://www.mcohio.org/government/probate/docs/estate/APPENDIX_D_Computation_of_Fiduciary_Fees.pdf	 (Jun.	25,	2012).

http://www.mcohio.org/government/probate/docs/estate/APPENDIX_D_Computation_of_Fiduciary_Fees.pdf
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When	there	is	no	guideline,	in	reviewing	a	request	for	a	fee	in	excess	of	the	scheduled	amount	due	to	the	provision	of	

extraordinary	services,	or	when	a	dispute	arises	that	requires	court	intervention,	the	factors	that	a	probate	court	may	

consider include:

•	 The	usual	and	customary	fees	charged	within	that	community

•	 Responsibilities	and	risks	(including	exposure	to	liability)	associated	with	the	services	provided

•	 The	size	of	the	estate	or	the	character	of	the	services	required	including	the	complexity	of	the	matters	involved

•	 The	amount	of	time	required	to	perform	the	services	provided

•	 The	skill	and	expertise	required	to	perform	the	services	

•	 The	exclusivity	of	the	service	provided	

•	 The	experience,	reputation	and	ability	of	the	person	providing	the	services

•	 The	benefit	of	the	services	provided.81

Time	expended	should	not	be	the	exclusive	criterion	for	determining	fees.		Probate	courts	should	consider	approving	fees	in	

excess	of	time	expended	where	the	fee	is	justified	by	the	responsibility	undertaken,	the	results	achieved,	the	difficulty	of	the	

task,	and	the	size	of	the	matter.		Conversely,	a	mere	record	of	time	expended	should	not	warrant	an	award	of	fees	in	excess	of	

the worth of the services performed.  

In	many	cases,	it	may	be	helpful	for	probate	courts	to	require	a	fiduciary,	at	the	time	of	appointment	or	first	appearance	

in	a	matter,	to	disclose	the	basis	for	fees	(e.g.,	a	rate	schedule).		Probate	courts	may	also	direct	that	a	fiduciary	submit	

a	projection	of	the	annual	fees	within	90	days	of	appointment,	disclose	changes	in	the	fee	schedule	and	estimate,	seek	

authorization	for	fee-generating	actions	not	included	in	the	appointment	order,	and	provide	a	detailed	explanation	for	any	

fees claimed.82

The	services	should	be	rendered	in	the	most	efficient	and	cost-effective	manner	feasible.	For	example,	the	proper	delegation	

of	work	to	paralegals,	acting	under	the	supervision	of	an	attorney,	reduces	the	cost	of	services,	and	a	requested	allowance	

for such services should be approved.83		Probate	courts	should	not	penalize	firms	that	reduce	expenses	by	prudently	

employing paralegals or using other appropriate methods by disallowing these expenses.

In	most	estates,	the	fiduciary	will	retain	an	attorney	to	perform	necessary	legal	services.	The	dual	appointment	of	one	person	

as both fiduciary and attorney may result in significant savings for the estate and should not be discouraged by denial of 

compensation,	though	the	fees	requested	as	fiduciary	and	as	attorney	should	be	differentiated	and	must	still	be	reasonable.		In	

most	estates,	the	fiduciary	will	retain	an	attorney	to	perform	necessary	legal	services.	The	dual	appointment	of	one	person	

as both fiduciary and attorney may result in significant savings for the estate and should not be discouraged by denial of 

compensation,	though	the	fees	requested	as	fiduciary	and	as	attorney	should	be	differentiated	and	must	still	be	reasonable.		When	

a	person	acts	both	as	fiduciary	and	attorney,	probate	courts	should	be	alert	for	the	possibility	that	there	may	be	a	conflict	of	

interest	and	that	having	the	fiduciary	serve	in	a	dual	capacity	will	best	meet	the	needs	of	the	person,	trust,	or	estate.84

81	 See generally model code of Prof’l conduct r. 1.5(a)	(2007).
82	 third nAtionAl GuArdiAnshiP summit, supra,	note	6,	at Standard	3.1,	2012	UtAh l.Rev.,	at	1193-1194.
83	 See, e.g., cAl. ProB. code	§	10811(b)	(West	1993).
84	 See nAtionAl GuArdiAnshiP AssociAtion, stAndArds of PrActice,	Standard	16(2)	(J).	http://www.guardianship.org/guardianship_standards.htm

http://www.guardianship.org/guardianship_standards.htm
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When	requesting	fees	in	excess	of	a	schedule	or	guideline,	the	attorney	or	fiduciary	has	the	burden	of	proving	the	

reasonableness	of	the	fees	requested.		Probate	courts	may	consider	factors	that	made	the	provision	of	services	more	

complicated,	including	the	threat	or	initiation	of	litigation;	the	operation	of	a	business;	or	extensive	reporting	and	

monitoring	requirements.		Improper	actions	by	a	fiduciary	or	a	lawyer	may	justify	a	reduction	or	denial	of	compensation.85

Generally,	probate	courts	are	not	involved	in	reviewing	fees	in	unsupervised	estates	unless	the	matter	is	appropriately	

brought	before	the	court.		In	extreme	cases,	however,	even	though	the	administration	is	unsupervised,	a	probate	court	may	

review compensation on its own motion where the personal representative is the drafting attorney or the will contains an 

unusually	generous	fee	provision.		Similarly,	probate	courts	may	review	fees	if	the	court	observes	a	pattern	of	fee	abuse.

In	supervised	administration	of	estates,	unless	all	affected	parties	consent,	attorneys	and	fiduciaries	seeking	payment	of	

fees from an estate should submit to the probate court sufficient evidence to allow it to make a determination concerning 

compensation.	[See	Standard	3.2.1	for	a	discussion	of	the	distinction	between	these	two	types	of	estate	administration.]

Fee	disputes	can	be	particularly	acrimonious	and	can	involve	litigation	costs	eventually	borne	by	the	estate	or	the	parties	

far	in	excess	of	the	amount	in	controversy.	Probate	courts	should	identify,	encourage	and	provide	opportunities	for	early	

settlement or disposition of these disputes through settlement conferences and alternative dispute resolution procedures.

STANDARD 3.1.5 ACCOUNTINGS

A. As required, probate courts should direct fiduciaries to provide detailed accountings that are 
complete, accurate and understandable.

B. Probate courts should have the ability to review fiduciary accountings as required.  

COMMENTARY

Unless	specified	by	statute,	the	format	for	accountings	should	be	established	by	statute,	the	probate	court	or	the	state	

Administrative	Office	of	the	Courts.		An	accounting	should	include	all	assets,	the	distribution	of	those	assets,	the	payments	

of	debts	and	taxes,	and	all	transactions	by	the	fiduciary	during	the	administration	of	the	estate.	Categorical	reporting	of	

expenditures should not be permitted in order to lessen opportunities for theft or fraud.  Receipts for all expenditures and 

documentation	of	all	revenue	should	be	provided	upon	request.		While	requiring	detailed	information,	the	schedules	and	text	

of	the	accountings	(including	the	formats	used)	should	be	readily	accessible	and	understandable	to	all	interested	persons,	

particularly	those	persons	with	limited	experience	with	and	knowledge	of	estates	and	trusts.		Although	the	court	reviews	

many	accountings,	others	are	prepared	for	beneficiary	use	and	review	in	unsupervised	estates	and	trusts.	Several	jurisdictions	

have	developed	forms	for	fiduciaries	to	use	in	providing	accountings	including	DC,	FL,	ID,	OH,	and	PA.86

Unless	waived,	the	fiduciary	should	distribute	copies	of	status	reports	and	accountings	to	all	persons	interested	in	the	

estate.	The	accounting	entity,	not	the	probate	court,	should	have	the	responsibility	for	distributing	the	accountings	to	

interested	persons,	and	should	incur	the	cost	as	an	expense	of	administration.		Probate	court	staff	should	review	accountings	

individually	or	through	an	automated	review	process	if	the	accounting	is	submitted	electronically.		[See	Standard	3.3.17]

85	 See mcGovern, supra, note	78,	at	626-27.
86	 See	e.g.,	D.C.	Courts,	Search Court Forms,	http://www.dccourts.gov/internet/formlocator.jsf	(Jun.	25,	2012);	Fla.	Courts,	E-Filling Forms,	http://www.17th.
flcourts.org/index.php/component/content/article/34-17th-fl-courts/166-e-filling-forms	(Jun.	25,	2012);	The	Philadelphia.	Courts,	Forms	Center,	http://www.
courts.phila.gov/forms	(Jun.	25,	2012).	See also	Standard	3.3.16.

http://www.dccourts.gov/internet/formlocator.jsf
http://www.17th.flcourts.org/index.php/component/content/article/34-17th-fl-courts/166-e-filling-forms
http://www.17th.flcourts.org/index.php/component/content/article/34-17th-fl-courts/166-e-filling-forms
http://www.courts.phila.gov/forms
http://www.courts.phila.gov/forms
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If	all	interested	persons	agree,	the	court	may	waive	a	review	of	accountings.	Many	estates	have	expenditures	that	are	

relatively	straightforward,	and	court	review	of	the	accountings	may	unnecessarily	deplete	the	estate’s	resources.	A	waiver	

of an accounting should be executed by all potential distributees and beneficiaries or their representatives. 

  

STANDARD 3.1.6 SEALING COURT RECORDS

Probate courts should not order probate records, or any parts thereof, to be sealed without a full 
explanation of the reasons for doing so.

COMMENTARY

Public	access	to	governmental	records	has	been	increasingly	required	as	a	matter	of	policy	to	promote	transparency	and	

accountability.87  The general trend in the courts has been to allow public access to court records except under specifically 

delineated	circumstances,	and,	accordingly,	to	restrict	the	sealing	of	court	records.88

Probate	courts	should	not	seal	a	record	without	providing	a	reason	for	their	action,	unless	the	records	associated	with	

these proceedings are sealed routinely pursuant to statute or court rule.89		For	example,	confidentiality	and	restricted	

access	to	records	may	ordinarily	attach	to	adoption	records,	records	associated	with	guardianship	or	conservatorship	

proceedings,	and	other	records	containing	sensitive	information.		Except	for	these	routine	sealings,	when	the	court	seals	

the	record	in	a	given	case	without	providing	in	its	order	a	reason	for	the	ruling,	public	confidence	in	and	access	to	the	

court	may	be	impaired.		When	a	probate	court	concludes	that	sealing	a	record	is	appropriate,	it	should	consider	whether	

to	limit	the	length	of	time	that	access	to	the	record	is	restricted,	where	this	is	permitted	by	state	law.

STANDARD 3.1.7 SETTLEMENT AGREEMENTS

When required, probate courts should carefully review settlement agreements before authorizing 
a personal representative or conservator to bind the estate.

In	some	jurisdictions,	state	law	or	practice	requires	a	personal	representative	or	conservator	to	obtain	court	authority	

to	enter	into	an	agreement	to	settle	a	lawsuit	or	claim.		For	example,	probate	courts	may	be	called	upon	to	allocate	the	

proceeds	of	the	settlement	between	pre-death	pain	and	suffering	and	wrongful	death.	In	reviewing	such	settlements,	probate	

courts	should	be	alert	to	potential	conflicts	of	interest,	premature	settlements,	improper	attorneys’	fee	arrangements,	

or inappropriate allocation of the award between injured parties.90	All	interested	parties	should	be	provided	notice	and	

represented	in	the	settlement	discussions.		The	allocation	of	the	settlement	proceeds	should	be	closely	reviewed,	and,	if	

necessary,	the	court	should	appoint	a	guardian	ad litem to represent minors or incapacitated parties.91		[See	Standard	3.1.3]

87	 steketee & cArlson,  supra, note 57.
88	 See, e.g., In	re	Estate	of	Hearst,	67	Cal.App.	3d	777,	782-83	(1977).
89	 See e.g., NBC	Subsidiary	v.	Superior	Court,	20	Cal.	4th	1178,	980	P.2d	337,	86	Cal.	Rptr.	2d	778	(1999)	that	holds	that	before	a	trial	court	seals	a	record	
it	must	hold	a	hearing	and	find	expressly	that	there	exists	“an	overriding	interest	supporting	.	.	.sealing; . . .a substantial probability that the interest will 
be	prejudiced	absent	closure	or	sealing;	.	.	.	[that]	the	proposed	.	.	.	sealing	is	narrowly	tailored	to	serve	the	overriding	interest;	and	.	.	.	[that]	there	is	no	less	
restrictive	means	of	achieving	the	overriding	interest.”
90	 See	C.	Jean	Stewart,	Court Approval of the Settlement of Claims of Persons Under Disability, 35 colorAdo lAwyer	no.	8,	97	(Aug.	2006).
91	 unif. ProB. code §1-403	(2008).
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3.2  DECEDENT’S ESTATES
The	standards	in	this	category	attempt	to	facilitate	the	ability	of	probate	courts	to	process	decedent’s	estates	using	simple,	

inexpensive methods. Much property already transfers without court supervision by mechanisms such as joint tenancy 

and	funded	living	trusts.	Without	simplifying	and	reducing	the	expense	of	estate	administration,	the	current	trend	to	avoid	

probate	to	transfer	property	at	death	will	accelerate.	These	standards	generally	apply	equally	whether	the	decedent	died	

testate	or	intestate,	although	special	recommendations	for	an	intestate	decedent	are	included.

STANDARD 3.2.1 UNSUPERVISED ADMINISTRATION

Absent a need for probate court supervision, the interested persons should be free to administer 
an estate without court intervention.

COMMENTARY

State	law	varies	with	respect	to	the	requirements	for	continued	court	supervision	of	estate	administration	after	a	fiduciary	has	

been	appointed.	For	example,	some	states	do	not	permit	independent	administration	of	an	estate	if	the	will	prohibits	it,92 or 

if	“it	would	not	be	in	the	best	interest	of	the	estate	to	do	so.”93	Other	states	allow	it	if	the	will	so	directs,	or	if	the	distributees	

agree	and	the	court,	in	its	discretion,	allows	it.94		The	Uniform	Probate	Code	permits	both	informal	administration	of	

estates and succession without administration.95  Unless mandated by state law or the court finds there is good cause (e.g.,	a	
significant	conflict	within	the	family	or	a	delayed	opening	of	the	estate),	probate	courts	should	not	require	supervised	estate	

administration.		Even	if	the	will	calls	for	supervision	of	estate	administration,	probate	courts	should	waive	this	provision	if	

“circumstances	bearing	on	the	need	for	supervised	administration	have	changed	since	the	execution	of	the	will.”96

Unsupervised	or	independent	administration	means	different	things	in	different	states.	In	some	states	an	unsupervised	

estate	may	be	finally	distributed	without	any	probate	court	review	of	an	accounting,97	whereas	in	other	states,	court	

review	of	the	accounts	is	required	even	in	an	independent	administration.98  This standard adopts the general view that 

court approval of every step in estate administration is not cost-effective and should be abandoned.

Whenever	administration	of	an	estate	is	unsupervised,	all	interested	persons	should	be	advised	that	the	probate	court	is	

available	to	hear	and	resolve	complaints	about	the	administration.	Court	intervention	should	be	available	at	the	request	of	

any	interested	person,	including	the	fiduciary.	Probate	courts,	on	their	own	motion,	may	intervene	when	the	circumstances	

warrant.	The	need	for	probate	court	determination	of	a	particular	issue,	however,	does	not	require	court	supervision	of	the	

rest of the administration.

This	standard	differs	from	Standard	3.3.17,	which	calls	for	the	court	monitoring	of	conservatorships.	Conservatorships	

involve	persons	who	are	unable	to	protect	their	own	interests,	whereas	the	beneficiaries	of	estates	are	often	competent	

adults,	or	are	represented	by	competent	adults,	and	thus	are	able	to	assert	their	own	interests.

92	 See, e.g., cAl. ProB. code §	10404	(West	1991).
93	 tex. ProB. code Ann.	§	145	(Vernon	1995).	See also cAl. ProB. code §	10452	(West	1991)	(no	independent	administration	where	objector	
shows	good	cause).
94	 See, e.g., tex. ProB. code  Ann.	§	145	(Vernon	1995).
95	 unif. ProB. code	§§301-322	(2008).
96	 unif. ProB. code §	3-502	(amended	2008).
97	 See, e.g., unif. ProB. code §	3-704	(2008).
98	 See, e.g., cAl. ProB. code §	10501	(West	1992).
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STANDARD 3.2.2 DETERMINATION OF HEIRSHIP 

Probate courts should determine heirship only after proper notice has been given to all potential 
heirs and reliable evidence has been presented.

COMMENTARY

Although	probate	courts	are	most	frequently	called	upon	to	determine	heirship	when	the	decedent	died	intestate,	the	issue	can	

arise	when	there	is	a	will	as	well.		Probate	courts	should	require	the	personal	representative	or	applicant	to	provide	personal	

notice	to	all	heirs,	including	purported	heirs	and/or	persons	who	may	claim	or	hold	a	right	of	inheritance,	whose	addresses	can	

be found after a good faith effort which may include electronic searches..99	[See	Standard	3.1.1]	Notice	by	publication	may	be	

required	for	unlocated	and	unascertained	beneficiaries	as	well	as	the	appointment	of	a	guardian	ad litem	to	represent	them.		In	

determining	heirship	in	an	intestate	estate,	probate	courts	should	require	reliable	evidence,	including	testimony	by	persons	who	

do	not	inherit	and	documentary	evidence,	because	the	testimony	of	interested	persons	may	be	suspect.

STANDARD 3.2.3 TIMELY ADMINISTRATION

All estates should be administered in a timely fashion and closed at the earliest possible opportunity.

COMMENTARY

The Model Time Standards for State Trial Courts	recommend	that	administration	of	75	percent	of	all	estates	should	

be	completed	within	360	days,	90	percent	within	540	days,	and	98	percent	within	720	days.100 Twelve jurisdictions have 

time	standards	governing	administration	of	estates,	though	they	vary	considerably.101		In	order	to	facilitate	the	timely	

administration	of	estates,	probate	courts	should	establish	rules	setting	forth	a	schedule	as	to	when	certain	filings	and	

actions associated with supervised estates should occur.  This schedule may set different time frames based on the size 

and	complexity	of	an	estate	or	whether	or	not	the	matter	is	contested.		Probate	courts	should	ensure	that	the	filings	are	

completed	on	a	timely	basis	or	require	those	responsible	for	the	filings	to	show	cause	for	their	failure	to	be	so	filed.		The	

court	may	consider	providing	30	calendar	days	advance	notice	of	all	filing	deadlines	to	encourage	prompt	filings.	Failure	

without	cause	to	comply	with	the	filing	rules	should	result	in	sanction,	removal,	or	denial	of	fees.102

Although	no	set	formula	exists	to	determine	when	an	estate	should	be	closed,	probate	courts	should	establish	a	system	to	

monitor	the	progress	of	estates	in	probate.		In	supervised	estates,	probate	courts	should	require	brief	periodic	reports	on	

the	progress	that	the	personal	representative	has	made,	and	should	take	action	when	there	has	been	little	or	no	progress.		

Once	the	final	report	is	filed,	probate	courts	should	review	it	promptly	and	move	to	close	the	estate	as	soon	as	possible.

The	court	should	be	aware	of	tax	responsibilities	that	may	require	the	continued	existence	of	an	estate.		For	example,	the	

forms	for	filing	the	decedent’s	final	income	tax	return	will	not	be	available	to	the	personal	representative	until	early	in	the	

calendar	year	following	death.		A	federal	estate	tax	return	is	not	due	until	nine	months	after	the	date	of	death,	and	another	

year	may	pass	before	the	return	is	approved	or	even	selected	for	audit.		Nevertheless,	the	personal	representative	may	still	

make interim partial distributions to facilitate the processing of the estate.

99	 See unif. ProB. code §3-705	(2008).
100	 vAn duizend, steelmAn & suskin, supra,	note	23,	at 31	(NCSC,	2011).
101	 Id., at	31.
102	 See, e.g., cAl. ProB. code §§	12200-12205	(West	1991).
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Unsupervised	administration	of	an	estate	generally	permits	closing	without	a	formal	accounting	to	the	probate	court,	but,	

a probate court should ensure that even unsupervised estates are closed in a timely manner in accordance with state law 

(e.g.,	by	the	filing	of	an	affidavit	or	a	release	and	discharge).103

STANDARD 3.2.4 SMALL ESTATES

Probate courts should encourage the simplified administration of small estates. 

COMMENTARY

Many	states	have	provisions	for	the	expedited	processing	of	“small	estates.”104	Generally,	one	of	two	approaches	are	used	

–	either	a	summary	administrative	procedure	in	which	court	approval	is	require	before	the	personal	representative	can	

gather	and	distribute	assets,	or	an	affidavit	procedure	through	which	an	appropriate	person	can	use	an	affidavit	to	directly	

collect	and	distribute	the	decedent’s	property.		States	are	almost	evenly	divided	on	which	approach	they	use.105

These approaches seek to eliminate or minimize the need for full probate proceedings when the size of the estate and 

type	of	assets	fit	within	statutory	guidelines.		It	is	important	that	processes	be	available	for	persons	expeditiously	to	

collect	the	assets	of	small	estates	and	to	enable	them	to	represent	themselves.		Such	summary	procedures	may	also	include	

distributions	of	family	allowances	and	exempt	property	to	surviving	spouses	or	unmarried	minors,	distribution	to	

creditors,	and	distribution	to	heirs	or	devisees	of	decedent	by	affidavit.		Sometimes	cases	are	opened	where,	upon	further	

examination	of	the	matter	before	the	court,	a	small	estate	proceeding	might	have	been	more	appropriate	for	the	disposition	

of the matter (e.g.,	by	the	filing	of	an	affidavit	to	close	out	the	estate	or	by	using	a	summary	proceeding).		In	these	cases,	

such alternative proceedings should remain available and be considered in lieu of more formal proceedings.  

 

103	 See, e.g., ny. surr. ct. Proc. Act §	2203	(McKinney	1997);	unif. ProB. code §	3-1003	(2008).
104	 The definition of a small estate is generally established as a matter of state law. See, e.g., cAl. ProB. code §13100	(West	1996)	(estates	may	undergo	summary	
administration	where	the	gross	value	of	the	decedents’	real	and	personal	property	in	California,	subject	to	certain	statutory	exceptions,	does	not	exceed	$150,000);	
colo. rev. stAt.	§	15-12-1201	(2011)	(no	more	than	$60,000);	mich. comP. lAws Ann.	700.3982	(West	2000)	(Michigan	has	a	small	estate	statute	that	deals	with	
estates	of	$15,000	or	less	and	also	applies	to	estates	where	the	size	of	the	estate	is	not	more	than	the	sum	equal	to	the	statutory	exemptions	and	allowances	for	a	
surviving	spouse	and	minor	children,	if	any).
105	 “A	total	of	27	states	have	an	Affidavit	Procedure	allowing	a	person	to	directly	deliver	an	affidavit	to	the	holder	of	the	property	to	collect	that	property,	
without	a	court	order.		These	27	states	can	be	further	divided,	as	follows:		(1)	Eight	of	these	states	...	allow	a	person	to	collect	those	assets	and	never	come	to	
court,	i.e.,	they	do	not	need	to	file	for	a	summary	proceeding	to	close	the	estate	(IL,	CA,	LA,	MS,	SD.,	WA,	WI,	DE)	(note,	however,	that	California	still	requires	
a	“probate	referee”	to	perform	an	inventory	and	appraisal	of	assets);	(2) The	other	19	affidavit	states	allow	collection	by	affidavit	but	still	require	summary	court	
procedure to close the estate.  This means that a person could create his own affidavit and collect property without court approval and later close the estate in 
court.	(AK,	AZ,	CO,	GA,	HI,	ID,	KS,	KY,	ME,	MN,	MT,	NE,	NV,	ND.,	NY.,	N.M.,	PA,	UT,	VA).	.	.	.	The	other	23	states	and	the	District	of	Columbia	require	
a	person	to	go	to	court	for	Summary	Administration	before	receiving	the	assets	in	question	.	.	.	.[	AL,	AR,	CT,	FL,	IN,	IA,	MA,	MD,	MI,	MO,	NH.,	NJ.,	NC.,	
OH,	OK,	OR,	RI.,	SC.,	TN,	TX,	VT,	WV,	WY	&	DC].”	smAll estAte Procedures in 50 stAtes & recommended missouri revisions, paper prepared by JosePh n. 
BlumBerG,	University	of	Missouri	College	of	Law	(2012).
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3.3  PROCEEDINGS REGARDING 
GUARDIANSHIP AND CONSERVATORSHIP 
FOR ADULTS
The standards in this chapter address guardianships and conservatorships of incapacitated adults.  They are intended to serve as 

a	basis	for	review	and	amendment,	where	necessary,	of	state	law	and	rules.		Although	the	terminology	varies	considerably	across	

the	country,	this	report	will	use	the	definitions	of	conservator and guardian	found	in	the	Uniform	Probate	Code:		

A	conservator means a person appointed by a probate court to manage the estate of the respondent on a temporary and 

permanent basis.106

A	guardian	is	a	court-appointed	person	responsible	for	the	care,	custody,	and	control	of	the	respondent	on	a	temporary	

and permanent basis.

A	respondent	is	the	subject	of	a	guardianship/conservatorship	proceeding.107

The inclusion of guardianship and conservatorship into a single section is not meant to imply that guardianships and 

conservatorships should be filed together.  Many times a joint petition seeking both a guardianship and a conservatorship 

and	combining	both	matters	into	a	single	proceeding	can	bring	about	an	effective	and	efficient	result.	Indeed,	it	may	not	

be	necessary	to	file	separate	petitions	for	the	two.		Furthermore,	it	may	be	more	efficient	and	effective	to	appoint	the	same	

person	to	serve	as	both	guardian	and	conservator.		Regardless,	guardianship	and	conservatorship	are	separate	matters	

that must be considered individually.108

The	standards	in	this	category	recognize	the	important	liberty	interests	at	stake	in	a	guardianship/conservatorship	proceeding	

and the due process protections appropriately afforded a respondent in conjunction with such a proceeding. These standards 

also	recognize,	however,	that	the	great	majority	of	these	cases	are	not	contested	and	that	they	are	initiated	by	people	of	

goodwill	who	are	in	good	faith	seeking	to	assist	and	protect	the	respondent.	Indeed,	the	initiating	petition	may	have	been	filed	

at	the	behest	of	or	even	by	the	respondent.	Furthermore,	in	the	great	majority	of	guardianship/conservatorship	proceedings,	

the	outcome	serves	the	best	interests	of	the	respondent	and	an	appointed	guardian/conservator	acts	in	the	respondent’s	best	

interests.109	Nevertheless,	the	procedural	protections	described	here	and	generally	in	place	in	the	various	states	are	needed	to	

protect	the	significant	liberty	interests	at	stake	in	these	proceedings,	and	attempt	to	minimize,	to	the	greatest	extent	possible,	

the potential for error and to maximize the completeness and accuracy of the information provided to probate courts.

Because	it	is	the	respondent’s	property	rather	than	the	respondent’s	personal	liberty	that	is	the	subject	of	a	conservatorship	

proceeding,	the	importance	of	this	proceeding	to	the	respondent	is	sometimes	overlooked.	Nevertheless,	because	diminished	access	

to	his	or	her	property	may	dramatically	affect	the	way	in	which	the	respondent	lives,	a	conservatorship	proceeding	may	have	

critical	implications	for	the	respondent.		The	standards	in	this	category	are	intended	to	ensure	that	the	respondent’s	interests	receive	

appropriate protection from probate courts while responding appropriately to the needs of the parties appearing before the court.

106	 unif. ProB. code § 5-102(1) (2008). uGPPA	§102(2)	(1997).
107	 The term respondent is used rather	than	ward	or	interdict,	protected	person,	etc.,	because	it	is	not	indicative	of	the	final	outcome	of	the	proceeding.
108	 For	example,	§409(d)	of	the	Uniform	Guardianship	and	Protective	Proceedings	Act	(UGPPA)	(1997)	specifies	that	appointment	of	a	conservator	“is not a 
determination of incapacity of the protected person.”	[emphasis added]
109	 But see, Winsor	C.	Schmidt,	Medicalization of Aging:  The Upside and the Downside, 13(1)	mArquette elder’s Advisor	55,	75-77	(Fall	2011).
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STANDARD 3.3.1 PETITION

A. Probate courts should adopt a clear, easy to complete petition form written in plain language for 
initiating guardianship/conservatorship proceedings. 

B. The petition form together with instructions, an explanation of guardianship and 
conservatorship, and the process for obtaining one should be readily available at the court, in the 
community, and on-line.

C. A petition to  establish a guardianship or conservatorship should be verified and require at least 
the following information:

 (1) The name, age, address, and nationality of the respondent.
 (2) The address of the respondent’s spouse, children, parents, siblings, or other close kin, if any, or an  

 adult with whom the respondent has resided for at least the six months prior to the filing of the petition. 
 (3) The name and address of any person responsible for the care or custody of the respondent. 
 (4) The name and address of any legal representative of or representative payee for the respondent.
 (5) The name and address of the person(s) designated under any powers of attorney or health care  

 directives executed by the respondent. 
 (6) The name, address, and interest of the petitioner.
 (7) The reasons why a guardianship and/or conservatorship is being sought.
 (8) A description of the nature and extent of the limitations in the respondent’s ability to care for  

 herself/himself or to manage her or his financial affairs.
 (9) Representations that less intrusive alternatives to guardianship or conservatorship have been examined. 
    (10) The guardianship/conservatorship powers being requested and the limits and duration of those powers. 
    (11) In conservatorship cases, the nature and estimated value of assets, the real and personal   

  property included in the estate, and the estimated annual income.
D. The petition should be accompanied by a written statement from a physician or licensed mental health 

services provider regarding the respondent’s physical, mental, and/or emotional conditions that limit 
the respondent’s ability to care for herself/himself or to manage her or his financial affairs.

E. The petition should be reviewed by the probate court or its designee to ensure that all of the 
information required to initiate the guardianship/conservatorship proceeding is complete.

COMMENTARY

The standard lists the minimum information that probate courts and all parties to a guardianship or conservatorship 

proceeding	need	in	order	to	proceed.	It	attempts	to	strike	a	balance	between	making	guardianship/conservator	

proceedings	available	to	a	person	concerned	about	the	well-being	of	another,	and	protecting	against	frivolous	or	harassing	

filings.		On	the	one	hand	it	urges	courts	to	use	forms	that	minimize	“legalese”	and	are	as	easy	to	complete	as	possible.		On	

the	other,	it	requires	that	petitioners	verify	the	statements	made	and	include	a	written	statement	from	an	appropriate	

medical	or	mental	health	professional	regarding	the	conditions	that	are	affecting	the	respondent’s	capacity	to	care	for	

herself/himself	or	manage	her/his	financial	affairs.110		The	standard	calls	for	specifying	the	respondent’s	nationality	

because	of	the	provision	in	the	Vienna	Convention	on	Consular	Relations	that	requires	notification	of	the	local	consulate	

whenever a guardian may be appointed for a foreign national.111

110	 See,	e.g.,	Probate	Court	of	Tarrant	County,	TX,	Physician’s Certificate of Medical Exam,  http://www.tarrantcounty.com/eprobatecourts/lib/eprobatecourts/
PhysiciansCertificateofMedicalExam.pdf	(July	6,	2012);	Jennifer	Moye	et al., A Conceptual Model and Assessment Template for Capacity Evaluation in Adult 
Guardianship, 47	GerontoloGist	591	(2007);	but see	Jennifer	Moye,	Clinical Evidence in Guardianship of Older Adults is Inadequate: Findings from a Tri-State 
Study, 47	GerontoloGist	604,	608,	610	(2007).
111	 Vienna	Convention	on	Consular	Relations,	Art.	37	21	U.S.T.	77	(1963)	http://untreaty.un.org/ilc/texts/instruments/english/conventions/9_2_1963.pdf

http://www.tarrantcounty.com/eprobatecourts/lib/eprobatecourts/PhysiciansCertificateofMedicalExam.pdf
http://www.tarrantcounty.com/eprobatecourts/lib/eprobatecourts/PhysiciansCertificateofMedicalExam.pdf
http://untreaty.un.org/ilc/texts/instruments/english/conventions/9_2_1963.pdf
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While	the	standard	sets	forth	the	minimum	information	that	should	be	required,	good	practice	suggests	that	the	following	

information	will	often	be	needed	and	should	be	included	as	part	of	the	petition	itself	or	as	attachments	to	it,	including:		

 

•	 Whether	other	related	proceedings	are	pending	in	this	or	other	jurisdictions.	

•	 Specific	examples	of	behavior	that	demonstrate	the	need	for	the	appointment	of	a	guardian	or	conservator.	

•	 Known	nominations	by	the	respondent	of	persons	to	be	appointed	if	a	guardian/conservator	is	needed.	

•	 The	proposed	guardian’s/conservator’s	qualifications.	

•	 The	relationship	between	the	proposed	guardian/	conservator	and	the	respondent.	known	and	potential	conflicts	of	interest.	

•	 The	name,	address,	and	relationship	of	those	persons	required	to	be	given	notice	and	those	persons	closely	related	to	

the respondent.112

A	petition	for	conservatorship	should	also	include	information	on	the	respondent’s	assets,	property,	and	income.	

Probate	courts	should	develop	and	distribute	forms	that	will	assist	the	petitioner	to	meet	these	requirements.	Whenever	

possible,	petitions,	instructions,	and	explanations	of	guardianship,	conservatorship,	and	the	process	for	seeking	them	

should	be	available	on	the	court	website	as	well	as	at	libraries,	and	providers	of	services	to	disabled	persons	and	elderly	

persons.		Probate	courts	should	be	able	to	provide	sources	of	free	or	low-cost	legal	services,	such	as	bar	referral	services,	

legal	aid	offices,	and	law	school	clinics.		To	the	extent	possible,	petitioners	should	be	able	to	complete	and	submit	petitions	

electronically.		Informational	brochures	should	be	available	on	the	court	website	and	distributed	to	all	persons	upon	

request	or	to	those	who	file	guardianship/conservatorship	petitions.

When	a	petitioner	seeks	a	guardianship	or	conservatorship	for	two	or	more	respondents,	separate	petitions	should	be	filed	

for each respondent.  

Promising	Practices

Several	court	systems	and	individual	courts	provide	information	regarding	guardianship/conservatorship	proceedings	on	

their	websites	including	the	forms	necessary	to	initiate	a	conservatorship	or	guardianship.		For	example:

California	Judicial	Branch		http://www.courts.ca.gov/forms.htm?filter=GC	

Colorado	State	Judicial	Branch	http://www.courts.state.co.us/Forms/Index.cfm

The	Georgia	Council	of	Probate	Judges	http://www.gaprobate.org/

District	of	Columbia	Superior	Court http://www.dccourts.gov/internet/formlocator.jsf	

Maricopa	County,	AZ	Superior	Court 
http://www.superiorcourt.maricopa.gov/SuperiorCourt/Self-ServiceCenter/Forms/ProbateCases/prob_group_1.asp	

Philadelphia	County,	PA	Court	of	Common	Pleas	http://www.courts.phila.gov/forms/	

Tarrant	County,	TX	http://www.tarrantcounty.com/eprobatecourts/cwp/view.asp?A=766&Q=430951 

112	 See	UGPPA	§	304	(1997).

http://www.courts.ca.gov/forms.htm?filter=GC
http://www.courts.state.co.us/Forms/Index.cfm
http://www.gaprobate.org/
http://www.dccourts.gov/internet/formlocator.jsf
http://www.superiorcourt.maricopa.gov/SuperiorCourt/Self-ServiceCenter/Forms/ProbateCases/prob_group_1.asp
http://www.courts.phila.gov/forms/
http://www.tarrantcounty.com/eprobatecourts/cwp/view.asp?A=766&Q=430951
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STANDARD 3.3.2 INITIAL SCREENING

Probate courts should encourage the appropriate use of less intrusive alternatives to formal 
guardianship and conservatorship proceedings.

COMMENTARY

Guardianship/conservatorship	is	often	used	to	address	problems	that	could	be	solved	by	less	intrusive	means.	

Concerned	individuals	may	seek	guardianships	to	provide	respondents	with	a	wide	variety	of	needed	services.		However,	

a	screening	process	may	identify	and	can	encourage	other	ways	to	address	the	respondent’s	needs	that	are	less	intrusive,	

expensive,	and	burdensome.	

•	 Possible	alternatives	to	a	full	guardianship	include,	but	are	not	limited	to:	advance	health	care	directives	including	living	

wills;	voluntary	or	limited	guardianships;	health	care	consent	statutes;	instructional	health	care	powers	of	attorney;	

designation	of	a	representative	payee;	and	intervention	techniques	including	adult	protective	services,	respite	support	

services,	counseling,	and	mediation.	

•	 Possible	alternatives	to	a	full	conservatorship	include,	but	are	not	limited	to:	establishment	of	trusts;	voluntary	or	limited	

conservatorships;	representative	payees;	revocable	living	trusts;	durable	powers	of	attorney;	and	custodial	trust	arrangements.

In	addition	to	protecting	the	interests	of	the	respondent,	such	alternative	arrangements	avoid	court	action,	delay,	and	expense.	

Additionally,	petitioners	may	be	able	to	use	social	service	agencies	and	volunteer	organizations	to	help	persons	requiring	

assistance,	or	the	court	may	ratify	individual	transactions	rather	than	impose	a	conservatorship.

Probate	courts	should	consider	establishing	a	procedure	for	screening	potential	guardianship/conservatorship	cases	if	

consistent	with	state	law	and	court	rules.		Screening	may	occur	at	various	points,	but	at	least	some	initial	screening	should	

occur as early as possible in the process. The screening procedure may be no more complex than instructing the court official 

who	routinely	receives	petitions	to	initiate	a	guardianship/conservatorship	to	discuss	possible	alternatives	with	the	petitioner.		

Where	resources	permit,	a	more	formal,	separate	screening	unit	may	be	appropriate.		In	either	instance,	the	probate	court	

should provide training for those members of its staff who initially review petitions for guardianships and conservatorships 

so	that	they	can	properly	screen	and	divert	inappropriate	petitions,	when	consistent	with	state	law	and	court	rule.		

By	providing	an	early	screening	of	petitions,	probate	courts	can	minimize	the	expense,	inconvenience,	and	possible	indignity	

incurred	by	respondents	for	whom	a	guardianship/conservatorship	is	inappropriate,	or	for	whom	less	intrusive	alternatives	

exist,	and	conserve	court	resources.	In	addition,	in	most	jurisdictions	many	petitions	for	a	guardianship	or	conservatorship	

are filed by persons who are not represented by attorneys and who will need instruction regarding the responsibilities 

of	a	guardian	or	conservator,	when	a	guardianship/conservatorship	is	appropriate	and	assistance	in	meeting	the	initial	

requirements	for	filing	a	petition.	Such	screening	may	be	provided	in	several	ways:		by	probate	court	staff	when	appropriate,	

by	use	of	volunteers,	or	by	providing	access	to	pro bono legal advice.  

As	part	of	this	screening,	the	petition	should	initially	be	reviewed	for	compliance	with	filing	requirements,	the	

completeness	of	the	information	supplied,	and	consideration	of	less	intrusive	alternatives.		Screening	also	should	be	used	to	

identify	available	services	in	the	community	that	may	adequately	assist	and	protect	the	respondent,	divert	inappropriate	

cases,	and	promote	consideration	of	less	intrusive	legal	alternatives.113		In	addition,	screening	should	be	used	to	determine	

113	 In	conducting	this	screening,	non-lawyer	court	staff	should	remain	mindful	of	the	distinction	between	providing	legal	information	and	offering	legal	advice.	
See	John	M.	Greacen,	Legal Information vs. Legal Advice—Developments During the Last Five Years,	84	JudicAture	198	(January-February	2001),	www.ajs.org/
prose/pro_greacen.asp;	iowA JudiciAl BrAnch customer service Advisory committee, Guidelines And instructions for clerks who Assist Pro Se litiGAnts in 
iowA’s courts (2000);	but see.	Wash.	St.	Bar	Assoc.	v.	Great	Western	Federal	Savings	&	Loan	Ass’n.,	91	Wash.	2d.	49,	54-55 	586	P.2d	870	(1999)	–	the	practice	of	
law includes selection and completion of forms

http://www.ajs.org/prose/pro_greacen.asp
http://www.ajs.org/prose/pro_greacen.asp
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whether	undue	influence	was	used	to	gain	the	respondent’s	participation	in	the	process.114		In	establishing	the	screening	

process	and	criteria,	care	should	be	taken	to	ensure	that	they	do	not	result	in	an	insurmountable	barrier-to-entry	that	

leaves vulnerable persons unprotected.

Preferably	this	initial	screening	will	be	renewed	after	the	court	visitor	has	had	an	opportunity	to	make	an	investigation	

and	report.	[See	Standard	3.3.4,	Court	Visitor]	

Promising	Practices

In	Colorado,	a	pro se facilitator interviews unrepresented persons seeking to file a guardianship or conservatorship 

petition to help them understand the process and ascertain whether other services or resources may suffice.

The	Probate	Division	of	the	District	of	Columbia	Superior	Court	houses	a	Public	Resources	Center	staffed	by	volunteer	

attorneys	who	offer	information	and	brief	legal	services	to	unrepresented	parties	or	potential	parties.	http://www.dccourts.

gov/internet/documents/Public_Resources_for_Probate.pdf	

In	at	least	one	Pennsylvania	county,	all	petitions	are	first	reviewed	by	guardianship	staff	who	make	a	report	and	

recommendation	to	the	court.		The	petition	is	then	reviewed	by	the	judge’s	law	clerk.

In	South	Dakota,	pro se parties are interviewed prior to filing the petition.

STANDARD 3.3.3 EARLY CONTROL AND EXPEDITIOUS 
PROCESSING 

The probate court should establish and adhere to procedures designed to:

A. Identify guardianship and conservatorship cases immediately upon their filing with the court.
B. Supervise and control the flow of guardianship and conservatorship cases on the docket from filing 

through final disposition.
C. When appropriate, make available pre-hearing procedures to narrow the issues and facilitate their 

prompt and fair resolution.

COMMENTARY

Unnecessary delay engenders injustice and hardship and may injure the reputation of the court in the community it 

serves.		Probate	courts	should	meet	their	responsibilities	to	everyone	affected	by	its	activities	in	a	timely	and	expeditious	

manner.115	[See	Standards	2.2.1	–	2.2.3]		Delay	in	court	action	may	be	devastating,	for	example,	to	a	respondent	who	is	

experiencing	considerable	pain	and	suffering	and	needs	authorization	for	a	medical	procedure.	Once	a	guardianship	or	

conservatorship	case	is	presented,	probate	courts	should	be	prepared	to	respond	quickly	by	having	procedures	in	place	

that allow for an expedited resolution of the case.

114	 COSCA,	supra,	note	6,	at 8.
115	 vAn duizend, steelmAn & suskin, supra, note 23, At 32 (ncsc, 2011); See also court-relAted needs of the elderly And Persons with disABilities: A 
BluePrint for the future (ABA	1991)	http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/migrated/aging/docs/aug_1991.authcheckdam.pdf.
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Guardianship/conservatorship	proceedings	should	receive	special	treatment	and	priority	as	part	of	the	court’s	docket,	

ensuring	that	a	prompt	hearing	is	provided	where	appropriate.	Probate	courts,	not	the	attorneys,	should	control	the	case	

from the filing of the petition to final disposition.116		Probate	courts	should	always	ensure	that	necessary	parties	are	given	

an opportunity to be heard and that their decisions are based on careful consideration of all matters before them.

Expeditious	processing	must	be	balanced	with	the	need	for	a	thorough	investigation	and	consideration	of	the	issues.		

Procedures	should	result	in	the	identification	of	petitions	that	need	more	or	less	attention.117  Differentiated case 

management,	in	which	some	cases	receive	additional	investigation	based	on	information	in	the	petition,	should	be	

considered.		As	part	of	their	pre-hearing	procedures,	probate	courts	should	consider	establishing	investigatory	services	

to	facilitate	expeditious,	efficient,	and	effective	performance	of	their	adjudicative,	supervisory,	and	administrative	duties	

in	guardianship/conservatorship	cases.	Where	such	services	are	unavailable,	probate	courts	should	attempt	to	obtain	

such	services	by	contract,	recruitment,	and	training	of	volunteers,	or	similar	options.	[See	Standards	3.3.4	and	3.3.17]		

The	results	of	these	services	should	be	presented	promptly	to	the	court	and	made	available	to	all	parties.		In	particularly	

difficult	or	contentious	cases,	probate	courts	may	schedule	a	hearing	or	status	conference	in	advance	of	the	hearing	on	the	

petition to resolve issues disclosed during the investigation.

Promising	Practices

The	Probate	and	Mental	Health	Department	of	the	Maricopa County, AZ	Superior	Court	has	established	a	comprehensive	

caseflow	management	protocol.		At	the	time	when	guardianship	and	conservatorship	cases	are	filed,	Court	staff	triage	

and	establish	separate	tracks	for	high-conflict	cases	involving	large	dollar	estates,	multiple	issues	in	controversy	and	those	

that	may	be	susceptible	to	protracted	litigation.		Additional	judicial	and	support	resources	are	directed	to	these	matters	to	

ensure	fair	and	timely	consideration	and	disposition.		The	Court	has	established	Probate	Alternative	Dispute	Resolution,	

conducting	early	settlement	conferences	to	resolve	disagreements	and	abbreviate	litigation.		The	Court	also	may	set	a	

telephonic	comprehensive	pre-hearing	conference	(“CPTC”)	to	identify	issues	that	have	been	settled,	issues	that	still	need	to	

be resolved and a trial date.118

116	 steelmAn, Goerdt, & mcmillAn, supra	note	31,	at 55. 
117	 Principles	8	and	9	of	the	Principles for Judicial Administration provide	that	while	“Judicial	officers	should	give	individual	attention	to	each	case	that	comes	
before	them[,]	the	attention	judicial	officers	give	to	each	case	should	be	appropriate	to	the	needs	of	that	case.”	ncsc, PrinciPles for JudiciAl AdministrAtion: 
the lens of chAnGe	153	(NCSC,	Jan.,	2011).	
118	 steelmAn & dAvis, ncsc, supra, note	4,	at 17-18.
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STANDARD 3.3.4 COURT VISITOR

A.  Probate courts should require a court appointee to visit with the respondent upon the filing of a 
petition to initiate a guardianship/conservatorship proceeding to: 

 (1) Explain the rights of the respondent and the procedures and potential consequences of a  
 guardianship/conservatorship proceeding. 

 (2) Investigate the facts of the petition.
 (3) Determine whether there may be a need for appointment of counsel for the respondent and  

 additional court appointments. 
B.  The visitor should file a written report with the court promptly after the visit.

COMMENTARY

Persons	placed	under	a	guardianship	or	conservatorship	may	incur	a	significant	reduction	in	their	personal	activities	and	

liberties.	When	a	guardianship/conservatorship	is	proposed,	probate	courts	should	ensure	that	respondents	are	provided	

with	information	on	the	procedures	that	will	follow.	Respondents	also	need	to	be	informed	of	the	possible	consequences	of	

the	probate	court’s	action.

Probate	courts	should	appoint	a	person	to	provide	the	respondent	with	this	information	when	counsel	has	not	been	

retained	or	appointed	to	represent	the	respondent.		Several	different	designations	have	been	used	to	identify	this	appointee,	

including	court	visitor,119	court	investigator,120	court	evaluator,121 and guardian ad litem122 (collectively referred to as a 

court	visitor	in	these	standards).	

The	visitor’s	role	is	generally	addressed	by	this	standard,	although	their	duties	will	also	be	typically	established	by	

statute.123	In	general,	their	role	stands	in	contrast	to	that	of	court-appointed	counsel	[see	Standard	3.3.5],	although	in	some	

states,	counsel	(or	guardian	ad litem)	may	be	assigned	some	of	the	duties	delineated	here.	A	court	visitor	may	be	better	

equipped	to	address	the	psychological,	social,	medical,	and	financial	problems	raised	in	guardianship	and	conservatorship	

proceedings	than	court-appointed	counsel.	Although	a	visitor	may	be	a	lawyer	by	training,	it	is	not	necessary	that	the	

visitor	be	a	lawyer.	Indeed,	in	many	instances,	other	professional	training	such	as	medicine,	psychology,	nursing,	social	

work,	or	counseling	may	be	more	appropriate.		Regardless	of	their	professional	background,	court	visitors	should	have	the	

requisite	language	and	communication	skills	to	adequately	provide	necessary	information	to	the	respondent.

Court	visitors	serve	as	the	eyes	and	ears	of	probate	courts,	making	an	independent	assessment	of	the	need	for	a	

guardianship/conservatorship.	Under	the	standard,	they	have	additional	specific	responsibilities.		The	first	is	to	inform	the	

respondent about the proceedings being conducted in the manner in which the respondent is most likely to understand.  

Even	though	the	respondent	may	not	fully	understand	the	proceedings	because	of	a	lack	of	capacity,	this	information	

119	 See unif. ProB. code §	5-305	(2008)	cmt.	(“The	visitor	can	be	a	physician,	psychologist,	or	other	individual	qualified	to	evaluate	the	alleged	impairment,	such	as	
a	nurse,	social	worker,	or	individual	with	pertinent	expertise.”).
120	 See, e.g., cAl. ProB. code §§	1454,	1513.
121	 See, e.g., ny mentAl hyG. lAw §	81.09	(McKinney	through	2011	legislation).
122	 See, e.g., miss. code Ann.	§	93-15-107	(West).
123	 See, e.g., ny mentAl hyG. lAw & unif. ProB. code §	5-305	(2008).		In	some	jurisdictions,	the	assigned	duties	of	a	guardian	ad litem	(GAL)	may	be	slightly	
different from those of a court visitor or court investigator. They may be given the additional responsibility of representing or speaking on behalf of the respondent 
during	a	guardianship	proceeding.	This	role	may	overlap	with	that	of	court-appointed	counsel.	More	typically,	however,	the	GAL’s	duties	are	limited	to	those	
described	here	and,	as	a	result,	the	designation	court	visitor	is	used	here	to	subsume	that	of	GAL.
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should	still	be	provided.		When	talking	with	a	respondent,	a	visitor	should	also	seek	to	ascertain	the	respondent’s	views	

about	the	proposed	guardian,	the	proposed	guardian’s	powers	and	duties,	and	the	scope	and	duration	of	the	guardianship/

conservatorship;	inform	the	respondent	of	the	right	to	consult	with	an	attorney	at	the	respondent’s	expense	or	request	

court-appointed	counsel;	advise	the	respondent	of	the	likely	costs	and	expenses	of	the	proceeding	and	that	they	will	

be	paid	from	the	respondent’s	resources;124  as well as determining whether the respondent desires and is able to attend 

the	hearing.		Visitors	should	also	interview	the	petitioner	and	the	proposed	guardian/conservator;	visit	the	current	or	

proposed	residence/placement	of	the	respondent;	and	consult,	where	appropriate,	with	professionals	who	have	treated,	

advised,	or	prepared	an	evaluation	of	the	respondent.		

The	visitor’s	report	should	state	the	respondent’s	views;	provide	an	assessment	of	the	capacity	of	the	respondent;	evaluate	

the	fitness	of	the	proposed	guardian/conservator;	contain		recommendations	regarding	(a)	whether	counsel	should	be	

appointed	to	represent	the	respondent	if	one	has	not	already	been	retained	or	appointed,	(b)	the	appropriateness	of	a	

guardianship/conservatorship,	including	whether	less	intrusive	alternatives	are	available;	and	(c)		the	need	for	the	specific	

powers	requested	in	the	petition.125 The report should be provided promptly to the petitioner and the respondent so that 

they can review its contents in advance of the hearing.

The	court	visitor	may	be	a	part	of	the	initial	screening	process	or	independent	of	it.	[See	Standard	3.3.2]		The	expenses	

incurred	by	probate	courts	visitors	should	be	charged	to	the	respondent’s	estate	where	such	funds	are	available.	

Jurisdictions	have	adopted	various	approaches	to	performing	the	visitor	function.		Some	states	utilize	court	staff	to	

conduct the visits (e.g.,	Maricopa	County,	AZ,	CA,	OH,	TX).		Others	appoint	professionals	in	the	community	(e.g.,	CO,	

ID,	SD).		Individual	jurisdictions	rely	on	community	volunteers	(e.g.,	Rockingham	County,	NH).		At	least	two	states,	(FL,	

KY),	appoint	a	multi-disciplinary	team	to	assess	the	respondent	and	perform	other	visitor	functions.126 Regardless of the 

source,	visitors	should	be	required	to	adhere	to	strict	standards	of	confidentiality.		

Promising	Practices

In	Maricopa	County,	AZ,	Los	Angeles	County,	CA,	and	Harris	County,	TX,	court	

investigators are responsible for visiting respondents and reporting to the court on their findings.

STANDARD 3.3.5 APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL

A. Probate courts should appoint a lawyer to represent the respondent in a guardianship/conservatorship 
proceeding if:

 (1) Requested by the respondent; or
 (2) Recommended by the visitor; or
 (3) The court determines that the respondent needs representation; or
 (4) Otherwise required by law.
B. The role of counsel should be that of an advocate for the respondent. 

124	 UGGPA,	§305(c).
125	 See cAl. ProB. code §1513; third nAtionAl GuArdiAnshiP summit, supra,	note	6,	at Recommendation	2.2,	2012	utAh l. rev., at	1200.	
126	 fl. stAt. Ann.	§744.331(3)	(2011);	ky. rev. stAt.	§387.540	(2011).
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COMMENTARY

This	standard	follows	the	first	alternative	offered	by	the	Uniform	Guardianship	and	Protective	Proceedings	Act.127  

Respondents in guardianship and conservatorship proceedings are often vulnerable. They may have an incomplete 

or	inadequate	understanding	of	proceedings	that	may	have	a	significant	effect	upon	their	lives	and	fundamental.	The	

assistance	of	counsel	provides	a	valuable	safeguard	of	their	rights	and	interests.	Although	there	may	be	occasions	when	

respondents	can	speak	on	their	own	behalf	or	where	family	and	friends	of	respondents	can	be	relied	upon	to	fill	this	role,	

counsel	is	typically	better	equipped	to	provide	this	function.128		Over	25	states	require	appointment	of	an	attorney.		When	

there	are	sufficient	assets	in	the	respondent’s	estate,	the	cost	of	appointed	counsel	may	be	charged	to	the	estate.		When	the	

respondent	is	unable	to	the	cost	of	an	attorney,	the	appointment	should	be	at	state	expense.129

Respondents	should	have	the	right	to	secure	their	own	counsel	in	these	proceedings.	Because	of	a	respondent’s	prior	

experience	with	a	given	attorney,	the	respondent	may	prefer	to	obtain	the	attorney’s	continued	services	in	these	

proceedings.	In	such	cases,	it	is	unnecessary	for	the	court	to	appoint	additional	counsel	to	represent	the	respondent.	

Respondents	may	also	seek	to	waive	their	right	to	counsel,	but	this	raises	the	question	of	whether	an	allegedly	incompetent	

individual	has	the	capacity	or	should	be	allowed	to	exercise	this	waiver.	Such	waivers	should	not	be	impermissible	per se,	
but probate courts should have independent information confirming the competency of the respondent to make such a 

waiver (e.g.,	a	report	from	the	court	visitor).		A	visitor	may	also	notify	the	court,	when	appropriate,	that	there	is	a	need	for	

court-appointed	counsel.	[See	Standard	3.3.4]

In	general,	the	role	of	counsel	should	be	that	of	an	advocate	for	the	respondent.130		In	cases	where	the	respondent	is	

unable to assist counsel (e.g.,	where	the	respondent	is	comatose	or	otherwise	unable	to	communicate	or	indicate	her/his	

preferences),	counsel	should	consider	the	respondent’s	prior	directions,	expressed	desires,	and	opinions,	or,	if	unknown,	

consider	the	respondent’s	prior	general	statements,	actions,	values	and	preferences	to	the	extent	ascertainable.131	Where	

the	position	of	the	respondent	is	not	known	or	ascertainable,	counsel	should	request	the	probate	court	to	consider	

appointment of a guardian ad litem	to	represent	the	respondent’s	best	interest.	

Appointment	of	counsel	will	incur	additional	expense,	but	because	of	the	valuable	services	provided,	it	is	typically	a	

necessary expense.132	If	the	petition	was	not	brought	in	good	faith,	these	fees	may	be	charged	to	the	petitioner.133	Good	

faith should be determined based on the circumstances prevailing at the time the petition was filed.

127	 uGPPA	§305,	Alt.	1	(1997).	(UGGPA	Alternative	2	provides	that	the	court	shall	appoint	a	lawyer	unless	the	respondent	is	represented	by	counsel.)
128	 Wingspan	–	The	Second	National	Guardianship	Conference, Wingspan – The Second National Guardianship Conference, Recommendations,	31 stetson 
lAw review 595,	601	(2002);	see also UGPPA	§305(b),	Alt.	2	(1997);	Application	of	Rodriquez,	169	Misc.	2d	929,	607	N.Y.S.2d	567	(Sup.	Ct.	1992).
129	 teAster, schmidt, wood, lAwrence, & mendiondo, supra, note	5,	at	20.
130	 Id., See e.g., Joan	L.	O’Sullivan,	Role of the Attorney for the Alleged Incapacitated Person, 31	STETSON	LAW	REVIEW	686-734		(2002);	Winsor	C.	Schmidt,	
Accountability of Lawyers in Serving Vulnerable Elderly Clients, 5 JournAl of elder ABuse And neGlect	39-50	(1003).	
131	 Cf. third nAtionAl GuArdiAnshiP summit, supra,	note	6,	at Standard	5.3	(regarding	responsibilities	of	guardians),	2012	utAh l.rev., at	1196.
132	 COSCA,	supra, note	6,	at	9.
133	 See, e.g., ny. mentAl hyG. lAw	§	81.10(f)	(“If	the	petition	is	dismissed,	the	court	may	in	its	discretion	direct	that	petitioner	pay	such	compensation	for	the	
person	alleged	to	be	incapacitated.”).
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STANDARD 3.3.6 EMERGENCY APPOINTMENT OF A 
TEMPORARY GUARDIAN/CONSERVATOR

A. When permitted, probate courts should only appoint a temporary guardian or conservator ex parte:
 (1) Upon the showing of an emergency.
 (2) In connection with the filing of a petition for a permanent guardianship or conservatorship.
 (3) Where the petition is set for hearing on the proposed permanent guardianship or conservatorship    

 on an expedited basis.
 (4) When notice of the temporary appointment is promptly provided to the respondent.
B. The respondent should be entitled to an expeditious hearing upon a motion by the respondent seeking 

to revoke the temporary guardianship or conservatorship.
C. Where appropriate, probate court should consider issuing a protective order (or orders) in lieu of 

appointing a temporary guardian or conservator.
D. The powers of a temporary guardian or conservator should be carefully limited and delineated in the 

order of appointment.
E. Appointments of temporary guardians or conservators should be of limited and finite duration.

COMMENTARY

Emergency	petitions	seeking	a	temporary	guardianship/conservatorship	require	the	court’s	immediate	attention.		Such	

appointments have the virtue of addressing an urgent need either to provide needed assistance to a respondent that 

cannot	wait	until	the	hearing	on	appointment	of	a	permanent	guardian/conservator	or	to	supplant	a	previously	appointed	

guardian	or	conservator	who	is	no	longer	able	to	fulfill	the	duties	of	office.	However,	where	abused,	they	have	the	potential	

to	produce	significant	or	irreparable	harm	to	the	interests	of	the	respondent.	When	continued	indefinitely,	they	bypass	

procedural	protections	to	which	the	respondent	would	be	otherwise	entitled.		Because	probate	courts	must	always	protect	

the	respondent’s	due	process	rights,	emergencies,	and	the	expedited	procedures	they	may	invoke,	require	probate	courts	to	

remain	closely	vigilant	for	any	potential	due	process	violation.		In	such	cases,	while	providing	for	an	immediate	hearing,	

probate	courts	should	also	require	immediate	service	of	written	notice	on	the	respondent,	appoint	counsel	for	the	respondent,	

and allow the respondent an appropriate opportunity to be heard.134		Because	other	individuals	including	family,	friends,	and	

caregivers	may	also	have	an	interest	in	the	proceedings,	probate	courts,	when	appropriate,	may	require	that	they	be	served	

notice and allow them an opportunity to be heard as well.

Emergency	appointment	of	a	guardian/conservator	should	be	the	exception,	not	the	rule.		Before	making	an	emergency	

appointment	prior	to	a	full	guardianship/	conservatorship	hearing,	probate	courts	should	require	a	showing	of	actual	risk	to	

the	respondent	of	an	immediate	and	substantial	risk	of	death	or	serious	physical	injury,	illness,	or	disease,	or	an	immediate	

and	substantial	risk	of	irreparable	waste	or	dissipation	of	property.		Following	appointment	of	a	guardian	or	conservator,	an	

emergency	appointment	may	be	required	if	the	guardian	or	conservator	dies,	becomes	incapacitated,	resigns,	or	is	removed.

By	requiring	the	showing	of	an	emergency	and	the	simultaneous	filing	of	a	petition	for	a	permanent	guardianship/

conservatorship,	probate	courts	will	confirm	the	necessity	for	the	temporary	guardianship/conservatorship	and	ensure	

that	it	will	not	extend	indefinitely.		When	the	temporary	guardianship	or	conservatorship	is	established,	the	date	for	

the	hearing	on	the	proposed	permanent	guardianship/conservatorship	should	be	scheduled.	The	order	establishing	the	

temporary	guardianship/conservatorship	should	limit	the	powers	of	the	temporary	guardian	or	conservatorship	to	only	

134	 See UGGPA	§312(a).
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those	required	by	the	emergency	at	hand	and	provide	that	it	will	lapse	automatically	upon	that	hearing	date.		Full	bonding	

of	liquid	assets	should	be	required	in	temporary	conservatorship	cases.		Temporary	guardianships/	conservatorships	

should	not	extend	for	more	than	30	days.135

Because	the	imposition	of	a	temporary	guardianship/conservatorship	has	the	potential	to	infringe	significantly	upon	the	

interests	of	the	respondent	with	minimal	due	process	protections,	probate	courts	should	also	consider	whether	issuing	a	

protective	order	might	adequately	meet	the	needs	of	the	situation.	[See	Standard	3.3.2]		For	example,	in	a	guardianship	

case	the	court	might	issue	a	protective	order	that	allows	for	a	surgical	procedure,	but	that	defers	a	decision	on	the	

appointment	of	a	temporary	or	permanent	guardian	pending	further	proceedings.		In	a	conservatorship	case,	the	court	

might	issue	a	protective	order	that	allows	for	the	payment	of	medical	bills,	but	defers	a	decision	on	the	appointment	of	

a temporary or permanent conservator pending further proceedings.  The use of a protective order may be particularly 

appropriate in the case of a respondent who has suffered a physical injury that leaves him or her unable to make decisions 

for	a	short	period	of	time,	but	who	is	expected	to	soon	regain	full	decision-making	capacity.

In	some	jurisdictions,	ex parte	temporary	guardianships	have	been	used	to	bypass	the	normal	procedural	requirements	

for involuntary civil commitment to a psychiatric facility. Temporary guardians may have the authority under state 

law	to	“voluntarily”	admit	the	respondent	for	psychiatric	care	even	though	the	respondent	objects	to	this	admission.	

Alternatively,	a	temporary	guardianship	may	be	used	to	supplement	adult	or	children’s	protective	services,	again	

bypassing	usual	procedural	protections.	A	although	a	temporary	guardian	should	not	be	prevented	from	making	necessary	

health	care	and	placement	decisions,	the	court	should	ensure	that	the	temporary	guardianship	is	not	used	for	improper	

purposes or to bypass the normal procedural protections.   

 

When	establishing	the	powers	of	the	temporary	guardian	or	conservator,	the	court	should	be	cognizant	of	the	fact	that	

certain decisions by a temporary guardian or conservator may be irreversible or result in irreparable damage or harm 

(e.g.,	the	liquidation	of	the	respondent’s	estate).		Therefore,	it	may	be	appropriate	for	the	court	to	limit	the	ability	of	the	

temporary guardian or conservator to make certain decisions without prior court approval (e.g.,	sensitive	personal	or	
medical	decisions	such	as	abortion,	organ	donation,	sterilization,	civil	commitment,	withdrawal	of	life-sustaining	medical	

treatment,	termination	of	parental	rights).

While	the	appointment	of	a	temporary	guardian	or	conservator	provides	a	useful	mechanism	for	making	needed	decisions	for	

a	respondent	during	an	emergency,	it	also	can	offer	an	option	to	a	probate	court	that	receives	information	that	a	currently	

appointed	guardian	or	conservator	is	not	effectively	performing	his	or	her	duties	and	the	welfare	of	the	respondent	requires	

that	a	substitute	decision	maker	be	immediately	appointed.	Under	such	circumstances,	the	authority	of	the	permanent	guardian	

or conservator can be suspended and a temporary guardian appointed for the respondent with the powers of the permanent 

guardian	or	conservator.	The	court	should,	however,	ensure	that	this	temporary	guardianship/conservatorship	also	does	not	

extend indefinitely by including a maximum duration for it in its order. 

135	 Cf. UGPPA	§	313(a)	(1997)	(suggesting	that	a	temporary	guardianship	should	not	exceed	six	months).		See Grant	v.	Johnson,	757	F.	Supp.	1127	(D.	Or.	1991)	
(Oregon	temporary	guardianship	provisions	unconstitutional	for	lack	of	minimum	due	process	protections).		In	addition,	UGPPA	§316	(d)	imposes	limits	on	
the	authority	of	a	temporary	guardian,	such	as	a	prohibition	against	initiating	civil	commitment	proceedings.
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STANDARD 3.3.7 NOTICE

A. The respondent should receive timely written notice of the guardianship or conservatorship 
proceedings before a scheduled hearing. Any written notice should be in plain language and in 
easily readable type. At the minimum, it should indicate the time and place of judicial hearings, 
the nature and possible consequences of the proceedings, and set forth the respondent’s rights. A 
copy of the petition should be attached to the written notice.

B. Notice of guardianship and conservatorship proceedings also should be given to family members, 
individuals having care and custody of the respondent, agents under financial and health care 
powers of attorney, representative payees if known, and others entitled to notice regarding the 
proceedings.  However, notice may be waived, as appropriate, when there are allegations of abuse.

C. Probate courts should implement a procedure whereby any interested person can file a request for notice.

COMMENTARY

Almost	all	states	have	a	specific	statutory	notice	requirement	that	the	respondent	in	a	guardianship/conservatorship	

proceeding receive notice within a stated number of days before a hearing (e.g.,	14	days).136  This standard underscores 

the	general	notice	requirements	of	Standard	3.1.1	(Notice)	by	requiring	specific	timely	notice	of	guardianship	and	

conservatorship proceedings to the respondent and others entitled to notice.137  The notice should be written and 

personally	delivered.	When	the	officers	serving	the	notice	are	under	court	control,	it	may	be	appropriate	to	provide	them	

with	special	training	to	facilitate	interactions	with	persons	who	may	have	diminished		capacity	and/or	have	hearing,	sight,	

or	other	physical	disabilities	that	may	impede	communications.		The	notice	and	petition	should	be	subsequently	explained	

to	the	respondent	by	a	court	visitor.		Care	should	be	taken	to	ensure	that	the	visitor	has	the	requisite	language	and	

communication	skills	to	adequately	provide	this	explanation	to	the	respondent.	[See	Standard	3.1.1]

If	the	respondent	is	unable	to	understand	or	receive	notice,	provision	may	be	made	for	substitute	or	supplemental	service.		

The	respondent	may	still	benefit,	however,	from	receiving	notice	even	though	he	or	she	may	not	fully	understand	it.		The	use	

of substitute or supplemental service should not relieve the court visitor or counsel of the responsibility to communicate to 

the respondent the nature of the proceedings in the manner most likely to be understood by the respondent.

Failure	to	serve	requisite	notice	upon	the	respondent	will	ordinarily	establish	a	right	in	the	respondent	for	de novo consideration 

of the matter and independent grounds for setting aside a prior order establishing a guardianship or conservatorship.

In	addition	to	providing	notice	to	the	respondent,	notice	should	ordinarily	also	be	given	to	the	respondent’s	spouse,	

or	if	none,	to	the	respondent’s	adult	children,	or	if	none,	to	the	respondent’s	parents,	or	if	none,	to	at	least	one	of	the	

respondent’s	nearest	adult	relatives	if	any	can	be	found.138		In	guardianship	cases,	notice	should	also	be	given	to	any	

persons	having	responsibility	for	the	management	of	the	estate	of	the	respondent,	including	any	previously	appointed	

conservator.	In	conservatorship	cases,	notice	should	also	be	given	to	any	individuals	having	care	and	custody	of	the	

respondent,	including	any	previously	appointed	guardian.		It	may	also	be	appropriate	to	provide	notice	to	an	individual	

136	 AmericAn BAr AssociAtion commission on lAw And AGinG/sAlly hurme, tABle on notice in GuArdiAnshiP ProceedinGs (2011), www.americanbar.org/
content/dam/aba/uncategorized/2012_aging_gship_chrt_notice_06_12.authcheckdam.pdf
137	 See, e.g., ny mentAl hyG. lAw	§	81.07(d)	(Consol.	Supp.	1992);	unif. ProB. code	§§	1-401,	5-304	(2008).
138	 See e.g., ny mentAl hyG. lAw	§	81.07(e);	unif. ProB. code	§§	1-401,	5-309	(2008).

http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/uncategorized/2012_aging_gship_chrt_notice_06_12.authcheckdam.pdf
http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/uncategorized/2012_aging_gship_chrt_notice_06_12.authcheckdam.pdf
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nominated	by	the	respondent	to	serve	as	his	or	her	guardian,	agents	appointed	by	the	respondent	under	a	durable	health	

care	power	of	attorney,	a	close	friend	providing	routine	care	to	the	respondent,	and	the	administrator	of	a	facility	where	

the	respondent	currently	resides.		Whenever	possible,	notice	should	be	provided	to	at	least	two	persons	in	addition	to	the	

respondent or to adult protective services if there are not contact persons.

Probate	courts	should	establish	a	procedure	permitting	interested	persons	who	desire	notification	before	an	order	is	made	

in	a	guardianship/conservatorship	proceeding	to	file	a	request	for	notice	with	the	court.139 This procedure allows persons 

interested in the establishment or monitoring of a guardianship or conservatorship to remain abreast of developments 

and	to	bring	relevant	information	to	the	court’s	attention.	The	request	for	notice	should	contain	a	statement	showing	

the	interest	of	the	person	making	the	request.	Intervention	in	the	proceedings	by	an	interested	party,	including	the	

nomination	of	someone	else	as	guardian	or	conservator,	should	be	permitted.		A	fee	may	be	attached	to	the	filing	of	the	

request	and	a	copy	of	the	request	should	be	provided	to	the	respondent’s	guardian/conservator	(if	any).	Unless	the	probate	

court	makes	a	contrary	finding,	notice	should	be	provided	to	any	person	who	has	properly	filed	this	request.140

STANDARD 3.3.8 HEARING

A.  Probate courts should promptly set a hearing for the earliest date possible.
B. Respondents should be present at the hearing and all other stages of the proceeding unless waived. 
C. Probate courts should make reasonable accommodations to enable the respondent’s attendance 

and participation at the hearing and all other stages of the proceeding.
D. A waiver of a respondent’s right to be present should be accepted only upon a showing of good cause. 
E.  The hearing should be conducted in a manner that respects and preserves all of the respondent’s rights.
F. Probate courts may require the court visitor who prepared a report regarding the respondent to 

attend the hearing.
G. Probate courts should require the proposed guardian or conservator to attend the hearing.
H. Probate courts should make a complete record of the hearing. 

COMMENTARY

It	is	critical	that	probate	courts	promptly	hear	a	petition	for	guardianship	or	conservatorship.	After	the	filing	of	the	petition,	

probate courts should promptly set a hearing date and ensure that the hearing is held expeditiously. This permits either 

a	prompt	dismissal	of	the	petition	where	warranted	or	a	timely	decision	ordering	the	establishment	of	a	guardianship/

conservatorship	or	the	imposition	of	a	less	intrusive	alternative.	With	a	prompt	dismissal,	the	respondent	will	not	have	to	

endure	unnecessary	emotional	stress.	With	a	prompt	order	establishing	a	guardianship/conservatorship	or	a	less	intrusive	

alternative,	the	respondent	will	receive	needed	supervision	or	services	in	a	timely	fashion.

A	guardianship	or	conservatorship	hearing	can	have	significant	consequences	for	the	respondent,	and	the	rights	and	

privileges	of	the	respondent	should,	accordingly,	be	respected	and	preserved.		The	respondent	should	be	given	time	and	

opportunity	to	prepare	for	the	hearing,	with	the	assistance	of	counsel.		The	respondent’s	presence	at	the	hearing	and	

at all other stages of the proceeding should be waived only for good cause.  The standard urges probate courts to make 

reasonable	accommodations	to	enable	the	respondent’s	attendance	and	participation	(e.g.,	mobility	accommodations,	

139	 See e.g., ny mentAl hyG. lAw	§	8	1.07(g)(ii);	unif. ProB. code	§§	5-304(a),	5-309(b)	(2008).
140	 See e.g.,	UGPPA	§	116	(1997);	unif. ProB. code	§	5-116	(2008).
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hearing	devices,	medical	appliances,	setting	the	hearing	at	a	time	at	which	the	respondent	is	generally	the	most	alert,	

frequent	breaks,	telephonic	or	video	conferencing).141  This may necessitate the moving of the hearing to a location readily 

accessible to the respondent (e.g.,	a	hospital	conference	room).		

The	Standard,	following	the	practice	in	most	states,	does	not	recommend	that	the	person	appointed	to	perform	the	responsibilities	

of	a	court	visitor	[see	Standard	3.3.4]	be	present	at	the	hearing	in	each	case	to	provide	testimony	based	on	her	or	his	report	and	

respond	to	questions	from	the	parties.		The	parties	should	advise	the	probate	court	if	they	wish	the	visitor	to	testify.

The	proposed	guardian	or	conservator	should	attend	the	hearing	in	order	to	become	more	fully	acquainted	with	the	

respondent,	the	respondent’s	identified	needs	and	wishes,	and	the	intended	purposes	of	the	guardianship/conservatorship.	

The	proposed	guardian/conservator	should	also	be	available	at	the	hearing	to	answer	relevant	questions	posed	by	the	

respondent,	other	interested	parties,	or	the	court.

The	hearing	should	ordinarily	be	open	to	the	public	unless	the	respondent	or	counsel	for	the	respondent	requests	otherwise.		In	

general,	any	person	who	so	desires	should	be	able	to	attend	these	proceedings.		With	the	court’s	permission,	any	interested	person	

should be able to participate in these proceedings provided that the best interests of the respondent will be served thereby.142		A	

stenographic,	audio,	or	video	recording	should	be	made	of	the	hearing	and	maintained	for	a	reasonable	period	of	time.

The	respondent’s	due	process	rights	should	be	afforded	full	recognition	in	the	course	of	the	hearing.		For	example,	a	

complete	record	will	protect	the	respondent	should	an	appeal	be	necessary.		Similarly,	the	respondent	should	be	able	to	

obtain	an	independent	evaluation	prior	to	the	hearing,	present	evidence,	call	witnesses,	cross-examine	witnesses	including	

any	court-appointed	examiner	or	visitor,	and	have	the	right	to	be	represented	by	counsel.143	[See	Standard	3.3.5]	In	at	least	

24	states	the	respondent	is	entitled	to	or	may	request	a	jury	trial.144

STANDARD 3.3.9 DETERMINATION OF INCAPACITY

A. The imposition of a guardianship or conservatorship by the probate court should be based on 
clear and convincing evidence of the incapacity of the respondent and that a guardianship or 
conservatorship is necessary to protect the respondent’s well-being or property.

B. The court may require evidence from professionals or experts whose training and expertise may 
assist in the assessment of the physical and mental condition of the respondent.

COMMENTARY

The appointment of a guardian or conservator should be based on clear and convincing evidence. This is the standard 

of	proof	prescribed	in	at	least	three-quarters	of	the	states.145		Evidentiary	rules	and	requirements	are	needed	to	ensure	

that	due	process	is	afforded	and	that	competent	evidence	is	used	to	determine	incapacity.	To	obtain	competent	evidence,	

probate	courts	should	allow	evidence	from	professionals	and	experts	whose	training	qualifies	them	to	assess	the	physical	

and mental condition of the respondent.

141	 See AmericAns with disABilities Act,	42	U.S.C.	§§	12101-12213	(Supp.	1993);	civil riGhts Act of	1991,	42	U.S.C.	§§	1981-2000	(Supp.	1993).
142	 See UGPPA §	308(b)	(1997).
143	 Id., at §§	305	&	308.
144	 AmericAn BAr AssociAtion commission on lAw And AGinG/sAlly hurme, tABle on conduct And findinGs of GuArdiAnshiP ProceedinGs,	(2011)	
http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/uncategorized/2012_aging_gship_chrt_conduct_06_12.authcheckdam.pdf .
145	 AmericAn BAr AssociAtion commission on lAw And AGinG/sAlly hurme, Adult GuArdiAnshiP leGislAtive chArts (2011)   
http://www.americanbar.org/groups/law_aging/resources/guardianship_law_practice.html/

http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/uncategorized/2012_aging_gship_chrt_conduct_06_12.authcheckdam.pdf
http://www.americanbar.org/groups/law_aging/resources/guardianship_law_practice.html/
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Although	it	may	not	be	necessary	to	receive	evidence	from	a	professional	or	expert	in	every	case	(e.g.,	where	the	
evidence	regarding	incapacity	is	relatively	clear),	probate	courts	should	seek	the	assistance	of	professionals	and	experts	

when	their	knowledge	will	assist	the	court	in	making	a	decision	on	whether	a	plenary	guardianship/conservatorship	is	

necessary	or	whether	a	less	intrusive	alternative	may	adequately	protect	and	assist	the	respondent.	[See	Standard	3.3.10]		

These	professionals	and	experts	include,	but	are	not	limited	to,	physicians,	psychiatrists,	nurses,	psychologists,	social	

workers,	developmental	disability	professionals,	physical	and	occupational	therapists,	educators,	and	community	mental	

health workers with skill and experience in capacity assessments.  The determination of the need for the appointment 

of	a	guardian	or	conservator	is	frequently	made	by	a	physician	after	conducting	an	examination	of	the	respondent.146  

Although	a	physician	may	provide	valuable	information	regarding	the	capacity	of	the	respondent,	incapacity	is	a	

multifaceted issue and the court may consider using other professionals whose expertise and training may give them 

greater insight into representations of incapacity. 

Even	medical	diagnoses	of	common	mental	illnesses	do	not	dictate	whether	an	individual	has	legal	

capacity.	…	“Establishing	that	a	patient	lacks	decisional	capacity	requires	more	than	making	a	psychiatric	

diagnosis;	it	also	requires	demonstrating	that	the	specific	symptoms	of	that	disorder	interfere	with	making	

or	communicating	responsible	decisions	about	the	matter	at	hand.”147

The	use	of	other	professionals	and	experts	may	ensure	that	when	a	physician	is	appointed,	his	or	her	skills	are	fully	

utilized	and,	in	turn,	ensure	that	the	physician	is	a	willing	and	responsive	participant	in	the	proceeding.		Evaluation	by	an	

interdisciplinary team can provide probate courts with a fuller and more accurate understanding of the alleged incapacity 

of	the	respondent	that	includes	cognition,	everyday	functioning,	values	and	preferences,	risk	and	level	of	supervision,	and	

the	means	to	enhance	capacity	as	well	as	the	respondent’s	medical	condition.148		In	at	least	some	jurisdictions,	however,	the	

cost of using an interdisciplinary team may preclude its use in every case.  

The written reports of professionals should be presented promptly and should be made available to all interested persons.  

Probate	courts	need	not	base	their	findings	and	order	on	the	oral	testimony	of	such	professionals	and	experts	in	every	

case.		However,	where	a	party	objects	to	submitted	documents	that	contain	the	opinion	of	a	professional	or	expert	(e.g.,	
the	written	medical	report	of	an	examining	physician),	that	professional	or	expert	should	appear	and	be	available	for	

cross-examination.		Where	the	professional	or	expert	is	unavailable	for	cross-examination,	the	traditional	rules	of	evidence	

may	limit	the	ability	of	the	judge	to	rely	on	the	written	report.		Probate	courts	should	be	able	to	obtain	as	much	helpful	

information	as	they	need	and	can	properly	acquire.		

The	prescribed	content	of	the	written	report	should	be	in	the	discretion	of	the	court.	In	general,	most	of	the	developing	

law in this area indicates that an evaluation of incapacity should be based upon an appraisal of the functional limitations 

of the respondent.149		Among	the	factors	to	be	addressed	in	the	report	are:	the	respondent’s	diagnosis;	the	respondent’s	

146	 See unif. ProB. code §	5-306	(2008)	(“[T]he	respondent	must	be	examined	by	a	physician,	psychologist,	or	other	individual	appointed	by	the	court	who	is	qualified	
to	evaluate	the	respondent’s	alleged	impairment.”).
147	 Robert	P.	Roca,	Determining Decisional Capacity: A Medical Perspective,	62	fordhAm l. rev.	1177,	1187	(1994);	see also Mary	F.	Radford,	Is the Use of 
Mediation Appropriate in Adult Guardianship Cases?,	31	stetson l. rev. 611,	628	n.85	(2002).
148	 AmericAn BAr AssociAtion commission on lAw And AGinG, AmericAn PsycholoGicAl AssociAtion, nAtionAl colleGe of ProBAte JudGes, 
determinAtion of cAPAcity of older Adults in GuArdiAnshiP ProceedinGs: A hAndBook for JudGes (2006)	http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/
uncategorized/2011/2011_aging_bk_judges_capacity.authcheckdam.pdf;	See fl. stAt. Ann.	§	744.331(3)	(2011);	Thomas	L.	Hafemeister	&	Bruce	D.	Sales,	
Interdisciplinary Evaluations for Guardianships and Conservatorships, 8	lAw & humAn BehAv.	335	(1985);	see also, Moye,	supra, note	110.	
149	 COSCA,	supra, note	6,	at	8.

http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/uncategorized/2011/2011_aging_bk_judges_capacity.authcheckdam.pdf
http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/uncategorized/2011/2011_aging_bk_judges_capacity.authcheckdam.pdf
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limitations	and	prognoses,	current	condition,	and	level	of	functioning;	recommendations	regarding	the	degree	of	personal	

care	the	respondent	can	manage	alone	or	manage	alone	with	some	assistance	and	decisions	requiring	supervision	of	a	

guardian	or	conservator;	the	respondent’s	current	incapacity	and	how	it	affects	his	or	her	ability	to	provide	for	personal	

needs;	and	whether	current	medication	affects	the	respondent’s	demeanor	or	ability	to	participate	in	proceedings.	

Prescribing	such	content	avoids	the	unfortunate	practice	of	professionals	and	expert	examiners	providing	cursory,	

conclusory evaluations to the court.

Oral	testimony	from	family	and	friends	of	the	respondent	is	often	helpful	to	round	out	the	picture	presented	by	the	

written reports and oral testimony of professionals.  These lay witnesses may be more familiar with the functional 

adaptations not evident in clinical environments that enable respondents to meet their needs at home.

The	Uniform	Guardianship	and	Protective	Proceedings	Act	specifies	that	appointment	of	a	conservator	is	not	a	

determination	of	the	respondent’s	incapacity	for	other	purposes.150		However,	the	basis	for	initiating	a	conservatorship	

proceeding	under	UGPPA	is	that	“the	individual	is	unable	to	manage	property	and	business	affairs	because	of	an	

impairment	in	the	ability	to	receive	and	evaluate	information	or	make	decisions,	even	with	appropriate	technological	

assistance	…	and	the	property	will	be	wasted	or	dissipated	unless	management	is	provided	….”151			The	Standards	take	

the position that the distinction between incapacity and impairment can more clearly be made by clear definition of the 

powers	of	a	conservator	in	the	order.	[See	Standard	3.3.12]

STANDARD 3.3.10 LESS INTRUSIVE ALTERNATIVES

A. Probate courts should find that no less intrusive appropriate alternatives exist before the 
appointment of a guardian or conservator.

B. Probate courts should always consider, and utilize, where appropriate, limited guardianships and 
conservatorships, or protective orders.

C. In the absence of governing statutes, probate courts, taking into account the wishes of the 
respondent, should use their inherent or equity powers to limit the scope of and tailor the 
guardianship or conservatorship order to the particular needs, functional capabilities, and 
limitations of the respondent.

COMMENTARY

Scientific	studies	show	that	the	loss—or	perceived	loss—of	a	person’s	ability	to	control	events	can	lead	to	physical	or	

emotional	illness.	Indeed,	complete	loss	of	status	as	an	adult	member	of	society	can	act	as	a	self-fulfilling	prophecy	

and exacerbate any existing disability.152	Allowing	persons	potentially	subject	to	guardianships	or	conservatorships	to	

retain	as	much	autonomy	as	possible	may	be	vital	for	their	mental	health.		Therefore,	probate	courts	should	encourage	

the	exploration	and	appropriate	use	of	suitable	alternatives	to	guardianship/conservatorship.		[See	Standard	3.3.2]		Such	

alternatives	may	avoid	unwanted	intrusion,	divisiveness,	and	expense,	while	meeting	the	needs	of	the	respondent	before	

establishing	a	guardianship/conservatorship.153	Alternatives	include	but	are	not	limited	to:

150	 UGPPA	§409(d)	(1997).	See also, unif. ProB. code §4-409(d)	(2008).
151	 uGPPA §401(2) (1997); unif. ProB. code § 5-401(2) (2008).
152	 AmericAn BAr AssociAtion commission on the mentAlly disABled & AmericAn BAr AssociAtion commission on leGAl ProBlems of the elderly, 
GuArdiAnshiP: An AGendA for reform,	20	(American	Bar	Association,	1989).
153	 Wingspread	Conference,	Recommendations III-D & IV-B,	13	mentAl & PhysicAl disABility l. reP. 271,	290	&	292	(1989);	Wingspan	Conference,	
Recommendations 38 and 39,	31	stetson l. rev. 595,	602-603.	(2002);	third nAtionAl GuArdiAnshiP summit,	supra, note 6,	Recommendation	2.2,	2012	utAh 
l.rev., at	1200;	AmericAn BAr AssociAtion commission on lAw And AGinG & AmericAn PsycholoGicAl AssociAtion, JudiciAl determinAtion of cAPAcity of 
older Adults in GuArdiAnshiP ProceedinGs, 2	(American	Bar	Association,	2006);	utAh ad hoc committee on ProBAte lAw And Procedure,	supra, note 5.
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Alternatives for financial decision-making

•	 Use	of	a	representative	payee	appointed	by	the	Social	Security	Administration	or	other	federal	agency	or	a	fiduciary	appointed	

by	the		Department	of	Veterans	Affairs	to	handle	government	benefits

•	 Use	of	a	single	transaction	protective	order154

•	 Use	of	a	properly	drawn	trust

•	 Use	of	a	properly	drawn	durable	power	of	attorney

•	 Establishment	of	a	joint	bank	account	with	a	trusted	person

•	 Electronic	bill-paying	and	deposits

Alternatives for health care decision-making

•	 Use	of	properly	drawn	advance	health	care	directives

•	 Use	of	a	properly	drawn	power	of	attorney	for	medical	decisions

Alternatives for crisis intervention and daily needs

•	 Use	of	mediation,	counseling,	and	respite	support	services

•	 Engagement	of	community-based	services155

When	attempting	to	determine	what	constitutes	a	less	intrusive	appropriate	alternative,	probate	courts	should	defer	to	

any alternatives previously established or proposed by the respondent (e.g.,	a	durable	power	of	attorney).	In	general,	
probate	courts	should	be	guided	by	the	express	wishes	of	the	respondent	where	available,	and,	where	not	available,	by	

past	practices,	reliable	evidence	of	likely	choices,	and	best	interests	of	the	person.156		Even	if	a	respondent	lacks	current	

capacity	to	make	decisions	regarding	his	or	her	personal	care,	probate	courts	should	solicit	the	respondent’s	opinions	and	

preferences	and	obtain	information	about	the	respondent’s	needs	and	available	services	and	alternatives.		The	use	of	an	

initial	screening	process	can	facilitate	the	consideration	of	less	intrusive	alternatives.	[See	Standard	3.3.2]

On	the	other	hand,	probate	courts	should	also	be	mindful	that	there	may	be	downsides	to	less	intrusive	alternatives	as	well,	

especially	because	of	the	absence	of	judicial	oversight,	bonding,	and	other	safeguards.		

154	 UGPPA	§	412	(1997).
155	 utAh ad hoc committee on ProBAte lAw And Procedure,	supra	note	5,	at	24-25
156	 third nAtionAl GuArdiAnshiP summit,	supra, note 6, at	Standard	4.2,	2012	UtAh l.rev., at	1194;	see	also	Linda	S	Whitton	&	Lawrence	A.	Frolik,	Surrogate 
Decision-Making Standards for Guardians—Theory and Reality,		2012	utAh l. rev., at	1491	(2013).
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Although,	principals	may	revoke	…	[a	durable	power	of	attorney	(DPA)]	as	long	as	they	have	capacity,	the	

lack	of	formality	and	oversight	means	there	is	no	standard	method	for	ascertaining	if	and	when	a	DPA	

has	been	revoked....		Because	the	DPA	remains	in	force	if	the	principal	becomes	incapacitated,	a	lawsuit	

may	only	be	filed	if	someone	else	notices	a	misuse	of	the	fiduciary	duty	(Rhein	2009).	Often	it	is	too	late	

to	recover	lost	assets	at	this	point	.	.	.	.		Similarly,	because	they	are	an	owner,	a	joint	account	holder	cannot	

usually be charged with stealing funds unless there was some kind of deception or the elder was mentally 

incapacitated	at	the	time	the	joint	tenant	was	added.		(Bailly	2007	POA	Abuse	pp.	7-5	-	7-19).	.	.	.		Living	

trusts,	while	avoiding	probate,	are	vulnerable	to	the	same	abuses	as	other	guardianship	alternatives	due	to	

a lack of supervision or oversight of the trustee.157

If	probate	courts	determine	that	a	guardianship	or	conservatorship	is	necessary,	the	respondent’s	self-reliance,	autonomy,	

and independence should be promoted by restricting the authority of the guardian or conservator to the minimum 

required	for	the	situation,	rather	than	routinely	granting	full	powers	of	guardianship/conservatorship	in	every	case.	For	

example,	where	a	respondent	has	only	a	limited	disability,	the	court	should	grant	only	those	powers	needed	to	protect	the	

respondent’s	health	or	safety.	Probate	courts	also	should	require	the	guardian	or	conservator	to	attempt	to	maximize	the	

respondent’s	self-reliance	and	independence	(e.g.,	by	including	the	respondent	in	decisions	to	the	fullest	extent	possible)	
and to report periodically on these efforts to the court.

Although	many	states	do	not	have	statutory	provisions	for	limited	guardianship	or	conservatorship,	probate	courts,	in	at	least	

some	states,	have	the	power	to	create	such	limited	guardianships/conservatorships	because	of	their	equitable	nature.	Similarly	

they	can	invoke	(either	with	or	without	further	court	supervision)	other	less	intrusive	alternatives.158	[See	Standard	3.3.2]

STANDARD 3.3.11 QUALIFICATIONS AND APPOINTMENTS 
OF GUARDIANS AND CONSERVATORS

Probate courts should appoint a guardian or conservator suitable and willing to serve as a 
guardian/conservator.  Where appropriate, probate courts should appoint a person requested 
by the respondent or related to or known by the respondent.

COMMENTARY

Different	degrees	of	expertise	will	be	required	in	guardianships	and	conservatorships.	Probate	courts	should	consider	

the	training,	education,	and	experience	of	a	potential	guardian	or	conservator	to	determine	if	that	person	can	perform	

the	necessary	tasks	on	behalf	of	the	respondent	competently.	If	the	court	anticipates	that	the	scope	of	the	guardianship/

conservatorship	may	later	increase,	the	person	appointed	should	be	competent	to	handle	these	possible	future	

responsibilities	as	well.	In	determining	the	competence	of	a	potential	guardian,	probate	courts	should	consider	such	factors	

as	familiarity	with	health	care	decision	making,	residential	placements,	and	social	service	benefits.	In	determining	the	

competence	of	a	potential	conservator,	probate	courts	should	consider	such	factors	as	the	size	of	the	estate,	the	complexity	

of	the	estate,	and	the	availability	of	financial	planning	experts	who	can	give	the	conservator	advice.		Further,	the	guardian	

or	conservator	should	act	only	within	the	bounds	of	the	court	order	and	should	not	expand	the	scope	of	the	guardianship/

conservatorship,	except	when	authorized	to	do	so	by	the	court.

157	 d. sAunders, issue PAPer on ABuses to AlternAtives to GuArdiAnshiP,1-2, (NCSC,	2011);	Jennifer	L.	Rhein,	No One in Charge: Durable Powers of Attorney 
and the Failure to Protect Incapacitated Principals,		17	university of illinois elder lAw JournAl 165 (2009); lori stieGel & ellen m. klem, Power of 
Attorney ABuse: whAt stAtes cAn do ABout it	(AARP	Public	Policy	Institute,	2008);	rose mAry BAilly et Al., finAnciAl exPloitAtion of the elderly,	(Civic	
Research	Institute,	2007).
158	 UGPPA	and	the	Uniform	Probate	Code	require	that	the	court	find	that	a	“respondent’s	needs	cannot	be	met	by	less	restrictive	means.”		UGPPA	§311(a)(1)(B)	
(1997);	 unif. ProB. code	§	5-311(a)(1)(B)	(2008).
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Probate	courts	should	attempt,	when	appropriate,	to	appoint	as	guardian	or	conservator	a	person	who	has	been	designated	

for	this	role	by	the	respondent,	or	who	is	related	to	or	known	by	the	respondent.		This	enhances	the	likelihood	that	the	

guardian/conservator	will	obtain	the	trust	and	cooperation	of	the	respondent	and	be	familiar	with	the	respondent’s	values	

and	preferences.		When	considering	appointing	a	person	known	to	the	respondent,	probate	court	judges	should	enquire	

about	the	length,	depth	and	nature	of	the	relationship	in	order	to	guard	against	empowering	individuals	who	may	be	

seeking to take advantage of the respondent.  

It	may	also	be	appropriate	to	appoint	as	guardian	or	conservator	a	public	administrator,	a	public	guardian,	a	professional	

guardianship/conservatorship	firm,	a	person	or	corporation	having	special	qualifications,	certification,	or	expertise	

that	will	be	beneficial	to	the	respondent,	an	attorney	or	other	professional.		Eleven	states	require	a	level	of	certification	

for	some	non-family	guardians/conservators	either	through	the	Center	for	Guardianship	Certification,159 or a state run 

program.160		Although	probate	courts	should	not	appoint	any	agency,	public	or	private,	that	financially	benefits	from	

directly	providing	housing,	medical,	or	social	services	as	a	guardian,	they	should	use	the	services	of	such	organizations,	

where appropriate.

Probate	courts	also	should	consider	the	geographical	proximity	of	any	prospective	nominee	and	the	nominee’s	ability	to	

respond	in	a	timely	and	appropriate	fashion	to	the	needs	of	the	respondent.		Particular	care	may	be	required	in	making	

a	reappointment	where	a	guardian	or	conservator	has	left	the	jurisdiction	where	the	original	order	of	guardianship/

conservatorship	was	issued.		If	the	guardian	or	conservator	has	failed	to	carry	out	the	original	order	and	is	subject	

to	a	contempt	charge,	that	person	should	not	be	reappointed	as	a	guardian/conservator	for	the	original	respondent	or	

appointed	as	a	guardian/conservator	for	any	other	respondent.

In	selecting	the	guardian	or	conservator,	preference	should	be	given	to	any	written	designation	of	a	prospective	guardian/

conservator made by the respondent while competent (e.g.,	as	provided	in	a	durable	power	of	attorney)	unless	there	are	
compelling reasons to appoint another.161		In	many	situations,	the	respondent	has	had	ample	opportunity	to	anticipate	the	

need	for	a	guardian	or	conservator	and	to	identify	a	nominee	with	whom	he	or	she	is	comfortable.	In	such	cases,	probate	

courts should give great weight to the expressed desires of the respondent (although care should be taken to ensure that 

the	respondent	has	not	changed	his	or	her	mind	about	the	nominee	since	the	nomination	was	made,	particularly	when	a	

considerable	period	of	time	has	passed	since	the	nomination).	Alternatively,	the	respondent	may	have	indicated	in	a	non-

guardianship or non-conservatorship context a preference for a given person in an advance written directive executed 

while the respondent was competent (e.g.,	the	executor	in	a	will).	Ordinarily,	such	preferences	should	also	be	respected.	If	

a	preference	for	a	guardian/conservator	is	not	stipulated,	or	a	person	designated	is	not	suitable	or	willing	to	serve,	probate	

courts should appoint a guardian or conservator who is capable and willing to develop a rapport with the respondent.

Generally,	state	law	will	provide	a	list	of	categories	of	persons	who	must	be	considered,	although	ultimate	discretion	in	

making this appointment remains with the court.162	In	general,	probate	courts	should	seek	a	guardian	or	conservator	with	

the	least	potential	for	a	conflict	of	interest	with	the	respondent.		In	many	cases	this	may	disqualify	individuals	such	as	the	

159	 AK,	CA,	FL,	IL,	NV,	NH,	OR,	WA.
160	 By	the	Supreme	Court	in	AZ,	and	TX,	or	the	state	guardianship	association	in	NC.
161	 See, e.g., ny mentAl hyG. lAw §§	81.17	&	81.19(b)	(McKinney	through	2011	legislation);	UNIF.	PROB.	CODE	§	5-310	(2008).
162	 See, e.g., ny mentAl hyG. lAw	§	81.19	;	unif. ProB. code	§	5-310(a)	(2008).	
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respondent’s	physician,	attorney,	landlord,	current	caregiver	(particularly	where	there	is	a	pecuniary	interest),	or	creditor	

from	serving	as	the	respondent’s	guardian	or	conservator.		Probate	courts	should	not	decline	to	appoint	the	respondent’s	

parent,	spouse,	or	child,	however,	when	the	appointment	would	be	the	most	beneficial	to	the	respondent.	As	noted	above,	such	

persons	are	likely	to	be	familiar	with	the	respondent’s	values	and	residential,	health	care,	and	other	preferences.	[See	Standard	

3.3.14	Training	and	Orientation]

Similarly,	state	law	may	provide	a	list	of	categories	of	potential	nominees	who	are	qualified	for	or	disqualified	from	serving	

as a conservator (e.g.,	a	convicted	felon	may	not	be	eligible	to	act	as	a	conservator).163	To	the	extent	permitted,	probate	

courts	should	supplement	this	list	by	making	their	own	determination	regarding	the	qualifications	of	individuals	being	

considered	for	appointment	as	a	conservator.	For	example,	a	nonfamily	care	provider	or	any	person	associated	with	a	

facility	where	the	respondent	is	a	resident	should	not	be	appointed	in	most	instances,	nor	should	persons	of	questionable	

honesty	or	integrity	or	any	person	who	may	have	a	material	conflict	of	interest	in	handling	the	respondent’s	estate.	

A	relationship	to	the	respondent	does	not,	in	and	of	itself,	constitute	a	potential	conflict	of	interest,	and	should	not	

preclude	appointment.	The	adult	child	of	the	respondent	may	stand	to	inherit	from	the	respondent’s	estate	and	may	

technically	be	subject	to	a	potential	conflict	of	interest,	yet	he	or	she	will	often	be	particularly	well	suited	to	serve	as	the	

respondent’s	conservator	because	of	the	close	emotional	bond	between	the	offspring	and	the	respondent.	

Probate	courts	should	require	attorneys	who	file	guardianship/conservatorship	proceedings	to	exercise	due	diligence	by	

informing	proposed	guardians	or	conservators	of	the	qualifications	for	appointment	and	the	obligations	if	appointed,	and	

inquiring	whether	they	are	willing	to	serve,	are	eligible	for	an	appropriate	surety	bond	and	to	open	a	bank	account,,	have	

not	been	convicted	of	a	potentially	disqualifying	offense	[see	Standard	3.3.12],	and	do	not	have	a	bankruptcy	history.	

STANDARD 3.3.12 BACKGROUND CHECKS  

A. Probate courts should request a national background check on all prospective guardians and 
conservators, other than those specified in paragraph (b), before an appointment is made, to 
determine whether the individual has been convicted of a relevant crime; determined to have 
committed abuse, abandonment, neglect, or financial or sexual exploitation of a child, spouse, or 
other adult; has been suspended or disbarred from law, accounting, or other professional licensing 
for misconduct involving financial or other fiduciary matters; or has a poor credit history.  

B. Background checks should not be conducted for prospective guardians and conservators who 
have been the subject of such a check as part of a certification or licensing procedure, or banks, 
trust companies, credit unions, savings and loan associations, or other financial institution duly 
licensed or authorized to conduct business under applicable state or federal laws.

163	 See, e.g., ny mentAl hyG. lAw	§§	81.20,	81.22,	81.29(a);	unif. ProB. code	§	5-	206(b)	(2008),	cmt.	background.
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COMMENTARY

Currently,	criminal	conduct	disqualifies	or	may	disqualify	a	person	from	serving	as	a	guardian	or	conservator	in	half	the	states.	

Only	13	states	require	that	guardians	undergo	independent	criminal	background	checks	before	being	appointed.164 There is 

little empirical data demonstrating the effectiveness of background checks in reducing instances of abuse and exploitation.165  

However,	given	the	authority	of	guardians	and	conservators,	the	opportunities	for	misuse	of	that	authority,	and	the	occurrence	

of	abuse	and	exploitation	of	vulnerable	adults	around	the	country,	requiring	prospective	guardians	and	conservators	to	undergo	

a thorough criminal history and credit check is an appropriate safeguard.  The background information is intended to provide 

probate courts with information on which to base a decision whether the nominee should be appointed.  Upon receiving such 

potentially	disqualifying	information,	probate	courts	should	weigh	the	seriousness	of	the	offense	or	misconduct,	its	relevance	

to	the	responsibilities	of	a	guardian	or	conservator,	how	recently	the	offense	or	misconduct	occurred,	the	nominee’s	record	

since	the	offense	or	misconduct	occurred,	and	the	vulnerability	of	the	respondent.		If	there	is	some	concern	but	not	enough	to	

disqualify	a	potential	guardian	or	conservator,	probate	courts	may	require	periodic	post-appointment	criminal	history	and/or	

credit checks of a guardian or conservator.166

STANDARD 3.3.13  ORDER

A. Probate courts should tailor the order appointing a guardian or conservator to the facts and 
circumstances of the specific case.  Each order should specify the duties and powers of the guardian or 
conservator, including limitations to the duties and powers, the rights retained by the respondent, and 
if the order is for a temporary or limited guardianship or conservatorship, the duration of the order.

B. Probate courts should inform newly appointed guardians regarding their responsibilities to the 
respondent, the requirements to be applied in making decisions and caring for the respondent, and 
their responsibilities to the court including the filing of plans and reports. 

C. Probate courts should inform newly appointed conservators regarding their responsibilities to 
the respondent, the requirements to be applied in managing the respondent’s estate, and their 
responsibilities to the court including the filing of inventories and accountings.

D. Following appointment, probate courts should require a guardian or conservator to:
 (1) Provide a copy of and explain to the respondent the terms of the order of appointment including  

 the rights retained. 
 (2) Serve a copy of the order to the persons who received notice of the petition initiating the  

 guardianship/conservatorship proceeding, and  file proof of service with the court.
 (3) Record the order.
 (4) Establish such restricted accounts as may be necessary to protect the respondent’s estate.
E. Probate courts should set the due date for the initial report or accounting and periodically consider the 

necessity for continuing a guardianship or conservatorship.

164	 U.S.	Gov’t	Accountability	Office,	GAo-11-678, incAPAcitAted Adults: oversiGht of federAl fiduciAries And court- APPointed GuArdiAns needs imProve-
ment, 7 (July	2011),	available at http://www.gao.gov/new.items/d11678.pdf;	see also nAtionAl GuArdiAnshiP AssociAtion, stAndArds of PrActice,	(3d	ed.	2007),	
available at http://guardianship.org/documents/Standards_of_Practice.pdf.
165	 sArA GAlAntowicz et Al., sAfe At home? develoPinG effective criminAl BAckGround checks And other screeninG Policies for home cAre workers, 25 
(AArP	Policy	Institute,	2010).
166	 In	light	of	the	abuses	that	have	occurred,	some	probate	courts	may	wish	to	require	periodic	updates	of	background	checks	in	all	cases	in	order	to	ensure	
that the person appointed continues to be fit to serve.

http://www.gao.gov/new.items/d11678.pdf
http://guardianship.org/documents/Standards_of_Practice.pdf
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COMMENTARY

Most individuals appointed as a guardian or conservator know little about what is expected of them and the scope of 

their	responsibilities	and	authority.		Thus,	including	a	clear,	complete	statement	of	duties	and	powers	in	the	appointment	

order is an important first step in ensuring that the respondent will receive the protection and services needed and that 

the	respondent’s	rights	and	autonomy	will	be	respected.167		Specifically	enumerated	duties	and	powers	serve	as	a	guide	for	

the	appointing	court	and	other	interested	parties	in	evaluating	and	monitoring	the	guardian	or	conservator.	Because	the	

preferred	practice	is	to	limit	the	powers	and	duties	of	the	guardian/conservator	to	those	necessary	to	meet	the	needs	of	

the	respondent	[see	Standard	3.3.10],	a	probate	court	should	specifically	enumerate	in	its	order	the	assigned	duties	and	

powers	of	the	guardian/conservator,	as	well	as	limitations	on	them,	with	all	other	rights	reserved	to	the	respondent.168	By	

listing	the	powers	and	duties	of	the	guardian/conservator,	the	court’s	order	can	serve	as	an	educational	roadmap	to	which	

the	guardian/conservator	can	refer	to	help	answer	questions	about	what	the	guardian/conservator	can	or	cannot	do	in	

carrying	out	the	assigned	responsibilities.	[See	Standards	3.3.16	and		3.3.17]		

When	a	guardianship/conservatorship	is	for	a	limited	period	of	time	(e.g.,	when	the	respondent	has	suffered	a	traumatic	

brain	injury	and	may	recover	some	or	all	of	his/her	faculties),	specifying	the	duration	of	a	guardianship/conservatorship	is	

particularly	important	so	as	not	to	unnecessarily	impede	the	respondent’s	ability	to	return	to	normalcy.	

When	establishing	the	powers	of	the	guardian/conservator,	probate	courts	should	be	aware	that	certain	decisions	by	a	guardian	

or	conservator	may	be	irreversible	or	result	in	irreparable	damage	or	harm.		As	a	result,	unless	otherwise	provided	by	statute,	

probate	courts	may	specifically	limit	the	ability	of	the	guardian/conservator	to	make	certain	decisions	without	prior	court	

approval (e.g.,	sensitive	personal	or	medical	decisions	such	as	abortion,	organ	donation,	sterilization,	civil	commitment,	

termination	of	parental	rights,	change	of	residence,	sale	of	residence	or	other	major	assets,	or	limits	on	visitation	and	contact).		

The	ability	of	the	guardian	to	make	routine	medical	decisions	should	not	ordinarily	be	curtailed,	but	where	extraordinary	

decisions	of	an	irreversible	or	irreparable	nature	are	involved,	authorization	for	those	decisions	should	be	included	in	the	initial	

court	order	or	the	guardian	should	be	required	to	return	to	the	court	for	specific	authorization	before	proceeding.

Generally,	guardians	should	also	be	required	to	obtain	prior	court	approval	before	a	respondent	is	permanently	removed	from	

the	court’s	jurisdiction.	Prior	court	approval,	however,	should	not	be	required	where	the	removal	is	temporary	in	nature	(e.g.,	
when	the	respondent	is	being	taken	on	a	vacation).

In	general,	the	court’s	order	should	only	be	as	intrusive	of	the	respondent’s	liberties	as	necessary.	[See	Standard	3.3.10]		

The	court’s	order	should	also	include	a	statement	of	the	need	for	the	guardian/conservator	to	involve	the	respondent	to	the	

maximum extent possible in all decisions affecting the respondent. The guardian should consider the preference and values 

of the respondent in making decisions and attempt to help the respondent regain legal capacity.169

Requiring	the	guardian/conservator	to	serve	a	copy	of	the	order	of	appointment	to	those	persons	who	received	notice	of	

the	petition	for	guardianship	or	conservatorship	will	promote	their	continued	involvement	in	monitoring	the	respondent’s	

situation.		Explaining	the	order	of	appointment	to	the	respondent	demonstrates	respect	for	the	person,	facilitates	the	

respondent’s	awareness	of	the	implementation	of	the	guardianship/conservatorship,	encourages	communication	between	

167	 M.J.	Quinn	&	H.	Krooks,	supra, note	71,	at	1635;	see also third nAtionAl GuArdiAnshiP summit,	supra, note 6, at	Recommendation	1.3,	2012	UtAh l. rev., 
at	1199.
168	 See, e.g., ny mentAl hyG. lAw §§	81.20,	81.22,	81.29(a);	UNIF.	PROB.	CODE	§	5-	206(b)	(2008),	cmt.	Background	assigned	responsibilities.	See also, Standard	
3.3.14,	Reports	by	the	Guardian;	Standard	3.3.15,	Monitoring	of	the	Guardian.
169	 See third nAtionAl GuArdiAnshiP summit, supra, note	6, at	Standards	4.1	–	6.11,	2012 utAh l. rev., at	1194-1198.
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the	respondent	and	the	guardian/conservator,	and	provides	an	initial	opportunity	to	involve	the	respondent	in	decision-

making	as	much	as	is	appropriate.		Recording	a	guardianship/conservatorship	order	provides	notice	to	others	regarding	

who has the authority to engage in significant financial transactions including the sale of real property.

The	guardian	or	conservator,	when	accepting	appointment,	should	acknowledge	that	he	or	she	consents	to	the	court’s	

jurisdiction	in	any	subsequent	proceedings	concerning	the	respondent.170

In	order	to	facilitate	greater	use	of	limited	guardianships	and	other	less	intrusive	alternatives	[see	Standard	3.3.10],	it	is	critical	

that probate courts implement procedures for conducting periodic reviews of the guardianship or conservatorship.  The 

initial review should ordinarily take place no more than one year after appointment.  These periodic reviews should examine 

compliance	with	the	order	and	the	well-being	of	the	respondent	and	the	estate,	and	determine	whether	the	conditions	still	

exist	that	underlay	the	original	appointment	of	a	guardian	or	conservator,	whether	the	duties	and	authority	of	the	guardian	or	

conservator	should	be	expanded	or	reduced,	or	particularly	in	instances	in	which	the	injury,	illness,	or	condition	that	resulted	in	

the	guardianship	may	be	temporary,	whether	the	guardianship	or	conservatorship	can	be	abolished.

The	reviews	may	be	triggered	by	a	review	date	set	as	part	of	the	terms	of	the	original	guardianship	order,	the	review	of	

the	guardian’s/conservator’s/court	visitor’s	report	(see	Standard	3.3.17),		the	request	of	the	respondent	or	the	guardian/

conservator,	or	at	the	urging	of	a	family	member	or	other	concerned	person.171		Probate	courts	should	establish	flexible	

written guidelines for the submission of a pro se	petition	or	other	request	for	review	of	the	continuing	need	for	a	
guardianship	or	conservatorship.		So	as	not	to	dissipate	the	court’s	time	and	resources	with	frequent,	unnecessary	

reviews,	however,	probate	courts	may	wish	to	set	a	limit	on	the	frequency	with	which	the	need	for	a	guardianship	or	

conservatorship	may	be	re-adjudicated,	absent	special	circumstances.

There	is	a	divergence	of	views	as	to	whether,	in	connection	with	a	petition	or	request	for	reevaluation,	the	burden	of	proof	

should	be	on	the	respondent	to	reverse	or	modify	the	court’s	prior	order	or	on	the	guardian/conservator	to	reestablish	

the	basic	grounds	for	the	guardianship/conservatorship.	There	are	also	different	opinions	as	to	whether	a	trial	de novo is 

required	or	whether	the	court	may	consider	evidence	received	in	prior	hearings.	

Promising	Practices

The District	of	Columbia	Superior	Court provides newly-appointed guardians and conservators with a list of 

mandatory filing deadlines in addition to the order itself.

 

170	 See unif. ProB. code §	3-602	(2008).
171	 Cf. UGPPA	§§	318(b)	&	421(b)	(1997).
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STANDARD 3.3.14 ORIENTATION, EDUCATION, AND ASSISTANCE

Probate courts should develop and implement programs for the orientation, education, and 
assistance of guardians and conservators.

A	key	recommendation	of	the	Third	National	Guardianship	Summit	is	that	“the	court	or	responsible	entity	shall	ensure	

that	guardians	[and	conservators]	.	.	.	receive	sufficient	ongoing,	multi-faceted	education	to	achieve	the	highest	quality	

of	guardianship	possible.”172		As	noted	previously,	most	newly	appointed	guardians	and	conservators	are	not	fully	

aware	of	their	responsibilities	and	how	to	meet	them.		While	only	eight	states	statutorily	require	that	all	guardians	and	

conservators	receive	training,173 courts throughout the country are addressing the need to inform and assist lay guardians 

and conservators in a variety of ways including printed manuals and information materials (e.g.,	AK,	CA,	NJ,	OH);	

videos	(AK,	DC,	MI,	TX);	on-line	training	and	information	(e.g.,	ID,	NC,	OH,	PA,	UT,	WI);	and	in-person	briefings	

and educational sessions by court staff (e.g.,	DC,	FL,	NY,	TX)	or	professional	or	public	guardians	(e.g.,	CA).174		Where	

appropriate,	the	materials	should	be	in	a	language	other	than	English	to	supplement	the	English	version	(e.g.,	AZ).

Even	when	the	appointment	order	clearly	sets	forth	the	duties	and	authority	of	a	guardian	and	conservator	and	effective	

initial	orientation	and	education	has	been	provided,	there	will	be	instances	in	which	guardians	or	conservators	will	be	

uncertain about how best to meet their responsibilities or whether they have the authority to take the actions necessary.175 

Again,	there	are	a	variety	of	approaches	to	addressing	this	need	short	of	formally	petitioning	the	court	for	guidance.		

Some	probate	courts	have	authorized	staff	to	provide	guidance	short	of	legal	advice	to	guardians	and	conservators	on	an	

on-going basis (e.g.,	San	Francisco,	CA,	Houston,	TX,	and	UT).176		In	Florida,	lay	guardians	are	required	to	be	represented	

by an attorney following appointment.177		The	District	of	Columbia	offers	annual	conferences	for	guardians	and	

conservators.		Probate	courts	in	Colorado	employ	facilitators	whose	duties	include	assisting	guardians/conservators.		The	

court	in	Suffolk	County,	NY	employs	a	resource	coordinator	to	assist	in	linking	guardians	to	community	resources,	and	

the	courts	in	Maricopa	County,	AZ	and	elsewhere	utilize	volunteer	visitors	whose	duties	include	providing	assistance	to	

guardians	and	conservators	as	well	as	ensuring	the	well-being	of	the	protected	person.		Maricopa	County	also	has	training	

programs on its website such as on basic accounting for non-professional conservators.178

172	 third nAtionAl GuArdiAnshiP summit,	supra, note	6, at Recommendation 2.4,	2012	UtAh l. rev., at	1200;	Quinn	&	Krooks,	supra, note 71,	at	1659-1661;	
See also nAtionAl conference of the JudiciAry on GuArdiAnshiP ProceedinGs for the elderly, recommended Judicial PracticeS,	recommendation	IV(b)	(Jun.	
1986)	(endorsed	by	the	American	Bar	Association,	House	of	Delegates,	Aug.	1987).
173	 Quinn	&	Krooks,	supra, note	71,	at	1659;	In	addition,	the	11	states	that		require	a	level	of	certification	for	some	non-family	guardians/conservators	require	
initial	training	sufficient	to	enable	the	individual	to	pass	a	certification	examination,	in	most	instances,	continuing	professional	education.
174	 Id.; kArP And wood,	supra, note 4, at 61-62	(AARP,	2007).	 For	a	list	of	video	and	on-line	informational	resources	for	guardians	and	conservators,	see 
Guardianship	Video	Resources,	American	Bar	Association	Commission	on	Law	and	Aging

http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/uncategorized/2011/2011_aging_gship_video_resourc_8_10.authcheckdam.pdf;	American	Bar	Association,	Adult	

Guardianship	Handbooks	by	State,	http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/uncategorized/2011/2011_aging_gship_st_hbks_2011.authcheckdam.pdf.	Initial	

and	continuing	education	requirements	for	professional	guardians	and	conservators	are	set	forth	in	licensing	and	certification	requirements.		See, e.g., fl .stAt. 

Ann.	§744.1085(3)	(2006);	nAtionAl GuArdiAnshiP AssociAtion, stAndArds of PrActice,	23-24	(3d	ed.	2007).
175	 Quinn	&	Krooks,	supra, note	71,	at	1637-1640.
176	 For	a	definition	of	the	distinction	between	legal	information	and	legal	advice,	see iowA JudiciAl BrAnch customer service Advisory committee, Guidelines 
And instructions for clerks who Assist Pro Se litiGAnts in iowA’s courts 7 (July	2000),	available at http://www.ajs.org/prose/pdfs/Iowa_Guidelines.pdf;	but see  
Wash.	St.	Bar	Assoc.	v.	Great	Western	Federal	Savings	&	Loan	Ass’n.,	91	Wash.	2d.	49,	54-55		586	P.2d	870	(1999).
177	 fl. ProB. r.	5.030(a)	(West	2012)	(except	when	the	personal	representative	remains	the	sole	interested	person).	
178	 Establishing	a	mentoring	program	through	which	experienced	guardians	and	conservators	can	serve	as	mentors	of	less	experienced	guardians	and	
conservators is yet another approach.

http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/uncategorized/2011/2011_aging_gship_video_resourc_8_10.authcheckdam.pdf
http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/uncategorized/2011/2011_aging_gship_st_hbks_2011.authcheckdam.pdf
http://www.ajs.org/prose/pdfs/Iowa_Guidelines.pdf
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Promising	Practices

The District	of	Columbia	Superior	Court offers annual conferences for guardians and for fiduciaries managing funds 

such	as	conservators,	personal	representatives	and	trustees.		It	also	sets	training	requirements	for	attorneys	who	wish	to	be	

eligible for appointment to represent respondents.

Florida	requires	that	every	guardian	complete	an	educational	course	within	four	months	of	appointment.		The	course	

covers	reporting	requirements,	duties,	and	responsibilities.		Professional	guardians	are	required	to	complete	a	40-hour	

course.

Idaho and Ohio	require	guardians	and	conservators	to	complete	an	on-line	training	course	before	a	court	can	hold	any	

final hearing or issue a final order.

The San	Francisco	CA	Superior	Court	requires	all	lay	appointees	to	purchase	a	handbook	published	by	the	

Administrative	Office	of	the	Courts	and	offers	an	orientation	program.

Tarrant	County,	TX	Probate	Court	No.	2	requires	all	decedents’	administrators,	guardians,	and	conservators	to	

attend a mandatory training immediately after appointment conducted by the staff member who will be reviewing their 

documents and to sign an acknowledgment of understanding following the training.

STANDARD 3.3.15  BONDS FOR CONSERVATORS   

Except in unusual circumstances, probate courts should require for all conservators to post a 
surety bond in an amount equal to the liquid assets and annual income of the estate.  

COMMENTARY

Among	the	measures	probate	courts	may	use	to	protect	respondents	is	to	require	newly	appointed	conservators	to	furnish	a	

surety bond179 conditioned upon the faithful discharge by the conservator of all assigned duties.180		The	requirement	of	bond	

should	not	be	considered	as	an	unnecessary	expense	or	as	punitive.		It	is	insurance	against	any	loss	being	suffered	by	the	minor.		

Bonding	or	some	equally	protective	alternative	(e.g.,	accounts	that	require	a	court	order	for	all	withdrawals,	court-maintained	

accounts,	etc.)	protect	the	court	from	public	criticism	for	having	failed	in	its	duty	and	responsibility	to	protect	the	respondent’s	

estate	from	loss,	misappropriation,	or	malfeasance	on	the	part	of	the	conservator.

179	 This	standard	addresses	surety	bonds,	that	is,	bonds	with	corporate	surety	or	otherwise	secured	by	the	individual	assets	of	the	personal	representative.	
180	 See unif. ProB. code	§	5-415	(2008)	(unless	otherwise	directed,	the	size	of	the	bond	should	equal	the	aggregate	capital	value	of	the	estate	under	the	conservator’s	
control,	plus	one	year’s	estimated	income,	minus	the	value	of	securities	and	land	requiring	a	court	order	for	their	removal,	sale,	or	conveyance);	see also third 
nAtionAl GuArdiAnshiP,	supra, note	6,	at	Standard	4.9,	2012	UtAh l. rev., at	1195;	M.J.	Quinn	&	H.	Krooks,	supra, note	71,	at		1649-1653.
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In	determining	the	amount	of	the	bond,	or	whether	the	case	is	the	unusual	situation	in	which	an	alternative	measure	will	

provide	sufficient	protection,	probate	courts	should	consider	such	factors	as:	

•	 The	value	of	the	estate	and	annual	gross	income	and	other	receipts.

•	 The	extent	to	which	the	estate	has	been	deposited	under	an	effective	arrangement	requiring	a	court	order	for	its	removal.

•	 Whether	a	court	order	is	required	for	the	sale	of	real	estate.

•	 Whether	a	restricted	account	has	been	established	and	proof	provided	to	the	court	that	the	restrictions	will	be	enforced	by	

the bank.

•	 The	frequency	of	the	conservator’s	required	reporting.

•	 The	extent	to	which	the	income	or	receipts	are	payable	to	a	facility	responsible	for	the	ward’s	care	and	custody.

•	 Whether	the	conservator	was	appointed	pursuant	to	a	nomination	that	requested	that	bond	be	waived.	

•	 The	information	received	through	the	background	check.	

•	 The	financial	responsibility	of	the	proposed	guardian/conservator.

STANDARD 3.3.16 REPORTS 

A. Probate courts should require guardians to file at the hearing or within 60 days:
 (1) A guardianship plan and a report on the respondent’s condition, with annual updates thereafter. 
 (2) Advance notice of any intended absence of the respondent from the court’s jurisdiction in excess of   

 30 calendar days.
 (3) Advance notice of any major anticipated change in the respondent’s physical location (e.g., a    

 change of abode).
B. Probate courts should require conservators to file within 60 days, an inventory and appraisal of 

the respondent’s assets and an asset management plan to meet the respondent’s needs and allocate 
resources for those needs, with annual accountings and updates thereafter.  Probate courts should 
require conservators to submit, for approval, an amended asset management plan whenever there 
is any significant deviation from the approved plan or a significant change from the approved 
plan is anticipated.  

COMMENTARY

The	standard	urges	that	guardians	be	required	to	provide	a	report	to	the	court	at	the	hearing	or	within	two	months	of	

appointment.181		Similarly,	conservators	must	immediately	commence	making	an	inventory	of	the	respondent’s	assets	and	

submit the inventory and a plan within a two-month period.

•	 The	guardian’s	report	should	contain	descriptive	information	on	the	respondent’s	condition,	the	services	and	care	being	

provided	to	the	respondent,	significant	actions	taken	by	the	guardian,	and	the	expenses	incurred	by	the	guardian.

•	 The	conservator’s	report	should	include	a	statement	of	all	available	assets,	the	anticipated	financial	needs	and	expenses	of	

the	respondent,	and	the	investment	strategy	and	asset	allocation	to	be	pursued	(if	applicable).		As	part	of	this	process,	the	

conservator	should	consider	the	purposes	for	which	these	funds	are	to	be	managed,	specify	the	services	and	care	provided	to	

the	respondent	and	their	costs,	describe	significant	actions	taken,	and	the	expenses	to	date.

181	 Each	state’s	respective	statutory	provisions	may	establish	somewhat	different	time	frames.	See, e.g., rev. code wAsh. Ann.	§	11.92.043(1)	(West,	Westlaw	
through	2011	legislation)	(“It	shall	be	the	duty	of	the	guardian	.	.	.	to	file	within	three	months	after	appointment	a	personal	care	plan	for	the	incapacitated	
person.”);	wyo. stAt.	§	3-2-109	(West,	Westlaw	through	2012	Budget	Session)	(“The	guardian	shall	present	to	the	court	and	file	in	the	guardianship	proceedings	
a	signed,	written,	report	on	the	physical	condition,	including	level	of	disability	or	functional	incapacity,	principal	residence,	treatment,	care	and	activities	of	the	
ward,	as	well	as	providing	a	description	of	those	actions	the	guardian	has	taken	on	behalf	of	the	ward.”);	or. rev. stAt.	§	125.470		(West	2012)	(inventory	of	the	
estate	must	be	filed	within	90	days	of	conservator’s	appointment);	s.c. code Ann.	§	62-5-418		(West	2012)	(inventory	of	the	estate	must	be	filed	within	30	days	of	
conservator’s	appointment);	w. vA. code	§	44-4-2	(2010)	(inventory	of	the	estate	must	be	filed	within	1	year	of	conservator’s	appointment).
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These	reporting	requirements	ensure	that	probate	courts	quickly	receive	information	to	enable	them	to	better	determine	

the	condition	of	the	respondent,	the	amount	of	assets	and	income	available,	and	the	initial	performance	of	the	guardian	

or	conservator.		Probate	courts	should	also	consider	requiring	additional	information	to	assist	in	monitoring	the	

guardianship	or	conservatorship	such	as	an	estimate	of	the	fees	that	the	guardian/conservator	will	charge	and	the	basis	for	

those charges.182	[See	Standard	3.1.4]

Probate	courts	should	provide	explicit	instructions	regarding	the	information	to	be	contained	in	initial	and	subsequent	

reports.	This	can	be	accomplished	either	through	clear	forms	with	detailed	instructions,183 or through an on-line program 

such	as	that	developed	by	Minnesota	that	poses	a	series	of	questions	for	the	guardian	or	conservator	to	respond	to	and		

calculates totals automatically.184	Where	there	is	considerable	overlap	or	interdependence,	probate	courts	may	authorize	the	

joint preparation and filing of the plans and reports of the guardian and conservator.  

In	addition,	the	standard	calls	for	submission	of	an	initial	plan	that	will	help	guardians	and	conservators	perform	their	

duties	more	effectively.		The	plans	should	specify	goals	over	the	next	12-24	months	and	how	the	guardian	or	conservator	

will meet those goals.185  Development of a care or financial management plan not only offers a guide to the guardian 

and	conservator,	but	also	provides	probate	courts	with	a	benchmark	for	measuring	performance	and	assessing	the	

appropriateness	of	the	decisions	and	actions	by	the	guardian/conservator.		

The plans should be neither rote nor immutable.  They should reflect the condition and situation of each individual 

respondent	rather	than	provide	general	statements	applicable	to	anyone.		For	example,	the	investment	strategy	and	

management	objectives	may	be	different	for	a	relatively	young	respondent	than	for	one	who	is	older,	may	vary	depending	

on	the	source	or	purpose	of	the	assets,186 or may be different where there is a greater need to replenish the funds for long-

term support.187  Minor changes to a guardianship plan (e.g.,	changing	doctors,	replacing	one	social	activity	with	another,	
etc.)	and	prudent	changes	in	a	conservatorship’s	investments	may	be	implemented	without	consulting	the	court.		However,	

probate	courts	should	advise	guardians	and	conservators	that	except	in	emergencies,	there	should	be	no	substantial	

deviation	from	the	court-approved	plan	without	prior	approval.		For	example,	any	absence	of	the	guardian	or	respondent	

from	the	jurisdiction	of	the	court	that	will	exceed	30	calendar	days	should	be	reported	as	should	any	anticipated	move	of	

the respondent within or outside the jurisdiction so that the court can readily locate the respondent at all times.  

The standard provides for annual updates of the initial guardianship and conservatorship reports and plans to enable 

probate courts to ensure that the guardian is providing the respondent with proper care and services and respecting the 

respondent’s	autonomy,	and	that	the	estate	is	being	managed	with	the	proper	balance	of	prudence	and	attention	to	the	

current	needs	and	preferences	of	the	respondent.		The	Uniform	Guardianship	and	Protective	Proceedings	Act,	and	all	but	

182	 Third	National	Guardianship	Summit,	supra, note 6, at	Standard	3.1,	utAh l. rev., at	1193-1194.
183	 See, e.g.,	Alaska	Courts,	Guardianship and Conservatorship Forms, Instructions & Publications,	www.courts.alaska.gov/forms-subj.htm#guardian (last 
updated	May	8,	2012);	California	Courts,	Probate Forms,	www.courts.ca.gov/forms.htm?filter=GC	(July	9,	2012);	D.C.	Courts,	Form Locator,	http://www.
dccourts.gov/internet/formlocator.jsf	(July	9,	2012);	17th	Judicial	Circuit	Court	of	Florida,	Probate and Guardianship Smart Forms, http://www.17th.flcourts.org/
index.php/judges/probate/probate-and-guardianship-smart-forms	(July	9,	2012);	kArP & wood,	supra,	note	4,	at	37-41	&	Appendix	B.
184	 Minnesota	Judicial	Branch,	Conservator Account Monitoring Preparation and Electronic Reporting (CAMPER),	www.mncourts.gov/conservators	(July	9,	2012).
185	 See e.g., nAtionAl GuArdiAnshiP AssociAtion, stAndArds of PrActice,	Standards	13	and	18	(3d	ed.	2007);	For	a	model	plan	see kArP & wood,	supra,	note	4,	at	87-88.
186	 For	example,	the	management	objectives	may	be	different	where	funds	come	from	a	wrongful	death	settlement	designed	to	replace	the	support	capacity	of	a	
deceased parent as opposed to funds that come from a personal injury settlement designed to provide medical support for the respondent.
187	 See generally	Edward	C.	Halbach	Jr.,	Trust Investment Law in the Third Restatement,	27	reAl ProP., ProB. & trust J.	407	(1992)	(discussing	the	background	and	

applications	of	principles	of	fiduciary	prudence	as	formulated	in	the	Third	Restatement	of	the	Law	of	Trusts).

http://www.courts.alaska.gov/forms-subj.htm#guardian
http://www.courts.ca.gov/forms.htm?filter=GC
http://www.dccourts.gov/internet/formlocator.jsf
http://www.dccourts.gov/internet/formlocator.jsf
http://www.17th.flcourts.org/index.php/judges/probate/probate-and-guardianship-smart-forms
http://www.17th.flcourts.org/index.php/judges/probate/probate-and-guardianship-smart-forms
http://www.mncourts.gov/conservators
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one	state	statutorily	require	reports	of	some	type.188		Along	with	the	periodic	reporting	on	what	has	been	done	during	the	

reporting	period	including	information	on	expenditures	and	projected	future	expenditures,	guardians	or	conservators	

should	notify	the	probate		court	about	significant	changes	in	the	respondent’s	condition,	either	for	the	better	or	for	the	

worse,	and	suggest	what	changes	may	be	needed	in	the	scope	of	the	guardianship	order.189 

Additionally,	guardians/conservators	should	immediately	report	if	the	respondent	has	been	abused	(e.g.,	by	staff	at	their	
place	of	residence).190		Upon	receiving	a	report	of	abuse,	probate	courts	may	take	any	of	a	number	of	appropriate	actions	

including	ordering	an	investigating	by	court	staff,	notifying	the	appropriate	law	enforcement	or	adult	protective	services	

agency,	setting	a	hearing,	or	ordering	an	immediate	change	in	placement.191

Promising	Practices

In	Minnesota,	after	inserting	a	user	name	and	password,	conservators	can	log	into	a	special	webpage	on	the	Judicial	Branch	

website	to	complete	annual	financial	reports	by	inserting	requested	information	in	response	to	prompts.		The	program	

automatically	ensures	that	the	report	balances.		It	will	also	interface	with	common	non-technical	accounting	programs	to	

permit	data	to	be	uploaded.		Supporting	information	can	be	attached	such	as	bank	statements	and	cancelled	checks.192

STANDARD 3.3.17 MONITORING 

Probate courts should monitor the well-being of the respondent and the status of the estate on an 
on-going basis, including, but not limited to:

•	 Determining	whether	a	less	intrusive	alternative	may	suffice.
•	 Ensuring	that	plans,	reports,	inventories,	and	accountings	are	filed	on	time.
•	 Reviewing	promptly	the	contents	of	all	plans,	reports,	inventories,	and	accountings.
•	 Independently	investigating	the	well-being	of	the	respondent	and	the	status	of	the	estate,	as	needed.	
•	 Assuring	the	well-being	of	the	respondent	and	the	proper	management	of	the	estate,	improving	the	

performance	of	the	guardian/conservator,	and	enforcing	the	terms	of	the	guardianship/conservatorship	order.

Investigations	by	the	Government	Accountability	Office	(GAO)	and	articles	in	newspapers	around	the	country	have	

documented failures by some probate courts to properly monitor guardianships and conservatorships they have 

established,	resulting	in	harm	to	respondents	and	dissipation	of	their	estates.193  This standard adopts the recommendation 

188	 UGPPA	§§	317	&	420	(1997).
189	 See third nAtionAl GuArdiAnshiP summit,	supra, note 6, at	Standard	1.4, utAh l. rev., at	1193.
190	 Id. at	Standard	1.5.		In	some	jurisdictions,	guardians	and	conservators	are	mandatory	reporters.
191	 See Quinn		and	Krooks,	supra,	note	71,	at		1658-1659	for	additional	examples	of	actions	probate	courts	might	take.
192	 Minnesota	Judicial	Branch,	Conservator Account Monitoring Preparation and Electronic Reporting (CAMPER),	www.mncourts.gov/conservators 
(July	9,	2012);	see also third nAtionAl GuArdiAnshiP summit,	supra, note	6, at	Standard	2.4	utAh l. rev., at	1194.
193	 See e.g., u.s. Gov’t AccountABility office, GAo-04-655, collABorAtion needed to Protect incAPAcitAted elderly PeoPle, (July 13, 2004); u.s. Gov’t 

AccountABility office, GAo-06-1086t, little ProGress in ensurinG Protection for incAPAcitAted elderly PeoPle,	(Sept.	7,	2006);	u.s. Gov’t AccountABility 

office, GAo-10-1046, GuArdiAnshiPs: cAses of finAnciAl exPloitAtion, neGlect, And ABuse of seniors, (Sept.,	2010);	Associated	Press,	Guardians of the 
Elderly: An Ailing System, Sept.,	1987;	Carol	D.	Leonnig	et	al.,	Misplaced Trust/Guardians in the District:  Under Court, Vulnerable Become Victims,	the 

wAshinGton Post,	June	15-16,	2003;	S.	Cohen	et	al.,	Misplaced Trust:  Guardians in Control,	the wAshinGton Post, June	16,	2003;	L.	Hancock	&	K.	Horner,	the 

dAllAs morninG news,	Dec.	19-21,	2004;	S.F.	Kovalski,	Mrs. Astor’s Son to Give Up Control of Her Estate,	the new york times,	Oct.14,	2006;	Robin	Fields,	

Evelyn	Larrubia,	Jack	Leonard,	“Justice Sleeps While Seniors Suffer,” los AnGeles times (November	14,	2005);  Kristin	Stewart, Some Adults’ ‘Guardians’ 
Are No Angels, the sAlt lAke triBune, (May	14,	2006);	Cheryl	Phillips,	Maureen	O’Hagan	and	Justin	Mayo,	Secrecy Hides Cozy Ties in Guardianship Cases, 
seAttle times (December	4,	2006);	Todd	Cooper,	Ward’s Assets Vulnerable, omAhA world herAld	(August	16,	2010).

http://www.mncourts.gov/conservators
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of	the	Third	National	Guardianship	Summit.194		Following	appointment	of	a	guardian	or	conservator,	probate	courts	have	

an	on-going	responsibility	to	make	certain	that	the	respondent	is	receiving	the	services	and	care	required,	the	estate	is	

being	managed	appropriately,	and	the	terms	of	the	order	remain	consistent	with	the	respondent’s	needs	and	condition.		The	

review,	evaluation,	and	auditing	of	the	initial	plans,	inventories,	and	report	and	the	annual	reports	and	accountings	filed	

by a guardian or conservator is the initial step in fulfilling this duty. Making certain that those documents are filed is a 

necessary	precondition.	An	automated	case	management	system	that	tracks	when	reports	and	accounting	are	due	and	sends	

out	reminders	in	advance	and	notices	when	required	material	is	overdue	can	be	helpful	in	fulfilling	this	responsibility.		[See	

Standard	2.4.2]		Probate	courts	should	also	have	the	capacity	to	investigate	those	situations	in	which	guardian/conservators	

may be failing to meet their responsibilities under the order or exceeding the scope of their authority.  

A	principal	component	of	the	review	is	to	ensure	that	the	guardian/conservator	included	all	of	the	information	required	by	

the	court	in	these	reports.		Probate	courts	should	not	permit	conservators	to	file	accountings	that	group	expenses	into	broad	

categories,	and	should	require	that	all	vouchers,	invoices,	receipts,	and	statements	be	attached	to	the	accounting	to	enable	

comparison.		Prompt	review	of	the	guardian’s	or	conservator’s	reports	enables	probate	courts	to	take	early	action	to	correct	

abuses	and	issue	a	show	cause	order	if	the	guardian/conservator	has	violated	a	provision	of	the	original	order.

Various	approaches	have	been	developed	to	facilitate	monitoring	of	guardianships	and	conservatorships.		Some	jurisdictions	

such	as	Spokane	County,	WA	and	11th	Judicial	Circuit	of	FL	(Miami-Dade)	employ	court	staff	to	review	reports	and	

accountings	and	visit	respondents.		Others	such	as	Tarrant	County,	TX	and	Trumbull	County,	OH	rely	on	volunteers	such	

as	nursing	or	social	work	students.		Maricopa	County,	AZ	and	Ada	County,	ID	use	a	mix	of	staff	and	volunteers.		Maricopa	

County	has	also	implemented	a	“compliance	calendar”	process	to	enforce	guardianship/conservatorship	orders.		The	17th 

Judicial	Circuit	of	Florida	(Broward	County)	has	developed	electronic	systems	to	analyze	expenditures	and	flag	anomalies	

and possible problems. These systems also notify guardians and conservators of upcoming due dates and alert the court when 

reports are submitted or overdue.195

Some	jurisdictions	also	require	guardians	and/or	conservators	to	distribute	reports	and	accountings	to	family	members	

and	other	interested	persons.		This	provides	probate	courts	with	additional	informed	reviews.		On	the	other	hand,	given	

the	personal	information	contained	in	reports	and	the	financial	disclosures	in	accountings,	it	may	also	compromise	a	

respondent’s	privacy	or	generate	family	disagreements	regarding	the	allocation	of	assets	that	have	little	to	do	with	the	

performance of the conservator. 

A	number	of	probate	courts	have	identified	lists	of	actions	or	factors	that	may	warrant	provision	of	additional	services	or	

training for the guardian or conservator or further examination of a particular guardianship or conservatorship through a 

visitor,	guardian	ad litem,	adult	protective	services,	or	more	frequent	reviews	and	hearings.		These	include:

194	 Third	National	Guardianship	Summit,	supra, note 6, at	Recommendation	2.3,	2012	UtAh l. rev.,	at	1200;	wAshinGton stAte BAr AssociAtion elder lAw 

section GuArdiAnshiP tAsk force, rePort to the wsBA elder lAw section executive committee,	9	(August	2009)	www.wsba.org/Legal-Community/Sections/

Elder-Law-Section/Guardianship-Committee.
195	 third nAtionAl GuArdiAnshiP summit,	supra, note 6, at	Recommendation	2.5,	utAh l. rev., at	1201.

http://www.wsba.org/Legal-Community/Sections/Elder-Law-Section/Guardianship-Committee
http://www.wsba.org/Legal-Community/Sections/Elder-Law-Section/Guardianship-Committee
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Concerns  

•	 The	person	under	guardianship/conservatorship	has	no	relatives	or	active	friendships.		There	is	no	one	to	ask	questions	or	

provide oversight.

•	 The	guardian/conservator	talks	about	being	exhausted	and	overwhelmed.

•	 The	estate	is	large	and	complicated	with	significant	amounts	of	cash	and	securities.

•	 The	guardian/conservator	keeps	changing	attorneys	or	attorneys	try	to	withdraw	from	representing	the	guardian/conservator.

•	 The	guardian/conservator	has	little	knowledge	about	caring	for	dependent	adults	or	has	minimal	experience	with	financial	

matters.

•	 The	guardian/conservator	excessively	controls	all	access	to	the	person	in	guardianship/conservatorship	and	insists	on	being	

the sole provider of information to friends and family.

•	 The	guardian/conservator	does	not	permit	the	person	in	guardianship/conservatorship	to	be	interviewed	alone.

•	 The	guardian/conservator	wants	to	resign.

•	 The	guardian/conservator	changes	the	person’s	providers	such	as	physicians,	dentist,	accountants	and	bankers	to	his	own	

personal providers.

•	 The	guardian/conservator	has	financial	problems	such	as	tax	problems,	bankruptcy,	or	personal	problems	such	as	illness,	

divorce,	a	family	member	who	has	a	disabling	accident	or	illness.

Possible Red Flags

•	 The	bills	are	not	being	paid	or	are	being	paid	late	or	irregularly.

•	 The	person	in	guardianship/conservatorship	lives	in	a	nursing	home	or	assisted	living	and	the	guardian/conservator	does	

not	furnish/pay	for	clothing.

•	 The	guardian/conservator	does	not	arrange	for	application	for	Medicaid	when	needed	for	skilled	nursing	home	payment.

•	 The	guardian/conservator	does	not	cooperate	with	health	or	social	service	providers	and	is	reluctant	to	spend	money	on	the	

person in guardianship.

•	 The	guardian/conservator	is	not	forthcoming	about	the	services	the	person	in	guardianship/conservator	can	afford	or	says	

the person cannot afford services when that is not true.

•	 The	court	has	been	alerted	that	the	guardian’s/conservator’s	lifestyle	seems	more	affluent	than	before	the	guardianship/

conservatorship.

•	 Court	documents,	including	accountings	are	not	filed	on	time.

•	 Accountings	have	questionable	entries	such	as:

 o There are charges for utilities when the person is not living in the home or the home is standing empty.

 o Television sets or other items appear in the accounting but the person does not have them.

	 o	 Numerous	checks	are	written	for	cash.

 o The guardian reimburses herself repeatedly without explanation as to why.

	 o	 An	automobile	is	purchased	but	the	person	in	guardianship	cannot	drive	or	use	the	car.

	 o	 Use	of	an	ATM	without	court	authorization.

	 o	 Gaps	and	missing	entries	for	expected	income	such	as	pensions,	Social	Security,	rental	income.

	 o	 No	entries	for	expected	expenses	such	as	insurance	for	health	or	real	property.	

•	 There	are	concerns	about	the	quality	of	care	the	person	is	receiving.

•	 There	are	repeated	complaints	from	family	members,	neighbors,	friends,	or	the	person	in	guardianship.

•	 A	different	living	situation	is	needed,	either	more	protected	or	less	protected.

•	 Revocation	or	failure	to	renew	fiduciary	bonds.	
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•	 Large	expenditures	in	the	accounting	not	appropriate	to	the	person’s	lifestyle	or	setting.

•	 The	guardian	is	not	visiting	or	actively	overseeing	the	care	the	person	in	guardianship	is	receiving	or	not	receiving.196

Promising	Practices

The	Probate	Division	of	Florida’s	17th	Judicial	Circuit	(Broward	County)	uses	electronic	filing	and	XML-based	forms	

to create a database that enables the court to run a variety of reports such as a list of the guardianships in which expenses 

increased	by	more	than	specified	percentage;	the	respondents	for	whom	a	particular	guardian	or	conservator	has	been	

appointed;	and	the	fees	above	a	particular	level.197

Maricopa	County,	AZ	is	developing	a	risk	assessment	tool	to	enable	court	staff	to	calibrate	the	level	of	oversight	required,	

whether	monitoring	should	be	conducted	by	volunteers	or	full-time	employees,	and	the	frequency	of	reviews.198

Tarrant	County,	TX	Probate	Court	#2	has	established	a	program	under	which	MSW	under	the	supervision	of	a	staff	

social	worker	visit	respondents	on	behalf	of	the	Court	and	report	on	the	condition	of	the	respondent,	and	the	needs	of	the	

respondent and the guardian.199

American	Bar	Association	Commission	on	Law	and	Aging,	Volunteer	Guardianship	Monitoring	and	Assistance:	

Serving	the	Court	and	the	Community	includes	handbooks	for	program	coordinators	and	volunteers	and	a	trainer’s	

manual	to	help	courts	establish	volunteer	programs.	It	is	based	on	the	extensive	experience	of	AARP,	as	well	as	existing	

court volunteer guardianship review programs.200

STANDARD 3.3.18  COMPLAINT PROCESS

Probate courts should establish a clear and easy-to-use process for communicating concerns 
about guardianships and conservatorships and the performance of guardians/conservators.  The 
process should outline circumstances under which a court can receive ex parte communications.  
Following the appointment of a guardian or conservator, probate courts should provide a 
description of the process to the respondent, the guardian/conservator, and to all persons 
notified of the original petition.

COMMENTARY

The	standard	urges	probate	courts	to	establish	a	process	for	respondents,	members	of	the	respondent’s	family,	or	other	

interested	persons	to	question	whether	the	respondent	is	receiving	appropriate	care	and	services,	the	respondent’s	estate	is	

being	managed	prudently	for	the	benefit	of	the	respondent,	or	whether	the	guardianship/conservatorship	should	be	modified	

196	 Quinn	&	Krooks,	supra, note 71,	at	1663-1666	(citing		Tarrant	County	Probate	Court	Number	Two	A Systems Approach to Guardianship Management 
(2002)	(paper	presented	at	the	National	College	of	Probate	Judges	Fall	Conference,	Tucson,	AZ));	R.	T.	Vanderheiden,	How to Spot a Guardianship or 
Conservatorship Going Bad: Effective Damage Control and Useful Remedies (2002)	(Paper	presented	at	the	National	College	of	Probate	Judges	Fall	Conference,	
Tucson,	AZ);	mAry Joy quinn, GuArdiAnshiPs of Adults: AchievinG Justice, Autonomy, And sAfety,	213	(Springer	Publ’g	Co.,	2005).
197	 kArP & wood,	supra, note	4,	at	55.
198	 steelmAn & dAvis,	supra, note 4.
199	 kArP & wood,	supra, note	4,	at	51.
200	 http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/uncategorized/2011/vol_gship_intro_1026.authcheckdam.pdf

http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/uncategorized/2011/vol_gship_intro_1026.authcheckdam.pdf
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or terminated.201		In	designing	the	process,	care	should	be	taken	to	ensure	that	that	an	unrepresented	person	is	able	to	use	

it,	that	the	court	receives	the	necessary	information,	and	that	the	process	is	flexible	enough	to	accommodate	emergency	

or urgent circumstances.  The process could include designation of a specific member of the staff to receive and review 

complaints,	a	designated	e-mail	address,	and/or	an	on-line	form.		Requiring	that	the	request	be	written	(whether	electronically	

or	on	paper)	can	discourage	frivolous	or	repetitious	requests	that	can	drain	the	estate	as	well	as	waste	the	court’s	time.202

When	a	complaint	is	received,	it	should	be	reviewed	to	determine	how	it	should	be	addressed.		Approaches	include	a	

referral	to	services,	sending	a	court	visitor	to	investigate;	requesting	the	guardian	or	conservator	to	address	the	issue(s)	

raised;	referring	the	matter	for	mediation,	particularly	when	the	complaint	appears	to	be	the	result	of	a	family	dispute;	

conducting	an	evaluation	of	the	person	under	guardianship	or	conservatorship;	or	setting	a	hearing	on	the	matter.

STANDARD 3.3.19 ENFORCEMENT OF ORDERS; REMOVAL OF 
GUARDIANS AND CONSERVATORS

A. Probate courts should enforce their orders by appropriate means, including the imposition of 
sanctions. These may include suspension, contempt, removal, and appointment of a successor.

B. When probate courts learn of a missing, neglected, or abused respondent or that a respondent’s assets 
are endangered, they should take timely action to ensure the safety and welfare of that respondent 
and/or the respondent’s assets.

C.  When a guardian or conservator is unable or fails to perform duties set forth in the appointment 
order, and the safety and welfare of that respondent and/or the respondent’s assets are endangered, 
probate courts should remove the guardian or conservator and appoint a successor as required.

COMMENTARY

Although	probate	courts	cannot	be	expected	to	provide	daily	supervision	of	the	guardian’s	or	conservator’s	actions,	

they	should	not	assume	a	passive	role,	responding	only	upon	the	filing	of	a	complaint.	The	safety	and	well-being	of	the	

respondent	and	the	respondent’s	estate	remain	the	responsibility	of	the	court	following	appointment.		When	a	guardian	or	

conservator	abandons	the	respondent,	or	fails	to	submit	a	complete	and	accurate	report	or	accounting	in	a	timely	manner,	

or	based	on	a	review	of	such	reports	or	accountings,	the	report	of	a	visitor,	or	complaints	received	there	is	reason	to	

believe	that	a	respondent	and/or	the	respondent’s	assets	are	endangered,	probate	courts	should	conduct	a	prompt	hearing	

and	take	necessary	actions.		[See	Standards	3.3.15	–	3.3.19]

For	example,	orders	to	show	cause	or	contempt	citations	may	be	issued	against	guardians	and	conservators	who	fail	to	file	

required	reports	on	time	after	receiving	notice	and	appropriate	training	and	assistance.	[See	Standard	3.3.14]		If	there	is	a	

question	of	theft	or	mismanagement	of	assets,	the	court	may	enter	an	order	freezing	the	assets	and	suspending	the	powers	

of	the	conservator.		If	the	guardian	or	conservator	has	left	the	court’s	jurisdiction,	notice	of	a	show	cause	hearing	should	

be	sent	to	the	probate	court	in	the	new	jurisdiction.	[See	Standard	3.4.1]		If	the	guardian	or	conservator	is	an	attorney,	

probate courts should advise the appropriate disciplinary authority that the attorney may have violated his or her 

fiduciary	duties	to	the	respondent.		Probate	courts	may	consider	suspending	the	guardian	or	conservator	and	appointing	

a	temporary	guardian/conservator	to	immediately	take	responsibility	for	the	welfare	and	care	of	the	respondent.	(See	

Standard	3.3.6,	Emergency	Appointment	of	a	Temporary	Guardian	or	Conservator.)

201	 Quinn	&	Krooks,	supra, note	71,	at	1658-1659.
202	 Arizona	has	adopted	a	rule	providing	probate	courts	with	remedies	to	limit	“vexatious	conduct”	such	as	frivolous	filings.		Ariz. rules of ProB. Proc.	10(G)	(2012).
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If	a	guardian	or	conservator	becomes	unable	to	fulfill	his/her	responsibilities	or	abandons	a	respondent,	probate	courts	

should	make	an	emergency	appointment	of	a	temporary	guardian/conservator	and	remove	the	original	guardian/

conservator.	The	emphasis	should	be	on	protecting	the	respondent’s	safety,	welfare,	and	assets.		After	assigning	a	

temporary	guardian	or	conservator,	probate	courts	should	order	an	investigation	to	locate	the	guardian/conservator	

and	to	examine	the	conduct	of	the	guardian/conservator.	Probate	courts	should	impose	appropriate	sanctions	against	a	

guardian	or	conservator	who	failed	to	fulfill	his	or	her	duties,	and	when	the	whereabouts	of	a	guardian	or	conservator	are	

unknown,	check	the	records	of	state	and	local	agencies	when	sharing	of	information	is	authorized	by	state	law.

When	the	whereabouts	of	a	respondent	are	unknown	to	the	probate	court	or	the	guardian/conservator,	an	immediate	

investigation should be ordered to locate the respondent including checking the records of state and local agencies when 

state	law	permits	the	sharing	of	information.		If	the	guardian	or	conservator	has	been	diligent	in	his	or	her	duties,	and	

the	absence	of	the	respondent	is	not	the	fault	of	the	guardian/conservator,	the	guardian/conservator	should	retain	the	

appointment.		If	the	guardian	or	conservator	has	not	been	diligent	in	his	or	her	duties,	the	probate	court	may	remove	the	

guardian/conservator	and	make	an	emergency	appointment	of	a	temporary	guardian/conservator.

In	imposing	sanctions	such	as	contempt	upon	a	guardian	or	conservator,	the	due	process	rights	of	the	guardian/conservator	

should	be	protected.	At	a	minimum,	the	guardian/conservator	should	be	entitled	to	notice	and	a	hearing	prior	to	the	

imposition	of	sanctions.		However,	these	proceedings	should	not	preclude	probate	courts	from	taking	interim	steps	to	protect	

the	interests	of	the	respondent	and	the	estate.	In	addition,	where	needed,	probate	courts	should	be	able	unilaterally	to	suspend	

or	remove	the	guardian/conservator	and	appoint	a	temporary	successor	to	provide	for	the	welfare	of	the	respondent	with	the	

guardian/conservator	entitled	to	object	to	the	action	at	a	later	date.	[See	Standard	3.3.6]

STANDARD 3.3.20 FINAL REPORT, ACCOUNTING, 
AND DISCHARGE

A. Probate courts should require guardians to file a final report regarding the respondent’s status and 
conservators to file a final accounting of the respondent’s assets. 

B. Probate courts should review and approve final reports and accountings before discharging the 
guardian or conservator unless the filing of a final report or accounting has been waived for cause.

COMMENTARY

The	authority	and	responsibility	of	a	guardian	or	conservator	terminates	upon	the	death,	resignation,	or	removal	of	

the	guardian/conservator,	or	upon	the	respondent’s	death	or	restoration	of	competency.203		The	respondent,	guardian,	

conservator,	or	any	interested	person	may	petition	the	court	for	a	termination	of	the	guardianship	or	conservatorship.		A	

respondent seeking termination should be afforded the same rights and procedures as in the original proceeding establishing 

the	guardianship/conservatorship.	[See	Standards	3.3.8	and	3.3.16]		Where	the	guardian	or	conservator	stands	to	benefit	

financially	from	the	termination	of	the	conservatorship,	the	court	should	carefully	scrutinize	this	proposal.

When	the	request	for	termination	of	the	guardianship	or	conservatorship	is	contested,	probate	courts	should	direct	

that	notice	be	provided	to	all	interested	persons,	conduct	a	hearing,	and	issue	a	determination	regarding	the	need	for	

203	 See UGPPA	§§	318	&	431	(1997).
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continuation	of	the	guardianship	or	conservatorship.	[See	Standards	3.1.1	and	3.3.8]		Before	terminating	a	guardianship	or	

conservatorship,	probate	courts	should	require	submission	of	a	final	report	regarding	the	respondent’s	status	and	actions	

taken	on	behalf	of	the	respondent	and	or	a	final	accounting	of	the	estate	access,	review	these	submissions,	and	if	all	is	

in	order,	approve	them.		Following	approval	the	court	order	should	provide	for	the	guardian’s/conservator’s	reasonable	

expenses associated with the termination and cancel any applicable bond.

Circumstances	may	exist,	however,	where	a	formal	closing	of	the	guardianship	or	conservatorship,	including	notice,	

hearing,	a	final	report,	or	accounting,	may	be	waived.	For	example,	where	the	status	of	a	now-deceased	respondent	is	

virtually unchanged except for the fact of death since the previous status report (e.g.,	the	respondent	suffered	from	a	

long-term	disabling	illness),	the	guardianship	may	be	closed,	the	guardian	discharged,	and	a	final	report	forgone,	if	

the	guardian	shows	a	waiver	and	consent	by	the	respondent’s	successors	or	other	interested	parties.		Similarly,	where	a	

relatively	small	amount	of	funds	remains	in	the	respondent’s	account	at	the	time	of	the	respondent’s	death,	the	conservator	

may	be	directed	to	apply	those	funds	to	the	respondent’s	funeral	and	burial	expenses.		If	the	conservator	shows	a	waiver	

and	consent	by	the	respondent’s	successors,	as	well	as	a	receipt	from	the	funeral	home	for	expenses	depleting	the	balance	

of	the	respondent’s	assets,	the	conservatorship	should	be	closed	without	a	final	accounting	and	full	hearing.204		If	the	

respondent	approves	of	the	actions	taken	previously	on	his	or	her	behalf	by	the	conservator,	the	balance	of	funds	on	hand	

may be restored or delivered to the respondent without a final accounting and discharge.

 

3.4  INTERSTATE GUARDIANSHIPS 
AND CONSERVATORSHIPS
Properly	administering	a	guardianship/conservatorship	system	is	difficult	enough	when	the	parties—	the	respondent,	the	

guardian,	the	family	and	friends—stay	in	one	place.		Today,	a	respondent	(or	alleged	incapacitated	person)	often	has	ties	

to	more	than	one	state.	Numerous	factors	contribute	to	the	increase	of	such	interstate	guardianships/conservatorships.205  

The	respondent,	his	or	her	guardian,	family	or	assets	may	be	located	outside	of	the	jurisdiction	of	the	court	that	originally	

established	the	guardianship.	Some	incapacitated	adults	desire	to	be	closer	to	family	or	may	need	to	be	placed	in	a	

different,	more	suitable	health	care	or	living	arrangements.	Family	caregivers	that	relocate	for	employment	reasons	

reasonably	may	wish	to	bring	the	respondent	with	them.	The	respondent’s	real	or	personal	property	may	remain	in	the	

existing	jurisdiction,	however,	even	after	the	respondent	has	moved.	interfamily	conflict	or	attempts	simply	to	thwart	

jurisdiction	may	occur	less	frequently,	but	still	cause	significant	problems	for	probate	courts.		Guardians	and	family	

members,	for	example,	may	engage	in	forum	shopping	for	Medicaid	purposes	or	for	state	laws	governing	death	and	dying	

that are compatible with their views or the views of the respondent.

 

The frustration of courts in their attempts to monitor and enforce guardianship orders outside their jurisdiction led the 

Uniform	Law	Commission	to	draft	the	Uniform	Adult	Guardianship	and	Protective	Proceedings	Jurisdiction	Act	(UGAPPJA)	

now	enacted	in	31	states.206		UGAPPJA	defines	what	state	has	primary	jurisdiction	to	determine	the	need	for	and	scope	of	a	

guardianship or conservatorship and lessens the legal impediments to transferring guardianships from one state to another. 

204	 The procedure of waiver and consent is alternatively known as release and discharge or release and approval in various other jurisdictions.
205	 See generally A.	Frank	Johns	et	al.,	Guardianship Jurisdiction Revisited: A Proposal for a Uniform Act,	26 cleArinGhouse rev.	647	(1992).
206	 Uniform	Adult	Guardianship	and	Protective	Proceedings	Jurisdiction	Act	(UAGPPJA),	(2007).	Some	states	that	have	not	adopted	the	uniform	act	provide	
probate courts with the authority to transfer guardianships and conservatorships. See e.g., O.C.G.A.	§29-2-73	(2010);	tex. ProB. code	§891	(2007).
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The	five	standards	in	this	section	make	provisions	for	guardianships	that	cross	state	lines.	Central	to	the	provisions	

is	the	concept	of	“portability”	–	that	is,	that	a	guardianship	established	in	one	state	should	be	able	to	be	“exported”	

or	“imported”	from	one	state	to	another	absent	a	showing	of	abuse	of	the	guardianship.	The	intent	of	the	provisions,	

consistent	with	the	concept	of	portability,	is	to	facilitate,	and	not	to	impede	unnecessarily,	the	movement	of	a	

guardianship	across	state	lines,	and	to	speed	decisions	and	case	processing	by	the	court	while	protecting,	even	furthering,	

the interests of the respondent and other interested persons.

The	standards	in	this	section	are	extensions	to	interstate	guardianships	of	the	provisions	in	Principle	1.1	and	Standard	

3.3.10.		They	require	probate	courts	to	be	accommodating	and	responsive	to	the	wishes	of	the	respondent	as	well	as	

convenient	and	accessible.	A	guardianship	is	not	intended	to	restrict	freedom	unreasonably	or	to	limit	the	flexibility,	

choices	and	convenience	available	to	the	respondent.	It	should	not	unnecessarily	limit	choices	and	preferences.	Standards	

of	access	to	justice	and	the	principle	of	comity	require	courts	to	remove	those	barriers	that	impede	litigants’	participation	

in	the	legal	system	even	when	that	participation	requires	the	engagement	

STANDARD 3.4.1 COMMUNICATION AND COOPERATION 
BETWEEN COURTS

Probate courts in different jurisdictions and states should communicate and cooperate to resolve 
guardianship and conservatorship disputes and related matters. 

COMMENTARY

This	standard	extends	the	requirement	of	independence	and	comity	in	Principle	1.1	to	a	probate	court’s	relationship	with	courts	

in other jurisdictions and recognizes that the ends of justice are more likely to be met when courts communicate and cooperate 

to resolve guardianship matters that cross state lines.207	In	matters	pertaining	to	specific	guardianship	or	conservatorship	

cases	in	which	two	or	more	probate	courts	have	jurisdiction,	the	courts	should	communicate	among	themselves	to	resolve	any	

problems or disputes.

When	an	alleged	incapacitated	person	temporarily	resides	or	is	located	in	another	state,	for	example,	the	court	in	which	

the	petition	is	filed	should	notify	the	foreign	jurisdiction	of	the	respondent’s	presence	and	the	relevant	allegations	in	the	

petition.	This	notification	is	intended	to	trigger	proper	actions	in	that	jurisdiction	including	“courtesy	checks”	and	other	

investigations	of	the	proposed	respondent,	and,	if	necessary,	protective	or	other	services.

STANDARD 3.4.2 SCREENING, REVIEW, AND 
EXERCISE OF JURISDICTION

A. As part of its review and screening of a petition for guardianship or conservatorship, probate 
courts should determine that the proposed guardianship or conservatorship is not a collateral 
attack on an existing or proposed guardianship in another jurisdiction or state.

B. When multiple states may have jurisdiction, a probate court should determine:
 (1) The respondent’s home state.
 (2) If the respondent does not have a home state or if the respondent’s home state has declined  

 jurisdiction, whether the respondent has a significant connection to the state in which the   
 probate court is located and whether it is an appropriate jurisdiction.  

207	 See UAGPPJA,	§§	104	&	105	(2007).
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C. In determining whether it is an appropriate jurisdiction, a probate court should consider such factors as:
 (1) The expressed preference of the respondent.
 (2) Whether abuse, neglect, or exploitation of the respondent has occurred or is likely to occur  

 and which state could best protect the respondent.
 (3) The length of time the respondent was physically present in or was a legal resident of the  

 probate court’s state or another state.
 (4) The distance of the respondent from the court in each state.
 (5) The financial circumstances of the respondent’s estate.
 (6) The nature and location of the evidence.
 (7) The ability of the probate court of each state to decide the issue expeditiously and the  

 procedures necessary to present evidence.
 (8) The familiarity of the court of each state with the facts and issues in the proceeding. 
 (9) If an appointment were made, the probate court’s ability to monitor the conduct of the  

 guardian or conservator.
D. In an emergency, a probate court that is not in the respondent’s home state or a state with which 

the respondent has a significant connection may appoint a temporary guardian or conservator 
or issue a protective order unless requested to dismiss the proceeding by the probate court of the 
respondent’s home state.

COMMENTARY

This	standard	is	based	on	Sections	201-209	of	the	Uniform	Adult	Guardianship	and	Protective	Proceedings	Jurisdiction	Act.		

Its	intent	is	to	stop	the	“race	to	the	courthouse”	as	determinative	of	jurisdiction	and	venue	and	to	promote	communication	and	

cooperation	between	probate	courts.		Paragraphs	(a)	–	(c)	set	out	three	tiers	of	review.		Paragraph	(d)	addresses	the	authority	

of	probate	courts	in	an	emergency	situation.		When	there	is	any	question	regarding	the	appropriate	venue	for	submission	of	a	

guardianship/conservatorship	petition,	probate	courts	should	require	the	parties	to	submit	information	bearing	on	the	factors	

listed	in	paragraph	(c)	in	order	to	determine	which	state	is	the	appropriate	jurisdiction	to	hear	the	matter.		In	addition,	when	

the	petition	is	not	brought	in	a	respondent’s	home	state,	probate	courts	should	order	the	petitioner	to	provide	notice	to	those	

persons	who	would	be	entitled	to	notice	of	the	petition	if	the	proceeding	had	been	brought	in	the	respondent’s	home	state.208

STANDARD 3.4.3 TRANSFER OF GUARDIANSHIP 
OR CONSERVATORSHIP

A. Probate courts may grant a petition to transfer a guardianship or conservatorship  when:  
 (1) The respondent is physically present or is reasonably expected to move permanently to the  

 other state or has a significant connection to the other state.
 (2) An objection to the transfer has not been made or has been denied.
 (3) Plans for the care of and services for the respondent and/or management of the respondent’s 

property in the other state are reasonable and sufficient. 
 (4) The probate is satisfied that the guardianship/conservatorship will be accepted by the probate  

 court in the other state.
B. The respondent and all interested persons should receive proper notice of the intended transfer 

and be informed of their right to file objections and to request a hearing on the petition.

208	 UAGPPJA	§	208	(2007).	
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COMMENTARY

This	standard	is	consistent	with	Section	301	of	the	Uniform	Adult	Guardianship	and	Protective	Proceedings	Jurisdiction	

Act.		Its	intent	is	to	facilitate	the	transfer	of	a	guardianship	and/or	conservatorship	to	another	state	in	cases	in	which	the	

probate	court	is	satisfied	that	the	guardianship/conservatorship	is	valid	and	that	the	guardian/conservator	has	performed	

his	or	her	duties	properly	in	the	interests	of	the	respondent	for	the	duration	of	his	or	her	appointment.	It	is	based	on	the	

assumption	that	most	guardians/conservators	are	acting	in	the	interest	of	the	respondent	and	that	the	notice	and	reporting	

requirements,	and	the	opportunity	to	bring	objections	to	the	transfer	to	the	attention	of	the	court,	are	sufficient	checks	on	

the appropriateness of the transfer of the guardianship.

A	guardian	or	conservator	should	always	provide	the	court,	the	respondent,	and	all	interested	persons	advance	notice	of	

an	intended	transfer	of	the	guardianship/conservatorship	or	movement	of	the	respondent	or	property	from	the	court’s	

jurisdiction.		The	guardian/conservator	should	be	familiar	with	the	laws	and	requirements	of	the	new	jurisdiction.		

Any	bond	or	other	security	requirements	imposed	by	the	exporting	court	should	be	discharged	only	after	a	new	

bond,	if	required,	has	been	imposed	by	the	receiving	court.		Debtor	issues	may	need	to	be	dealt	with	in	accordance	

with existing state laws.

STANDARD 3.4.4   RECEIPT AND ACCEPTANCE OF A 
TRANSFERRED GUARDIANSHIP

Probate courts should accept a guardianship or conservatorship transferred in accordance with 
Standard 3.4.3 unless an objection establishes that the transfer would be contrary to the interests 
of the respondent or the guardian/conservator is ineligible for appointment in the receiving 
state.  Acceptance of the transferred guardianship/conservatorship can be made without a 
formal hearing unless one is requested by the court sua sponte or by motion of the respondent 
or by any interested person named in the transfer documents. Upon accepting a transferred 
guardianship/conservatorship, probate courts should notify the transferring probate court.

COMMENTARY

This	standard	is	consistent	with	Section	302	of	the	Uniform	Adult	Guardianship	and	Protective	Proceedings	Jurisdiction	

Act.		Probate	courts	should	recognize	and	accept	the	terms	of	a	foreign	guardianship	or	conservatorship	that	has	been	

transferred with the approval of the transferring court. The receiving court should notify the transferring court and 

acknowledge that it has formally accepted the guardianship. Receipt of this notice can serve as the basis for the original 

court’s	termination	of	its	guardianship.

Consistent	with	Standard	3.4.1,	probate	courts	should	cooperate	with	the	foreign	court	to	facilitate	the	orderly	transfer	of	the	

guardianship.	To	coordinate	the	transfer,	it	may	delay	the	effective	date	of	its	acceptance	of	the	transfer,	make	its	acceptance	

contingent	upon	the	discharge	of	the	guardian/conservator	by	the	transferring	court,	recognize	concurrent	jurisdiction	over	

the	guardianship/conservatorship,	or	make	other	arrangements	in	the	interests	of	the	parties	and	the	ends	of	justice.
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STANDARD 3.4.5 INITIAL HEARING IN THE COURT 
ACCEPTING THE TRANSFERRED GUARDIANSHIP

A. No later than ninety (90) days after accepting a transfer of guardianship/conservatorship, probate 
courts should conduct a review hearing  during which they may modify the administrative procedures 
or requirements of the guardianship/conservatorship in accordance with state law and procedure.

B. Probate courts should:
 (1) Give effect to the determination of incapacity unless a change in the respondent’s  

 circumstances warrants otherwise.
 (2) Recognize the appointment of the guardian/conservator unless the person or entity appointed  

 does not meet the qualifications set by state law. 
 (3) Ratify the powers and responsibilities specified in the transferred guardianship/conservatorship  

 except where inconsistent with state law or required by changed circumstances

COMMENTARY

Probate	courts	should	schedule	a	review	hearing	within	90	days	of	receipt	of	a	foreign	guardianship.	The	review	

hearing	permits	the	court	to	inform	the	respondent	and	guardian/conservator	of	any	administrative	changes	in	the	

guardianship/conservatorship	(e.g.,	bond	requirements	or	reporting	procedures)	that	are	necessary	to	bring	the	transferred	

guardianship/conservatorship	into	compliance	with	state	law.	Unless	specifically	requested	to	do	otherwise	by	the	

respondent,	the	guardian/conservator,	or	an	interested	person	because	of	a	change	of	circumstances,	probate	courts	should	

give	full	faith	and	credit	to	the	terms	of	the	existing	guardianship/conservatorship	concerning	the	rights,	powers	and	

responsibilities	of	the	guardian/conservator	except	when	they	are	inconsistent	with	statutes	governing	guardianship	and/

or conservatorship in the receiving state.

 

3.5 PROCEEDINGS REGARDING 
GUARDIANSHIP AND CONSERVATORSHIP 
FOR MINORS
The	standards	in	this	section	address	non-testamentary	guardianships	and	conservatorships	of	minors,	i.e.	persons	under	

age	18.209  They set forth the practices that probate courts should follow when adjudicating these cases but do not cover the 

complex	interpretational	issues	that	can	arise,	for	example,	in	interstate	cases	where	the	Uniform	Child	Custody	Jurisdiction	

Act210	and	the	federal	Parental	Kidnapping	Prevention	Act211	may	apply,	or	when	determining	when	the	conditions	have	

occurred to trigger a standby guardianship or terminate a temporary guardianship.  The standards cover both guardianships 

of	a	minor’s	person	and	conservatorships	of	a	minor’s	estate.		In	some	states,	both	types	of	proceedings	are	within	the	

jurisdiction	of	probate	courts.		In	many	other	states,	probate	court	jurisdiction	is	limited	to	protecting	the	property	and	

financial	interests	of	a	minor	with	jurisdiction	over	custody	matters	vested	in	the	family	or	juvenile	court.		Standard	3.5.12	

specifically	addresses	the	latter	situation,	urging	that	the	courts	communicate	and	coordinate	with	each	other	to	ensure	that	

the	best	interests	of	the	minor	are	served.		In	most	instances,	the	standards	in	this	section	urge	probate	courts	to	follow	

practices	similar	to	those	recommended	in	Section	3.3	for	guardianships/conservatorships	of	adults.

209	 Testamentary	appointment	of	a	guardian	or	conservatorship	for	a	minor	is	effective	automatically	subject	to	later	challenge;	non-testamentary	appointments	
require	court	approval.	See unif. ProB. code 5-201,	5-202	(2008);	UGPPA	§§	201	and	202	(1997).
210	 uniform child custody Jurisdiction And enforcement Act	(1997)	http://www.law.upenn.edu/bll/archives/ulc/uccjea/final1997act.htm
211	 28	U.S.C.	§1738A.

http://www.law.upenn.edu/bll/archives/ulc/uccjea/final1997act.htm
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STANDARD 3.5.1 PETITION

A. Probate courts should adopt a clear, easy to complete form petition written in plain language for initiating 
proceedings regarding the non-testamentary appointment of a guardian/conservator for a minor. 

B. The petition form, together with instructions, a description of the jurisdiction of the probate 
court and, if applicable, the jurisdiction of the juvenile or family court regarding guardianships/
conservatorships of minors, and an explanation of guardianship and conservatorship and the 
process for obtaining one, should be readily available at the court, in the community, and on-line.

C. A petition to establish a guardianship or conservatorship should be verified and require at least 
the following information:

 (1) The full name, physical and mailing address of the petitioner(s)
 (2) The relationship, if any, between the petitioner(s) and the minor
 (3) The full name, age, and physical address or location of the minor
 (4) Whether the minor may be a member of a federally recognized tribe or a citizen of another country
 (5) If the petitioner(s) is/are not the parent(s) or sole legal guardian(s) of the minor, the full  

 name, physical and mailing address of each parent of the child whose parental rights have not  
 been legally terminated by a court of proper jurisdiction

 (6) The reasons why a guardianship and/or conservatorship is being sought
 (7) The guardianship/conservatorship powers being requested and the duration of those powers 
 (8) Whether other related proceedings are pending
 (9) In conservatorship cases:
  (a)  The nature and estimated value of assets 
  (b)  The real and personal property included in the estate 
  (c)  The estimated annual income and annual estimated living expenses for the minor during 

       the ensuing twelve (12) months
  (d)  That the petitioner(s) is/are qualified for and capable of posting a surety bond in the total  

        of the present value of all real property assets included in the estate plus the annual  
        income expected during the ensuing twelve (12) months

D. If the petition is for appointment of a standby guardian or conservator it should be accompanied 
by documentation of the parent’s debilitating illness or lack of capacity.212

E. The petition should be reviewed by the probate court or its designee to ensure that all of the 
information required to initiate the guardianship/conservatorship proceeding is complete.

COMMENTARY

The standard lists the minimum information that probate courts and all parties to a guardianship or conservatorship 

proceeding	for	a	minor	need	in	order	to	proceed.		It	attempts	to	strike	a	balance	between	making	guardianship/conservator	

proceedings	available	to	parents	or	others	concerned	about	the	well-being	of	a	child,	while	providing	the	court	with	the	

fundamental	information	necessary	to	proceed.		Paragraph	C(4)	of	the	standard	is	included	to	enable	probate	courts	to	comply	

more	easily	with	the	requirements	of	the	Indian	Child	Welfare	Act213	and	the	Vienna	Convention	on	Consular	Relations.214  The 

212	 At	least	24	states	and	the	District	of	Columbia	permit	parents	with	a	degenerative,	incurable	disease	to	seek	appointment	of	a	person	who	will	serve	as	
guardian/conservator	of	their	children	upon	their	death	or	incapacity.		See J.S.	Rubenstein,	Standby Guardianship Legislation: At the Midway Point,	2	Actec 
JournAl	33	(2007);	UGPPA	§202	(1997).
213	 25	USC	§§1901	et seq.
214	 Vienna	Convention	on	Consular	Relations,	Art.	37	21	U.S.T.	77	(1963)	http://untreaty.un.org/ilc/texts/instruments/english/conventions/9_2_1963.pdf,	which	
requires	notification	of	the	local	consulate	whenever	a	guardian	may	be	appointed	for	a	foreign	national.

http://untreaty.un.org/ilc/texts/instruments/english/conventions/9_2_1963.pdf
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standard	urges	courts	to	use	forms	that	minimize	“legalese”	and	are	as	easy	to	complete	as	possible	but	requires	that	petitioners	

verify the statements made in order to protect against frivolous filings.  

While	the	standard	sets	forth	the	minimum	information	that	should	be	required,	good	practice	suggests	that	the	following	

information	will	often	be	needed	and	should	be	included	as	part	of	the	petition	itself	or	as	attachments	to	it,	including:		

•	 The	name	and	address	of	any	person	responsible	for	the	care	or	custody	of	the	minor	including	an	existing	

 guardian/conservator. 

•	 The	name	and	address	of	any	current	guardian,	conservator,	legal	representative	or	representative	payee	for	the	minor.	

•	 Existing	powers	of	attorney	applicable	to	the	minor.

•	 The	name,	address,	and	interest	of	the	petitioner.215

In	addition,	if	the	petition	is	for	appointment	of	a	stand-by	guardian	or	conservator,	a	doctor’s	certificate	or	other	

documentation that the parent is suffering from a progressively chronic or irreversible illness that is fatal or will result in the 

parent’s	inability	to	protect	the	well-being	and	property	of	the	minor.	

Probate	courts	should	develop	and	distribute	forms	that	will	assist	the	petitioner	to	meet	these	requirements.	Whenever	

possible,	petitions,	instructions,	and	explanations	of	guardianship/conservatorship	for	minors,	and	the	process	for	seeking	

them	should	be	available	on	the	court	website	as	well	as	at	libraries.		Probate	courts	should	be	able	to	provide	a	list	of	

community	resources	for	free	or	low-cost	legal	services,	such	as	bar	referral	services,	legal	aid	offices,	and	law	school	

clinics.		To	the	extent	permissible	under	state	law	and	court	rules,	petitioners	should	be	able	to	complete	and	submit	

petitions	electronically.		Informational	brochures	should	be	available	on	the	court	website	and	distributed	to	all	persons	

upon	request	or	to	those	who	file	guardianship/conservatorship	petitions.	

Promising	Practices

Several	court	systems	and	individual	courts	provide	information	regarding	guardianship/conservatorship	for	minors	

proceedings	on	their	websites	including	the	forms	necessary	to	initiate	a	conservatorship	or	guardianship.		For	example:

California	Judicial	Branch 

http://www.courts.ca.gov/documents/gc210.pdf

District	of	Columbia	Superior	Court 

http://www.dccourts.gov/internet/legal/aud_probate/gdnlegal.jsf

Maricopa	County,	AZ	Superior	Court	

http://www.superiorcourt.maricopa.gov/SuperiorCourt/Self-ServiceCenter/Forms/ProbateCases/prob_group_4.asp	

Philadelphia	County,	PA	Court	of	Common	Pleas

http://www.pacourts.us/NR/rdonlyres/11E9588C-4158-4962-8ACA-BC95A7EA1B1E/0/OCRFormOC04.%20target=	

In	addition,	the	Denver,	CO	Probate	Court	employs	pro se	facilitators	to	assist	persons	seeking	to	file	a	

petition	for	guardianship.		http://www.denverprobatecourt.org/		

215	 See Model Statute on Guardianship and Conservatorship,	§19(b)	in	Bruce d. sAles, d. mAtthew Powell, & richArd vAn duizend, disABled Persons And 
the lAw,	573-574	(Plenum	Press,	1982).
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STANDARD 3.5.2  NOTICE

A. Probate courts should ensure that timely notice of the guardianship/conservator proceedings is 
provided to:

 (1) The minor if the minor has attained a sufficient age to understand the nature of the proceeding.
 (2) Any person who has had primary care and custody of the minor during the 60 days prior to  

 the filing of the petition.
 (3) The minor’s parents, step-parents, siblings, and other close kin.
 (4) Any person nominated as guardian/conservator.
 (5) Any current guardian, conservator, legal representative or representative payee for the minor. 
 (6) Notice to a representative of the minor’s tribe if the minor is Native American. 
B. Any written notice should be in plain language and in easily readable type. At the minimum, it 

should set forth the time and place of judicial hearings, the nature and possible consequences of the 
proceedings, and the rights of the minors and of persons entitled to object to the appointment of a 
guardian/conservator of the minor.  A copy of the petition should be attached to the written notice.

C. Probate courts should implement a procedure whereby any interested person can file a request for 
notice and/or a request to intervene in the proceedings.

D. Probate courts should require that proof that all required notices be filed.

COMMENTARY

This	standard	underscores	the	general	notice	requirements	of	Standard	3.1.1	(Notice)	by	requiring	specific	timely	notice	

of	guardianship	and	conservatorship	proceedings	to	the	minor	and	others	entitled	to	notice.		It	generally	follows	the	

notice	provision	in	the	Uniform	Guardianship	and	Protective	Proceedings	Act.216		Consistent	with	the	trend	in	other	types	

of	proceedings	involving	minors,	it	does	not	specify	a	minimum	age	at	which	the	minor	is	entitled	to	receive	notice	and	

participate in the hearing.217		The	notice	should	be	written	and	personally	delivered.	When	the	officers	serving	the	notice	

are	under	court	control,	it	may	be	appropriate	to	provide	them	with	special	training	to	facilitate	interactions	with	minors.	

In	addition	to	providing	notice	to	the	minor,	notice	should	ordinarily	also	be	given	to	those	who	are	most	likely	to	have	

interest	in	the	minor’s	well-being	and	safety,	as	well	as	the	proposed	guardian/conservator	and	any	previously	appointed	legal	

representatives.		This	may	include	a	tribal	representative	if	the	minor	may	be	a	member	of	a	recognized	Indian	tribe.218

Probate	courts	should	establish	a	procedure	permitting	interested	persons	who	desire	notification	before	a	final	decision	

is	made	in	a	guardianship/conservatorship	proceeding	to	file	a	request	with	the	court	for	notice	or	to	intervene	in	

the proceedings.219  This procedure allows persons interested in the establishment or monitoring of a guardianship 

or	conservatorship	to	remain	abreast	of	developments	and	to	bring	relevant	information	to	the	court’s	attention.	The	

request	for	notice	should	contain	a	statement	showing	the	interest	of	the	person	making	the	request.		Intervention	in	

the	proceedings	by	an	interested	party,	including	the	nomination	of	someone	else	as	guardian	or	conservator,	should	be	

permitted.		A	fee	may	be	attached	to	the	filing	of	the	request	and	a	copy	of	the	request	should	be	provided	to	the	minor’s	

guardian/conservator	(if	any).	Unless	the	probate	court	makes	a	contrary	finding,	notice	should	be	provided	to	any	person	

who	has	properly	filed	this	request.

216	 UGPPA §205(a)	(1997).
217	 See e.g., Az Juv. ct. r. Pro., rule	41	(2010);	42	U.S.C.A.	§	675(5)(c)	(2010).
218	 indiAn child welfAre Act,	25	USC	§§1901	et seq.
219	 See, e.g.,	UGPPA	§	116	(1997);	unif. PProB. code	§	5-116	(2008).
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STANDARD 3.5.3  EMERGENCY APPOINTMENT OF A 
TEMPORARY GUARDIAN/CONSERVATOR FOR A MINOR

A. When permitted, probate courts should only appoint a temporary guardian or conservator for a 
minor ex parte:

 (1) Upon the showing that unless granted temporary appointment is made, the minor will suffer 
immediate or irreparable harm and there is no one with authority or who is willing to act.

 (2) In connection with the filing of a petition for a permanent guardianship or conservatorship  
 for the minor.

 (3) Where the petition is set for hearing on the proposed permanent guardianship or    
 conservatorship on an expedited basis. 

 (4) When notice of the temporary appointment is promptly provided in accordance with Standard 3.5.2.
B. The minor or the person with custody of the minor should be entitled to an expeditious hearing 

upon a motion seeking to revoke the temporary guardianship or conservatorship.
C. Where appropriate, probate courts should consider issuing a protective order (or orders) in lieu of 

appointing a temporary guardian or conservator for a minor.
D. The powers of a temporary guardian or conservator should be carefully limited and delineated in the 

order of appointment.
E. Appointments of temporary guardians or conservators should be of limited and finite duration.

COMMENTARY

Emergency	petitions	seeking	a	temporary	guardianship/conservatorship	for	a	minor	require	the	court’s	immediate	attention.		

Ordinarily	such	petitions	would	arise	when	both	parents	are	deceased,	or	when	there	is	written	consent	from	the	custodial	

parent,	but	there	is	not	time	to	serve	the	non-custodial	parent	before	significant	decisions	must	be	made	for	the	minor	such	as	

enrollment	in	school	or	medical	treatment),	or	when	for	some	other	reason	the	safety	of	the	minor	is	threatened	and	there	is	

no one including the relevant child protection agency willing or authorized to act.  

Because	not	only	the	minor’s	safety	but	also	parental	and	other	important	rights	are	involved,	emergencies,	and	the	expedited	

procedures	they	may	invoke	require	probate	courts	to	remain	closely	vigilant	for	any	potential	due	process	violation	and	

any attempt to use the emergency proceedings to interfere with an investigation or proceeding initiated by the relevant child 

protection	agency.		Thus,	the	standard	calls	for	the	request	for	an	emergency	petition	to	submitted	in	conjunction	with	a	

petition	for	appointment	of	a	permanent	guardian/conservator	for	the	minor	[See	Standard	3.5.1],	notice	to	all	parties	or	

potential	parties	listed	in	Standard	3.5.2,	an	expedited	hearing,220 and use of protective orders as a substitute for appointment 

of	a	guardian	or	conservator	when	appropriate.		By	requiring	the	showing	of	an	emergency	and	the	simultaneous	filing	of	

a	petition	for	a	permanent	guardianship/conservatorship	for	the	minor,	probate	courts	will	confirm	the	necessity	for	the	

temporary	guardianship/conservatorship	and	ensure	that	it	will	not	extend	indefinitely.		When	the	temporary	guardianship	

or	conservatorship	is	established	for	the	minor,	the	date	for	the	hearing	on	the	proposed	permanent	guardianship/

conservatorship	should	be	scheduled.	The	order	establishing	the	temporary	guardianship/conservatorship	should	limit	the	

powers	of	the	temporary	guardian	or	conservatorship	to	only	those	required	by	the	emergency	at	hand	and	provide	that	it	

will	lapse	automatically	upon	that	hearing	date.		The	temporary	guardianship/conservatorship	order	may	be	accompanied	by	

220	 See e.g.,	nh rev. stAt. Ann.	§463:7	(2011);	UGGPA	§204(e).
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support,	visitation,	restraining,	or	other	relevant	orders	when	appropriate.221		Full	bonding	of	liquid	assets	should	be	required	

in	temporary	conservatorship	cases.		The	length	of	temporary	guardianships/conservatorships	for	minors	should	be	in	

accord	with	state	law,	but	should	not	extend	for	more	than	30	days.222

When	establishing	the	powers	of	the	temporary	guardian	or	conservator,	the	court	should	be	cognizant	of	the	fact	that	

certain decisions by a temporary guardian or conservator may be irreversible or result in irreparable damage or harm 

(e.g.,	the	liquidation	of	the	respondent’s	estate).		Therefore,	it	may	be	appropriate	for	the	court	to	limit	the	ability	of	the	

temporary guardian or conservator or a minor to make certain decisions without prior court approval (e.g.,	sensitive	
personal	or	medical	decisions	such	as	abortion,	organ	donation,	sterilization,	civil	commitment,	withdrawal	of	life-

sustaining	medical	treatment,	termination	of	parental	rights).

While	the	appointment	of	a	temporary	guardian	or	conservator	for	a	minor	provides	a	useful	mechanism	for	making	

needed	decisions	during	an	emergency,	it	also	can	offer	an	option	to	a	probate	court	that	receives	information	that	a	

currently appointed guardian or conservator is not effectively performing his or her duties and the welfare of the minor 

requires	that	a	substitute	decision	maker	be	immediately	appointed.		Under	such	circumstances,	the	authority	of	the	

permanent guardian or conservator can be suspended and a temporary guardian appointed for the minor with the powers 

of	the	permanent	guardian	or	conservator.	The	probate	court	should,	however,	ensure	that	this	temporary	guardianship/

conservatorship also does not extend indefinitely by including a maximum duration for it in its order. 

STANDARD 3.5.4  REPRESENTATION FOR THE MINOR

A. Probate courts should appoint a guardian ad litem for the minor if the guardianship results from 
a child neglect or abuse proceeding, there are grounds to believe that a conflict of interest may 
exist between the petitioner or proposed guardian and the minor, or if the minor is not able to 
comprehend the nature of the proceedings.  

B. Probate courts should appoint an attorney to represent a minor if the court determines legal 
representation is needed or if otherwise required by law.

COMMENTARY

Most	proceedings	for	appointment	of	a	guardian/conservator	for	a	minor	are	uncontested	and	the	best	interests	of	the	

minor	will	be	served	by	the	appointment	of	the	proposed	guardian/conservator.		However,	with	greater	use	of	other	

kinship	guardianship	as	a	means	for	providing	a	permanent	placement	for	children	who	have	been	abused	or	neglected,223 

there	will	be	greater	need	for	probate	courts	to	obtain	more	in-depth	information	regarding	a	minor’s	best	interests	when	

making determinations whether to appoint a guardian or conservator for a minor and whom to appoint.224

221	 nh rev. stAt. Ann.	§463:7	(II)	(2011).
222	 nh rev. stAt. Ann.	§463:7	(2011);	UGGPA	§204(e).
223	 fosterinG connections to success And increAsinG AdoPtions Act,	42	U.S.C.	671(a)	(2008).
224	 the Pew commission on children in foster cAre, fosterinG the future: sAfety, PermAnence And well-BeinG for children in foster cAre, 43	(2004),	
http://pewfostercare.org/research/docs/FinalReport.pdf.

http://pewfostercare.org/research/docs/FinalReport.pdf
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Guardians	ad litem are persons appointed to represent the best interests of a minor.  They are responsible for conducting 

an independent investigation in order to provide the court with information and recommendations regarding what 

outcome	will	best	serve	the	child’s	needs.225		Some	courts	use	CASAs	(Court	Appointed	Special	Advocates)	who	are	

specially	screened	and	trained	volunteer(s)	to	serve	in	this	role	in	cases	involving	child	abuse	and	neglect.226		Both	

guardians ad litem	and	CASAs	take	the	views	and	wishes	of	the	minor	into	account	but	make	their	own	determination	

of	what	are	the	child’s	or	youth’s	best	interests.		Attorneys	appointed	to	serve	as	legal	counsel,	on	the	other	hand,	must	

advocate	for	the	outcome	sought	by	their	client.		When	appointing	a	guardian	ad litem,	CASA,	or	attorney	for	a	minor,	

it is good practice for probate court judges to state their duties on the record and the reasons for the appointment.227  

Especially	in	jurisdictions	with	a	significant	Native	American	population,	guardians	ad litem,	CASAs,	and	attorneys	

appointed	for	a	minor	should	be	familiar	with	the	requirements	of	and	reasons	underlying	ICWA.

STANDARD 3.5.5  PARTICIPATION OF THE MINOR IN THE 
PROCEEDINGS

Probate courts should encourage participation of minors who have sufficient capacity to understand 
and express a reasoned preference in guardianship/conservatorship proceedings and to consider 
their views in determining whether to appoint a guardian/conservator and whom to appoint.

COMMENTARY

From	the	time	of	the	Romans,	children	age	14	or	older	had	a	voice	in	selecting	a	guardian.228 This legal tradition is reflected 

in	the	Uniform	Guardianship	and	Protective	Proceedings	Act	and	many	state	statutes.229  There is growing recognition that 

presence and participation of a child in a proceeding determining residence and custody is important for both the child and 

the court both in the literature regarding dependency proceedings and in both family court and probate court statutes.230   

This has led some states to provide that minors of any age may not just formally object to a guardian but may also nominate 

a	guardian	if	they	are	“of	sufficient	maturity	to	form	an	intelligent	preference.”231		While	a	judge	is	not	required	to	follow	the	

preferences	of	a	minor	regarding	the	appointment	of	a	guardian	or	conservator,	it	is	good	practice	to	at	least	ask	the	children	

or youth for their views.

Promising	Practices

Resources to assist judges in meaningfully and appropriately involving minors in court proceedings are available from the 

American	Bar	Association	Center	on	Children	and	the	Law.		

http://www.americanbar.org/groups/child_law/what_we_do/projects/empowerment/youthincourt.html	

225	 See nAtionAl council of Juvenile And fAmily court JudGes (ncJfcJ), AdoPtion And PermAnency Guidelines: imProvinG court PrActice in child ABuse 
And neGlect cAses, 83-84 (ncJfcJ,	2000).
226	 See www.casaforchildren.org
227	 UGGPA,	§115	(2007).
228	 David	M.	English,	Minor’s Guardianship in an Age of Multiple Marriage,	1995 institute on estAte PlAnninG, 5-15 (1995).
229	 Id. at	5-16	–	5-18;	UGPPA	§203	(1997).
230	 NCJFCJ,	supra, note	225,	at	20;	Andrea.	Khoury,	With Me, Not Without Me: How to Involve Children in Court, 26	child l. PrAc.	129	(2007);	Miriam	A.	
Krinsky,	The Effect of Youth Presence in Dependency Court Proceedings,	Juv. & fAm. Just. todAy,	Fall	2006,	at	16;	Pew commission,	supra,	note	224,	at	41;	fl. 
stAt. Ann.	§39.701(6)(a)	(2012);	nh rev. stAt. Ann.	§463-8	(II)	(2012).
231	 E.g.,	cAl. ProB. code	§1514(e)(2)	(2012);	conn. Gen. stAt. Ann.	§45a-617	(2012); nh rev. stAt. Ann. §463.8 (iv) (2012).

http://www.casaforchildren.org
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STANDARD 3.5.6  BACKGROUND CHECKS

A. Probate courts should request a national background check on all prospective guardians and 
conservators of minors, other than those specified in paragraph B., before an appointment is made 
to determine whether the individual has been:  convicted of a relevant crime; determined to have 
committed abuse, abandonment, neglect, or financial or sexual exploitation of a child, or a spouse 
or other adult; has been suspended or disbarred from law, accounting, or other professional 
license for misconduct involving financial or other fiduciary matters; or has a poor credit history.  

B. Background checks should not be conducted for prospective guardians and conservators who 
have been the subject of such a check as part of a certification or licensing procedure, or banks, 
trust companies, credit unions, savings and loan associations, or other financial institutions duly 
licensed or authorized to conduct business under applicable state or federal laws.

COMMENTARY

Given	the	vulnerability	of	children	who	have	lost	their	parents	through	death,	illness,	or	through	action	of	a	court,	the	

authority	of	guardians	and	conservators,	the	opportunities	for	misuse	of	that	authority,	and	the	incidence	of	abuse	and	

exploitation	around	the	country,	requiring	prospective	guardians	and	conservators	to	undergo	a	thorough	criminal	history	

and	credit	check	is	an	appropriate	safeguard.	Currently	the	federal	Fostering	Connections	to	Success	and	Increasing	

Adoption	Act	requires	at	least	a	criminal	records	check,232		and	many	states	require	both	a	criminal	records	check	and	a	

check of child abuse registries.233

The background information is intended to provide probate courts with information on which to base a decision whether the 

nominee	should	be	appointed.	Upon	receiving	such	potentially	disqualifying	information,	probate	courts	should	weigh	the	

seriousness	of	the	offense	or	misconduct,	its	relevance	to	the	responsibilities	of	a	guardian	or	conservator,	how	recently	the	

offense	or	misconduct	occurred,	the	nominee’s	record	since	the	offense	or	misconduct	occurred,	and	the	vulnerability	of	the	

minor.		If	there	is	some	concern	but	not	enough	to	disqualify	a	potential	guardian	or	conservator,	probate	courts	may	require	

periodic	post-appointment	criminal	history	and/or	credit	checks	of	a	guardian	or	conservator,	a	larger	bond,	more	frequent	

reports	or	accountings,	and/or	more	intensive	monitoring.234		[See	Standards	3.5.9	through	3.5.11].	

STANDARD 3.5.7 ORDER

A. Probate courts should tailor the order appointing a guardian or conservator for a minor to the 
facts and circumstances of the specific case.  

B. In an order appointing a conservator or limited guardian for a minor, probate courts should 
specify the duties and powers of the conservator or limited guardian, including limitations to 
the duties and powers, requirements to establish restrictive accounts or follow other protective 
measures, and any rights retained by the minor. 

C. If the order is for a temporary, limited, or emergency guardianship or conservatorship for a 
minor, probate courts should specify the duration of the order.

232	 42	U.S.C.	§471(a)(2)(D);	see e.g.,	nh  rev. stAt. Ann.	§463.5(V).
233	 See e.g.,	nh rev. stAt. Ann.	§463.5(V).
234	 In	light	of	the	abuses	that	have	occurred,	some	probate	courts	may	wish	to	require	periodic	updates	of	background	checks	in	all	cases	in	order	to	ensure	
that the person appointed continues to be fit to serve.
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D. Probate courts should inform newly appointed guardians about their responsibilities to the 
minor, the requirements to be applied in making decisions and caring for the minor, and their 
responsibilities to the court including the filing of plans and reports. 

E. Probate courts should inform newly appointed conservators of minors about their responsibilities to 
the minor, the requirements to be applied in managing the minor’s estate, and their responsibilities 
to the court including the filing of inventories, asset management plans, and accountings.

F. Following appointment, probate courts should require a guardian, or conservator for a minor to:
 (1) Provide a copy of and explain to the minor the terms of the order of appointment including the  

 rights retained
 (2) Serve a copy of the order to the persons who received notice of the petition initiating the  

 guardianship/conservatorship proceeding and those persons whose request for notice and/or to  
 intervene has been granted by the court and file proof of service with the court

 (3) Record the order in the appropriate property record if the minor’s estate includes real estate

COMMENTARY

Most individuals appointed as a guardian or conservator know little about what is expected of them and the scope of their 

responsibilities	and	authority.		Thus,	including	a	clear,	complete	statement	of	duties	and	powers	in	the	appointment	order	

(and/or	the	letters	of	authority)	is	an	important	first	step	in	ensuring	that	minors	will	receive	the	protection	and	services	

needed.			Generally,	a	guardian	of	a	minor	has	the	powers	and	responsibilities	of	a	parent	regarding	the	minor’s	well-being,	

care,	education,	and	support.235	Conservators	of	minors	should	have	duties	and	authorities	similar	to	those	of	a	conservator	

of	an	incapacitated	adult.		By	listing	the	powers	and	duties	of	the	guardian/conservator,	the	probate	court’s	order	can	serve	

as	an	educational	roadmap	to	which	the	guardian/conservator	can	refer	to	help	answer	questions	about	what	the	guardian/

conservator can or cannot do in carrying out the assigned responsibilities. This will also as serve as notice to third parties 

with	whom	the	guardian/conservator	may	have	dealings	regarding	the	limitations	on	the	powers	and	authority.	

The	Uniform	Guardianship	and	Protective	Proceedings	Act	provides	that	a	probate	court	may	establish	a	temporary,	

emergency,	or	limited	guardianship	for	a	minor	in	certain	circumstances.236		[See	Standard	3.5.3]		When	such	a	

guardianship	or	conservatorship	is	established,	it	is	all	the	more	important	for	probate	courts	to	specify	the	guardian’s/

conservator’s	duties	and	authority,	limitations	on	that	authority,	the	responsibilities	and	rights	retained	by	the	minor	or	

the	minor’s	parents,	and	the	duration	of	the	appointment,	in	order	to	limit	uncertainty	within	the	family	and	by	health	

providers,	school	officials,	and	creditors.		Probate	courts	may	also	require	use	of	protective	measures	such	as	establishment	

of	restricted	accounts,	deposit	of	funds	with	the	court,	or	transfers	of	property	pursuant	to	the	Uniform	Transfer	to	

Minors	Act	if	applicable.237

Guardians	of	minors	should	also	be	required	to	obtain	prior	court	approval	before	a	minor	is	permanently	removed	from	

the	court’s	jurisdiction.		Prior	court	approval,	however,	should	not	be	required	where	the	removal	is	temporary	in	nature	

(e.g.,	when	the	minor	is	being	taken	on	a	vacation	or	is	sent	to	a	school	out	of	state).

Requiring	the	guardian/conservator	to	serve	a	copy	of	the	order	of	appointment	to	those	persons	who	received	notice	

of	the	petition	for	guardianship	or	conservatorship	and	those	persons	whose	request	for	notice	and/or	to	intervene	have	

been	granted	by	the	court	will	promote	their	continued	involvement	in	monitoring	the	minor’s	situation.	Explaining	the	

235	 UGPPA,	§§207	–	208	(1997).
236	 UGPPA,	§§204(d)	&	(e),	and	206(b)	(1997).
237	 uniform trAnsfers to minors Act	(1986),	http://www.law.upenn.edu/bll/archives/ulc/fnact99/1980s/utma86.htm.

http://www.law.upenn.edu/bll/archives/ulc/fnact99/1980s/utma86.htm
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order	of	appointment	to	minors	in	terms	they	can	understand	facilitates	the	minor’s	awareness	of	what	is	happening	and	

encourages	communication	between	the	minor	and	the	guardian/conservator.		Recording	a	guardianship/conservatorship	

order provides notice to others regarding who has the authority to engage in significant financial transactions including 

the sale of real property.

STANDARD 3.5.8  ORIENTATION, EDUCATION, 
AND ASSISTANCE

Probate courts should develop and implement programs for the orientation, education, and 
assistance of guardians and conservators for minors.

As	noted	previously,	most	newly	appointed	guardians	and	conservators	are	not	fully	aware	of	their	responsibilities	and	

how	to	meet	them.		A	number	of	states	currently	provide	at	least	some	materials	that	explain	the	duties	of	guardians	

and conservators for minors (e.g.,	printed	guidelines	CT;	a	video,	GA;	on-line	instructions,	AZ).238		Where	appropriate,	

the	materials	should	be	in	a	language	other	than	English	to	supplement	the	English	version	(e.g.,	GA).		In	addition,	as	

with	guardians	and	conservators	for	disabled	adults,	probate	courts	should	have	some	program	or	process	for	assisting	

guardians or conservators for minors who are uncertain about how best to meet their responsibilities or whether they have 

the	authority	to	take	the	actions	necessary.	[See	Standard	3.3.14]

STANDARD 3.5.9  BONDS FOR CONSERVATORS OF MINORS

Except in unusual circumstances, probate courts should require all conservators to post a surety 
bond in an amount equal to the value of the liquid assets and annual income of the estate.  
 

COMMENTARY

Among	the	measures	probate	courts	may	use	to	protect	minors	is	to	require	newly	appointed	conservators	to	furnish	a	surety	

bond239 conditioned upon the faithful discharge by the conservator of all assigned duties.240		The	requirement	of	bond	should	

not	be	considered	as	an	unnecessary	expense	or	as	punitive.		It	is	insurance	against	any	loss	being	suffered	by	the	minor.		

Bonding	or	some	equally	protective	alternative	(e.g.,	accounts	that	require	a	court	order	for	all	withdrawals,	court-maintained	

accounts,	etc.)	protect	the	court	from	public	criticism	for	having	failed	in	its	duty	and	responsibility	to	protect	the	minor’s	

estate	from	loss,	misappropriation,	or	malfeasance	on	the	part	of	the	conservator.

In	determining	the	amount	of	the	bond,	or	whether	the	case	is	one	in	which	an	alternative	measure	will	provide	sufficient	

protection,	probate	court	should	consider	such	factors	as:	

•	 The	value	of	the	estate	and	annual	gross	income	and	other	receipts.

•	 The	extent	to	which	the	estate	has	been	deposited	under	an	effective	arrangement	requiring	a	court	order	for	its	removal.

•	 Whether	a	court	order	is	required	for	the	sale	of	real	estate.

•	 Whether	a	restricted	account	has	been	establish	and	proof	provided	to	the	court	that	the	restrictions	will	be	enforced	by	the	bank.

•	 The	frequency	of	the	conservator’s	required	reporting.

238	 http://www.jud.state.ct.us/probate/Guardian-KID.pdf;		http://www.gaprobate.org/guardianship.php;	https://www.azcourts.gov/Portals/34/Forms/Probate/gardinst.pdf.
239	 As	noted	in	Standard	3.1.2	(Fiduciaries),	a	personal	bond	adds	little	to	a	personal	representative’s	oath	or	acceptance	of	appointment.	This	standard	
addresses	surety	bonds,	that	is,	bonds	with	corporate	surety	or	otherwise	secured	by	the	individual	assets	of	the	personal	representative.
240	 See unif. ProB. code	§	5-415	(2008)	(unless	otherwise	directed,	the	size	of	the	bond	should	equal		the	aggregate	capital	value	of	the	estate	under	the	conservator’s	
control,	plus	one	year’s	estimated	income,	minus	the	value	of	securities	and	land	requiring	a	court	order	for	their	removal,	sale,	or	conveyance).

http://www.jud.state.ct.us/probate/Guardian-KID.pdf
http://www.gaprobate.org/guardianship.php
https://www.azcourts.gov/Portals/34/Forms/Probate/gardinst.pdf
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•	 The	extent	to	which	the	income	or	receipts	are	payable	to	a	facility	responsible	for	the	minor’s	care	and	custody.

•	 Whether	the	conservator	was	appointed	pursuant	to	a	nomination	that	requested	that	bond	be	waived.	

•	 The	information	received	through	the	background	check.

•	 The	financial	responsibility	of	the	proposed	conservator.

STANDARD 3.5.10 REPORTS 

A. Probate courts should require guardians of minors to file at the hearing or within 60 days:
 (1) A guardianship plan, with annual updates thereafter. 
 (2) Advance notice of any intended absence of the minor from the court’s jurisdiction in excess of   

 30 calendar days.
 (3) Advance notice of any major anticipated change in the minor’s physical location (e.g., a   

 change of abode).
B. Probate courts should require conservators for minors to file within 60 days, an inventory of the minor’s 

assets and an asset management plan to meet the minor’s needs and allocate resources for those needs, 
with annual accountings and updates thereafter.  Probate courts should require conservators to submit, 
for approval, an amended asset management plan whenever there is any significant deviation from the 
approved plan or a significant change from the approved plan is anticipated.  

COMMENTARY

The	standard	urges	that	guardians	for	minors	be	required	to	provide	a	report	to	the	probate	court	at	the	hearing	or	within	60	

days	of	appointment	and	annually	thereafter	until	discharged.			Similarly,	conservators	for	minors	must	immediately	commence	

making	an	inventory	of	the	minor’s	assets	and	submit	the	inventory	and	an	asset	management	plan	for	the	first	twelve	(12)	

months	within	60	days	of	appointment.

•	 The	guardian’s	report	should	contain	descriptive	information	on	the	services	and	care	being	provided	to	the	minor,	

significant	actions	taken	by	the	guardian,	and	the	expenses	incurred	by	the	guardian.

•	 The	conservator’s	report	should	include	a	statement	of	all	available	assets,	the	anticipated	income	for	the	ensuing	twelve	(12)	

months,	the	anticipated	financial	needs	and	expenses	of	the	minor,	and	the	investment	strategy	and	asset	allocation	to	be	

pursued	(if	applicable).	As	part	of	this	process,	the	conservator	should	consider	the	purposes	for	which	these	funds	are	to	be	

managed,	specify	the	services	and	care	to	be	provided	to	the	minor	and	their	costs,	describe	significant	actions	taken,	and	

the expenses to date.

These	reporting	requirements	ensure	that	probate	courts	quickly	receive	information	to	enable	them	to	better	determine	

the	condition	of	the	minor,	the	amount	of	assets	and	income	available,	and	the	initial	performance	of	the	guardian	or	

conservator.	The	Uniform	Guardianship	and	Protective	Proceedings	Act	authorizes	courts	to	require	guardians	and	

conservators	of	minors	to	“report	on	the	condition	of	the	ward	and	account	for	money	and	other	assets	in	the	guardian’s	

possession	or	subject	to	the	guardian’s	control”	as	required	by	rule	or	at	the	request	of	an	interested	person.241		Several	

states	require	guardians	and	conservators	of	minors	to	file	reports	periodically	as	well.242

241	 UGPPA,	§207(b)(5)	(1997).	
242	 See e.g., fl. stAt. Ann. §744.367 (2012); n.h. stAt. rev.	§463.17	(2012).
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Probate	courts	should	provide	explicit	instructions	regarding	the	information	to	be	contained	in	initial	and	subsequent	reports.	

This can be accomplished either through clear forms with detailed instructions or through an on-line program such as that 

developed by Minnesota for conservators of incapacitated adults.243		Where	there	is	considerable	overlap	or	interdependence,	

probate courts may authorize the joint preparation and filing of the plans and reports of the guardian and conservator.  

The plans should be neither rote nor immutable. They should reflect the condition and situation of each individual minor 

rather	than	provide	general	statements	applicable	to	anyone.		For	example,	the	investment	strategy	and	management	

objectives	may	be	different	for	a	relatively	young	minor	than	for	one	who	is	older,	may	vary	depending	on	the	source	or	

purpose	of	the	assets,	or	may	be	different	where	there	is	a	greater	need	to	replenish	the	funds	for	long-term	support.244  

Minor changes to a guardianship plan (e.g.,	changing	doctors,	replacing	one	social	activity	with	another,	etc.)	and	prudent	
changes	in	a	conservatorship’s	investments	may	be	implemented	without	consulting	the	court.	However,	probate	courts	

should	advise	guardians	and	conservators	that	except	in	emergencies,	there	should	be	no	substantial	deviation	from	the	

court-approved	plan	without	prior	approval.		For	example,	any	absence	of	the	guardian	or	minor	from	the	jurisdiction	

of	the	court	that	will	exceed	30	calendar	days	should	be	reported	as	should	any	anticipated	move	of	the	minor	within	or	

outside	the	jurisdiction	so	that	the	court	can	readily	locate	the	minor	at	all	times.		In	addition,	if	at	any	time	there	is	any	

change	in	circumstances	that	might	give	rise	to	a	conflict	of	interest	or	the	appearance	of	such	a	conflict,	it	should	be	

reported	to	the	probate	court	as	quickly	as	possible.

Finally,	the	standard	provides	for	annual	updates	of	the	initial	guardianship	plan	and	conservatorship	asset	management	

plan to enable probate courts to ensure that the guardian is providing the minor with proper care and services and respecting 

the	minor’s	autonomy,	and	that	the	estate	is	being	managed	with	the	proper	balance	of	prudence	and	attention	to	the	current	

needs	and	preferences	of	the	minor.		Along	with	reporting	on	what	has	been	done	during	the	reporting	period,	it	is	essential	

that	the	guardian	inform	the	court	about	changes	in	the	minor’s	condition,	either	for	the	better	or	for	the	worse,	and	suggest	

what	changes	may	be	needed	in	the	scope	of	the	guardianship	order.	[See	Standard	3.3.16]

STANDARD 3.5.11 MONITORING, MODIFYING, TERMINATING 
A GUARDIANSHIP OR CONSERVATORSHIP OF A MINOR 

A. Probate courts should monitor the well-being of the minor and the status of the minor’s estate on 
an on-going basis, including, but not limited to:

 (1) Ensuring that plans, reports, inventories, and accountings are filed on time.
 (2) Reviewing promptly the contents of all plans, reports, inventories, and accountings.
 (3) Ascertaining the well-being of the minor and the status of the estate, as needed.
 (4) Assuring the well-being of the minor and the proper management of the estate, improving  

 the performance of the guardian/conservator, and enforcing the terms of the guardianship/ 
 conservatorship order.

B.  When required for the well-being of the minor or the minor’s estate, probate courts should modify 
the guardianship/conservatorship order, impose appropriate sanctions, or remove and replace the 
guardian/conservator, or take other actions that are necessary and appropriate.

C. Before terminating a guardianship or conservatorship of a minor, probate courts should require 
that notice of the proposed termination be provided to all interested parties.

243	 www.mncourts.gov/conservators.
244	 See generally	Edward	C.	Halbach	Jr.,	Trust Investment Law in the Third Restatement,	27 reAl ProP., ProB. & trust J.	407	(1992)	(discussing	the	background	and	
applications	of	principles	of	fiduciary	prudence	as	formulated	in	the	Third	Restatement	of	the	Law	of	Trusts).

http://www.mncourts.gov/conservators
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COMMENTARY

This	standard	parallels	that	regarding	monitoring	of	guardianships	and	conservatorships	for	incapacitated	adults.	[See	

Standard	3.3.17]		As	in	the	case	of	minors	found	to	have	been	neglected	or	abused,	probate	courts	have	an	on-going	

responsibility to make certain that the minor for whom they have appointed a guardian or conservator is receiving the 

services	and	care	required,	the	estate	is	being	managed	appropriately,	and	the	terms	of	the	order	remain	consistent	with	the	

minor’s	needs	and	condition.		The	review,	evaluation,	and	auditing	of	the	initial	and	annual	plans,	inventories,	and	reports	

and accountings by a guardian or conservator are essential steps in fulfilling this duty. Making certain that those documents 

are	filed	is	a	necessary	precondition.		Probate	courts	should	also	have	the	capacity	to	investigate	those	situations	in	which	

guardian/conservators	may	be	failing	to	meet	their	responsibilities	under	the	order	or	exceeding	the	scope	of	their	authority.		

A	principal	component	of	the	review	is	to	ensure	that	the	guardian/conservator	included	all	of	the	information	required	

by	the	court	in	these	reports.		Probate	courts	should	not	permit	conservators	to	file	accountings	that	group	expenses	

into	broad	categories,	absent	inclusion	of	all	vouchers,	invoices,	receipts,	and	statements	to	permit	comparison	against	

the	returns.		Prompt	review	of	the	guardian’s	or	conservator’s	reports	enables	probate	courts	to	take	early	action	to	

correct	abuses	and	issue	a	show	cause	order	if	the	guardian/conservator	has	or	appears	to	have	violated	a	provision	of	the	

original	order.		Many	of	the	red	flags	and	concerns	listed	in	the	commentary	to	Standard	3.3.17	apply	to	guardianships/

conservatorships of minors as well as those for incapacitated adults.

Some	jurisdictions	also	require	guardians	and/or	conservators	to	distribute	reports	and	accountings	to	family	members	

and other interested persons.  This provides probate courts with additional opportunities for independent reviews by 

others	having	an	interest	in	the	welfare	of	the	minor.		On	the	other	hand,	given	the	personal	information	contained	

in	reports	and	the	financial	disclosures	in	accountings,	it	may	also	compromise	a	minor’s	privacy	or	generate	family	

disagreements regarding the allocation of assets that have little to do with the performance of the conservator. 

If	a	probate	court	finds	that	a	guardian/conservator	for	a	minor	is	not	performing	the	required	duties	or	is	performing	

them	so	inadequately	that	the	well-being	of	the	minor	and/or	the	minor’s	is	being	threatened,	it	should	take	all	necessary	

remedial	actions	including	removing	and	the	guardian/conservator	and	appointing	a	temporary	or	full	replacement.		If	the	

minor	has	been	abused	or	neglected	or	possible	criminal	conduct	has	occurred	regarding	the	minor	or	the	minor’s	state,	

the probate court should report the matter to local child protection or law enforcement agency.

A	guardianship	of	a	minor	generally	may	be	terminated	upon	the	minor’s	adoption,	attainment	of	majority,	emancipation,	or	

death,	or	upon	a	determination	that	termination	will	be	in	the	best	interest	of	the	minor	(e.g.,	at	the	request	of	a	parent	who	has	
recovered	from	a	debilitating	illness	or	addiction).245		Some	states,	reflecting	the	provisions	of	the	federal	Fostering	Connections	

to	Success	and	Increasing	Adoption	Act,246	permit	courts	to	delay	termination	until	age	21	in	certain	circumstances.247		Because	

family	members,	care	givers,	educational	institutions,	and	creditors	may	have	an	interest	in	the	termination,	notice	of	the	

proposed termination and an opportunity to be heard should be provided before issuance of the termination order.

245	 See e.g.,	UGPPA	§210(b).
246	 42	USC	§§	673(a)(4)(A)(i)	&	675	(8)(B)(iii).
247	 See e.g., nh rev. stAt. Ann.	§463:15	(II)	(2011).
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STANDARD 3.5.12  COMPLAINT PROCESS

Probate courts should establish a clear and easy-to-use process for communicating concerns about 
guardianships and conservatorships for minors and the performance of guardians/conservators.  
The process should outline circumstances under which a court can receive ex parte communications.  
Following the appointment of a guardian or conservator, probate courts should provide a description of 
the process to the minor, the guardian/conservator, and to all persons notified of the original petition.

COMMENTARY

The	standard	urges	probate	courts	to	establish	a	process	for	minors,	members	of	the	minor’s	family,	or	other	interested	

persons	to	question	whether	the	minor	is	receiving	appropriate	care	and	services,	the	minor’s	estate	is	being	managed	

prudently	for	the	benefit	of	the	minor,	or	whether	the	guardianship/conservatorship	should	be	modified	or	terminated.		

In	designing	the	process,	care	should	be	taken	to	ensure	that	that	an	unrepresented	person	is	able	to	use	it,	that	the	

court	receives	the	necessary	information,	and	that	the	process	is	flexible	enough	to	accommodate	emergency	or	urgent	

circumstances.		The	process	could	include	designation	of	a	specific	member	of	the	staff	to	receive	and	review	complaints,	

a	designated	e-mail	address,	and/or	an	on-line	form.		Requiring	that	the	request	be	written	(whether	electronically	or	on	

paper)	can	discourage	frivolous	or	repetitious	requests.		

When	a	complaint	is	received,	it	should	be	reviewed	to	determine	how	it	should	be	addressed.		Approaches	include	a	

referral	to	services,	sending	a	court	visitor	to	investigate,	requesting	the	guardian	or	conservator	to	address	the	issue(s)	

raised,	conducting	an	evaluation	of	the	minor	under	guardianship	or	conservatorship,	or	setting	a	hearing	on	the	matter.

STANDARD 3.5.13  COORDINATION WITH OTHER COURTS

When there is concurrent or divided jurisdiction over a minor or a minor’s estate, probate courts 
should communicate and coordinate with the other court or courts having jurisdiction to ensure 
that the best interests of the minor are served and that orders are as consistent as possible.

COMMENTARY

In	many	states,	guardianships	of	minors	are	matters	within	the	jurisdiction	of	the	juvenile	or	family	court,	and	

conservatorships of the estate of a minor are within the jurisdiction of the probate court.  

Guardianship	of	the	person	and	the	awarding	of	custody	are	essentially	equivalent.	.	.	.	Family	courts	have	the	

authority	to	decide	custody	between	competing	parents,	but	they	may	also	have	the	authority	to	award	custody	

to	third	persons.		Family	courts	also	frequently	appoint	guardians	as	a	prelude	to	adoption.		Finally,	guardians	

may	be	appointed	by	the	juvenile	courts	for	children	who	have	been	abused,	neglected,	or	adjudicated	delinquent.	

.	.	.		Unless	otherwise	ordered	by	the	court,	a	guardian	of	a	minor’s	person	has	custody	of	the	child	and	the	

authority	of	a	parent,	but without the financial responsibility.248		[emphasis	added]

Protection	of	the	minor’s	best	interests	and	well-being	are	best	served	when	the	judges	of	the	respective	courts	talk	and	

cooperate	with	each	other	in	making	appointments,	fashioning	orders,	and	mitigating	attempts	to	use	the	procedures	of	

one court to undercut the process in another.249

248	 English,	supra, note	228,	at	5-4.
249	 Id. at 5-5.
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